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WHY DO I DO THIS?
On one level I have always found animation the most extraordinarily
satisfying artform to be involved in. Dottering age has rekindled a
long-dormant passion for the simple/complex pleasure of reading
decent books. A sense that a certain life-horizon is inching towards
me (or, more likely – me to it) has seen me crossing the threshold
of more live theatres in the last twelve months than in the previous
twelve years – another reignited cultural passion from a much earlier
life and the only artform I’ve ever formally studied and tried to
actually create work in.
In many ways, these artforms haven’t changed radically. The
technology for producing them has gone through the same upgrades
every phase of our lives has and there are many new faces and voices
to become acquainted with but the tenets of those practices are
recognisable down through the ages. Nobody in the conversation
loop confuses a physical theatre performance with a Shakespeare
production; everybody understands the difference between a
biography and a collection of short stories. If I had been re-exploring
live music the same would have been the case if I had started going
to live jazz (can’t afford it) or opera (never gonna happen).
But animation!
Maybe I’m just too close to it but it just feels like the recognition of
animation as artform hasn’t budged an inch, at least in the 20 years
I’ve been peddling these films.
Trying to run an animation festival is a bit like trying to run a writers’
festival when the vast majority of people think the only forms of
writing that exist are nursery rhymes and limericks. This seems to be
a yoke with which animation is almost singularly shackled. Sure,
The Wiggles are Australia’s top-earning musical act but everybody
has heard of AC/DC and surely at least a decent sized minority have
heard of James Morrison and Vince Jones? Everybody knows writing
can be used to create garbage like celebrity magazines or powerful,
sophisticated poetry regardless of whether they read either. Even
people that could not imagine resisting the self-labotomising
delights of the latest one-star Globman 19 super-adventure know that
out there somewhere (like the truth) is something called Art House
Cinema… they will never set foot in the joint, but they know it’s there.

Newcastle, Brisbane and Cairns to establish festivals. Ellis established
an ASIFA chapter in Australia some time ago and does more than
anybody to ensure Australian animation is represented in the
annual International Animation Day celebrations each October.
Thinkers, writers and teachers such as Alan Cholondenko and Dan &
Lienors Torre have devoted (and are devoting) much of their lives to
documenting the trajectory of Australian animation. David Atkinson
once sent me an article originally envisaged as a tribute to John Bird
but which, in fact, was almost the size of a small book and outlined a
wealth of our animation history well beyond that. To spend a couple
of hours talking to Jeremy Parker is to come away with enough notes
to start a book of one’s own. Deb Szapiro has been fighting a truly
Herculean battle to ensure the core values of animation are understood
as widely as possible as an artform.
The graduation reels that annually pour forth from a legion of
outstanding schools demand attention and leave no doubt that these
courses are creating ‘filmmakers’.
And let’s not forget the Oscar’s won by Bruce Petty and the eternally
creative, unrepentantly independent Adam Elliot.
The story of animation as an artform is still one that largely needs to
be communicated and there’s a long way to go. Animation is a potent,
astonishingly powerful, surprisingly sympathetic form of expression.
It is at least as valuable as any of the artforms in helping us understand
the world around us, give voice to the challenges and ideas of the
artists amongst us.
As an artform it is abundantly capable of doing that in a way that
uniquely melds images, words and abstractedly complex thoughts
that makes it one of the most valuable, flexible and creatively
interpretative “platforms for meaning making” that humans (puny
of muscle but powerful of soul) have devised.
And that sounds like something worth doing to me!! It’s at least worth
a try. And that – at heart – is what MIAF is all about.

But animation!
Let’s just focus on the Australian story here. There seems to be no
shortage of advocation. While more funding will always be good and
always be welcome, there is more funding for auteur animation in
Australia than in a lot of other places. And the films that are made
(with or without that funding) speak volumes for a vibrant community
of creative animators. The films they produce are screened and
acclaimed internationally.
Likewise, there are no shortage of advocators. Andrew Hagan has
spent a decade making a surprisingly large and diverse animation
festival happen in Wagga Wagga. He recently floated the concept of
establishing a kind of SIGGRAPH-like organisation to promote the
understanding of auteur animation in Australia. People like Jane
Shadbolt and Trent Ellis are breaking down barriers in places like
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Early artwork – Junction Stalagtites

Concept artwork – City Head

OFFICIAL
OPENING
FILM

Junction is a beautifully realised, technically superb film. It introduces us
to a world populated by the Face Changers, a people who make clay tokens
which have the power to change their faces and alter the winds. It is a
world full of miracle, magic and wonder which can be appreciated on a
variety of levels by audiences of differing ages.

AUSTRALIAN

His studio in Toronto is the vehicle for much of his freelance illustration work but his Australian
based production company Vishus Productions – run by brother Luke Jurevicius – does most
of the heavy lifting when it comes time to involve himself in the more collaborative field of
filmmaking. The brothers have collaborated for at least 15 years and thus have a kind of
‘shorthand’ communication happening between them.

It is based on a mesmerising kids graphic novel of the same title which was written and richly
illustrated by Nathan Jurevicius. An Australian filmmaker with productive connections to his
Lithuanian heritage, Jurevicius is actually based for much of his time in Toronto, Canada.

Generally Nathan looks after direction, production design and overall concept while Luke
creates the music, edits and, on their last film (Paleda), was the co-director.
The original graphic novel referenced parts of Jurevicius’ childhood and many of the visual
elements were drawn directly from his Lithuanian background. Drawing faces is one his
favourite things to do but the conceptual inspiration for the Face Changers had something of
a darker or more malevolent genesis.
“I used to have an odd experience each morning a number of years ago where I was worried
my appearance would look different when I looked in the mirror,” he says. “It was a strange
paranoia - like the feeling of not being able to recognise yourself.
“This idea was mashed up with the old myth: ‘Be careful to not pull a face when the wind
changes or it will stay like that’,” he continues. “I wanted to create a positive spin on both
these thoughts and make a world in which face transformation was a positive thing – a coming
of age task given to each family member.

Junction
Nathan Jurevicius
Australia, 7'00, 2016 (SL)
The Face Changers have always made the
clay tokens that control the winds and
alter their faces. But it’s time for a
special journey.

Other personal strands wend their way through the undulating weave of the film. The pottery
studio in the film – the venue for the construction of the all-critical clay token that empowers
the change of winds and faces – is loosely based on memories Jurevicius has of his father’s
pottery studio. And many of the colours and smells described and depicted in the book found
their way in varying degrees into the film.
Developing the book into an animated film began to take form after a chance meeting at the
Berlin-based conference Pictoplasma. Jurevicius had been involved with this event for a decade
and met two lecturers from Lithuania’s Vilnius Academy of Art there. An invitation to present a
one-off character design workshop at the Academy lead, in turn, to a connection with the
owners and producers of two Lithuanian studios – OKTA and PetPunk.
The decision to collaborate on an animated version of Junction was cemented when a local
producer – Migle Pelakauske – secured Lithuanian funding to begin production. Back in
Australia, Vishus Productions was set the task of bringing together a team to produce the film
and Jurevicius put together a Toronto team of his own to complete the picture.
Although no stranger to working across two time zones (mainly those of Australia and Canada),
the third Lithuanian dimension brought a 24 hour, non-stop axis to the endeavour.
“I didn’t get a lot of sleep though during this three zone production,” he recalls. “Australia was
just starting work as the general population in Canada was finishing up and then when I was
waking up Lithuania was getting close to ending their work day.
“The main challenge was making sure we had a good pipeline set up. In the early stages there
was a little bit of tinkering to get the flow happening seamlessly but it smoothed out fast.
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Creating the artistic outline of this environment called
upon a mix of recall and creative reimagining. Generally
Jerevicius does not use direct visual references when
drawing up scenes but instead sketches either from
memory or how his mind’s eye perceives them to be.
“I based the inside of the cave – the stalactites and
stalagmites – on a Lithuanian dessert called ‘Sakotis’”,
he tables by way of example. “There’s also my imagined
take on Lithuanian symbology, especially the tower-like
heads and sculptures in the hallway scene.”
Junction is just beginning its tour of the festival circuit
but already Jurevicius is beginning to get a sense of how
audiences are reacting to it. As an adaptation of a
graphic novel, he has already experienced the different
ways that different audiences – particularly those of
differing age groups – react to the story.

Junction – Film still
Skype calls and communication were a must-have… a weekly report and
knowing everyone was on the same page.”
It is hard to know where to begin in breaking Junction down into its
component pieces to look at more closely. The narrative and character
concepts are so strong in and of themselves and fuel much of the pure
fascination the film radiates. The rich, vivid colour palette is so unusual,
so comprehensively ‘present’ throughout the whole film that it is almost
a character in its own right. It certainly defines Junction’s visual aura,
defines significant changes in mood and location and gifts the film a
sheen that is impossible not be drawn into.
For the most part, the colours employed in the film were initially
defined in the graphic novel. But Jurevicius nominates a couple of pretty
interesting inspirations for those original choices.
“At the time I was looking at the work of the 1960’s and 1970’s
psychedelic poster artist Victor Moscoso and wanted to get a similar
mood in the environments,” he recalls.
“There’s also some interesting lighting/colour choices in Italian director
Dario Argento’s 1977 film Suspiria that I thought could work well in the
interior scenes of Junction,” Jurevicius continues, warming to the
theme. “For the dream sequence when the token rolls its way through
the mountain I wanted the light to be sunlit and joyful for example.
“You’ll notice that colour-wise in the film I’ve also assigned objects with
blocks of colour and used lighting/texture to create difference in the
objects”, he adds for good measure.
The ‘created environment’ – the world within which Junction is situated
– is another all-encompassing element of the work. The detail, the
sheer scale of the originality applied to every aspect of the design and
depiction of the myriad components that make up that world is
impossible to take in with a single viewing. This is clearly something
that devoured much of the creative energy that went into the production
and is something with which Jurevicius is clearly happy with.

Originally aimed at a 9-12 year audience, it gradually
became apparent that the appeal of the graphic novel
stretched across a vastly wider age bracket than that.
The younger audience were more questioning of the
story but more open to ideas while the older readers
tended to garner multiple meanings and generate their own explanations
for what they were experiencing within the world of the Face Changers.
Myths and fairy tales lend themselves amply to these sorts of reactions
though and it is something that Jurevicius has a great deal of familiarity
with as a reaction to his work.
“Fairytales are a huge influence on all the stories I tell,” he says. “I
wanted to tell a tale that felt like you may have read it long ago as a
child. There’s also the great thing with folk lore and fairytales in that
on the surface it seems light and simple but there are many messages
deep within.
“Everything I’ve made in the past has had a mythological leaning.
Junction is no different but I think there’s something more personal in
this tale than the others. I also view the story as just one small aspect
of a much larger ecosystem – possibly a series of short animated films
that show how the world of Junction connects.”
It is a plan that might have to wait its turn though. It does not sound
like the Jurevicius brothers are going to have a lot of spare time on their
hands for the foreseeable future. Along with Sophie Byrne, the producer
of Shaun Tan’s The Lost Thing, they are about to start working on an
Australian based animated feature of Scarygirl, the character that
Nathan developed and is probably best known for. This feature more
or less inverts the traditional model, with the film following an already
established range of graphic novels, limited edition vinyl toys and
games. He also has the release of another graphic novel – this one
aimed at older readers – to contend with and is helping to art direct a
live action film based on a L. Frank Baum short story.

All stills courtesy Nathan Jurevicius

“I love the wide shot when the full environment is first revealed and
we see the houses on the hills”, he offers when asked to nominate his
favourite shot in the film. “The atmosphere is so beautiful and the
music kicks in to create a lot of emotion.”
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Early artwork – Junction Maze

“3DS is just a
gimmick if you use it
as a gimmick, 3DS
is not for everybody,
I agree, but neither
are rollercoaster’s,
parachuting, VR, or
a museum. But I am
very passionate
about 3DS. It offers
so much, if you use
it well.” Marc BERTRAND

OFFICIAL
OPENING
FILM
INTERNATIONAL

The Amazing 3D Stereoscopic
World Of THEODORE USHEV
Theodore Ushev, it must be said, is something of a force of
nature. I’ve always believed that. Tall and emitting a large
presence in any conversation, he offers the world a ready
smile and seems to see in his surroundings things the rest of
us miss. And he works at a rate almost unfathomable
Varied in style, his body of work thus far shows little in the way of unifying or consistent
themes. He seems capable of working across a number of techniques, mastering them
apparently at will. Impatient, relentlessly restless he seems to harvest experiences and ideas
from the world he moves through, a world he cannot seem to stay still in for a moment.
When, where and how does he get to actually animating and how can anybody turn out such
accomplished, complex and sophisticated films in the timeframes he manages?
His latest film Blind Vaysha was completed so quickly that his previous film, Blood Manifesto,
was still only part way through its festival run. It was the easiest of all films to select. I was
lucky enough to have Marc Bertrand, Ushev’s long-term producer, take me aside for a screening
when I was in the National Film Board of Canada’s office last year. It works from the first frame
and the story is one of such affecting simplicity that just the relating of its synopsis brings
about an immediate connection with the prospective audience.
Although he lives in Canada and predominantly works within the NFB, he is originally from
Bulgaria. He remembers a happy childhood growing up through the last years of communism.
“There were already some sunny, free cracks in the repressive totalitarian ‘system’,” he
recounts of his childhood. “And the positive things such as free education were still available.
“The Big Brother seemed exhausted, the old communist leaders were dying like the dinosaurs.
I was part of a punk and new-wave movement, and we weren't bothered much by the system,
which cannot be said for our fathers.
“I learned all my ‘technical‘ skills at that time, and we had a kind of ‘semi-legal’ access to the
best of Western culture.”
Ushev’s talent shone out early and it was this that opened up opportunities in the wider world
to him.
“I was good at graphic design and won many awards,” he says. “This brought me to Canada. I
also did an animation film in my art school and had some animation training. That film even
won a prize at a student film festival in Belgium.”
If that experience suggests we were witnessing the rising fortunes of an animator, think again.
That is not the way Ushev sees himself, then or now.
“I never thought of myself as an animator, because I'm not. I’m an artist,” he asserts. “Doing
films, using the language of animation is just a moment, a realisation that exactly just now
those tools and language, at that place and moment are the best and only way to transfer my
Message as an artist.”

Blind Vaysha
Theodore Ushev
Canada, 9'00, 2016 (SL)
Simply gorgeous! Vaysha can see only the
future with one eye and only the past with
the other.

Ushev’s connection with the NFB dates back to the earliest days of the internet’s ability to
stream video. At the time he was serving as the art director for a company that was designing
some of that content and the NFB was one of the first organisations getting their collective
‘head’ around the technical and cultural barriers to posting moving image art on the internet.
This is how he first got to know the NFB and the various pathways into the organisation as a
filmmaker.
“I applied for a program in the NFB’s French section, called Cinéaste recherché, but was not
accepted” he recalls. “At the same time, in my spare time I was doing some animation films for
the web, experimenting with the new possibilities of multimedia. They were nothing special,
just playing with the medium.
“However, some of these ‘films’ were accepted at some festivals such as Annecy, Ottawa and
Leipzig. At that time the NFB was looking closely at their identity as producers and they
proposed that I do a short web film called Vertical. The rest is history”.
That history leads us to his latest film, Blind Vaysha, which is based on a short story by
Bulgarian writer Georgi Gospodinov. Ushev is most definitely a fan.
“He is great!” is Ushev’s emphatic endorsement. “I had already started on an animated film of
his novel The Physics Of Melancholy. It will be 24 minutes long and it will be a single long shot,
done in a very special technology never used in animation.
“The live action film I’m shooting right now, titled 8min. 19sec, is also based on another of his
short stories.
Blind Vaysha is an ideal candidate for being created in 3D stereoscopic. The main character’s
binary view of her world (the past through one eye, the future through the other) tells its story
best in this format. It is a style and technology Ushev has plenty of experience with and suits
his diverse creative instincts.
“I studied stage design, theatre, and sculpture. I just think of the film as if it is happening on a
stage; not in the real world, because it will lose the ‘cube’ effect,” he explains. “I love the
feeling of animation happening on a stage.
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process that Ushev initially became aware of Blind Vaysha. All of this
was being done under the auspices of another production company and
although Physics Of Sorrow was the project on the board, it became
apparent that the Blind Vaysha was the film that had to be made first;
the film Ushev had to get out of his system.

All of Ushev’s 3D stereoscopic films (including Blind Vaysha) are set to
screen in MIAF’s Special Guest program on the closing day of the
festival. Each of them has a different reason for being created in 3DS.

“So he talked to Olivier Catherin from his former film production
company and asked him if he was interested in producing Vaysha,” says
Bertrand. “Unfortunately that production company closed a couple of
months later and the NFB decided to become the sole producer.

“It has to be used for a purpose, never as a side effect or for
‘spectacularity’,” Ushev insists. “In Blind Vaysha, the 3DS is part of the
story. In Gloria Victoria it is part of the concept. In Tower Bawher it is
just an experiment, that serves nothing in particular.”
“The roller-coaster effect, the ‘spectacular’, always kills the film and the
message. It is cheap and I have never used it, though, it was tempting.”
This seems like a good time to check in on the rumours suggesting he is
contemplating a feature.
“Yes, there is a feature, but not an animated feature”, he says. “I’m not
interested in making animated feature films.
“I think animation as a medium for feature length is suited only for
family entertainment,” he suggests. “Even with wise marketing it is very
difficult to place it in front of an adult audience.
“Though the commercial success is not very important, there is too
much work involved for it to be watched only by five people in an
obscure small art-house cinema at midnight. I don't have time for these
kind of films.”
Part of the magic has to be credited to Ushev’s long-term NFB producer,
Marc Bertrand. Their connection goes back to that short web film
Vertical more than a decade ago. It was Bertrand who was instrumental
in ensuring it was Ushev who made this film. It didn’t take long for
Ushev’s momentum within the NFB to build.

“Frankly, this film touches me very deeply, because of the nature of
Vaysha’s affliction, the way she sees the world is so unique,” he
continues. “I have a son that is autistic, and every time I see Blind
Vaysha, I think about my son who sees the world through his prism
and that touches me. I am so glad I produced this film.”
The unique visual style of the film was originally designed by Ushev
at a residency he received in Fontevraux, an experience that he found
especially inspirational. This was merely the beginning of the process
however.
“He translated all of this work into a digital format,” says Bertrand. “He
explored the layering process, just like we used to do with acetates or
with painting on multi-layered glass, but he did it digitally. He used
layering with different transparencies, so that each layer would
influence the other layer.
“Theodore used some of his previous poster-printing know-how and the
multi layering technique used in ‘under-camera’ shooting. This is how
he achieved the sense of thickness and of depth in the drawing. This is
why the film is so great when you see it in 3DS.”
The decision to make Blind Vaysha in the 3D stereoscopic format was
made at the very beginning. It was a clear and obvious choice given the
very nature of the story.

“Right after Vertical, the English studio had a collection of films for kids
they were producing called Talespinners,” says Bertrand. “They had too
many films to make to finish the collection so they asked the French
studio if we could take on one of the productions.

“I have done at least 10 different 3DS projects and the first question is
always “why should we do this project in stereo”,” he says. “For Vaysha,
we wanted to see through her eyes, we wanted the spectator to feel
how uncomfortable her daily living was. So we decided that when we
were looking through Vaysha’s eyes we would make a split screen and
that the past would be very close and the future would be far.

“Marcel Jean was head of the French studio at the time. He and I
insisted that we take Theodore Ushev’s film project Tzaritza. After that,
I produced more than twelve projects with Theo including The Man That
Waited, Tower Bawher, Drux Flux, Gloria Victoria, 3rd Page From the Sun
and Blind Vaysha.

“This gives the spectator a sense of disorientation, of uneasiness, this
in not supposed to be comfortable. This is what Vaysha has to live with
everyday… how would you live like this? That is the question.

Trying to fathom how any producer could possibly manage – let alone
keep up with – Ushev is usually the first query people fling at Betrand.
Ushev seems to be able to work at an astonishing rate and he has a
number of different styles. Also – unusually for somebody that works
at this speed – he seems to have an eye for detail. What must it be like
working with Theodore and producing his films?
“Theodore is hard to follow,” admits Bertrand. “But he is a great artist,
a visionary and a very hard worker. I have learned a lot as a producer
by working with Théo through the years.”

“Then the story continues, but you know a bit more about her affliction.
It is VR before VR. It is a film that has a sense of “immersion”. I believe
this film provides a better experience in 3DS, so that’s why we made it
this way.
“With 3D stereoscopic animation, it is always a question of the right
balance,” Bertrand continues. “Theo likes to push the medium to the
max, but after six 3DS projects together the question is where to push
and when to be subtle. I think Vaysha offers the best example of this.
We have learned a lot through the years about the 3DS medium and we
are getting pretty good at it. We will certainly apply what we know of
the virtual reality world in our future projects.”

Biggest lesson?
“First, I learned that I cannot tie him down,” Bertrand begins. “I know
that Theo has to travel, teach, participate in festivals, exchange ideas
with other artists, see exhibitions of great painters and see films around
the world to feel alive and to continue developing his creativity.
“As a producer you want to establish a schedule, a budget, a working
space and to have a bit of control over the production pipeline,” he
continues. “With Theodore it works differently.
“I think the best way to describe myself with him is that I am his ‘aircraft
carrier’. I provide a place that he can come back to, a safe place, a place
where he can work on the creation that has brewed in his mind while he
was traveling.

Bertrand, like Ushev, understands the limits of 3DS and knows that the
technique must fundamentally connect with the very DNA of the film it
is employed to bring to life – and that is not every film.
“3DS is just a gimmick if you use it as a gimmick,” he maintains. “3DS
is not for everybody, I agree, but neither are rollercoaster’s, parachuting,
VR, or a museum. But I am very passionate about 3DS. It offers so
much, if you use it well.”
For now, Ushev has more than enough on the slate to keep him busy
animating for the next couple of years. But his restless spirit and his
sheer will to create across any number of platforms may lead him in
different directions and brings some alarming news for animation fans
and hints at directions he may be turning his eye towards.

“That ‘place’ I think is not only a workshop, or a physical place to sit and
work, it is a mind-space, and I believe I am one of the lucky people that
constitutes this sense of ‘place’ for him. It is where we exchange ideas,
dreams, insecurities, creation. That ‘place’ is sometimes at the end of a
phone, an office, a terrace, a drunken night, a friendship … or simply
trust. As a producer at the NFB, the rest is about providing, accompanying
and finding the right resource to make the best films possible.”

“It is animation for now. In my past I have used different tools to
express myself – illustrations, posters, literature, multimedia, now
animation.

Bertrand has some very specific recollections regarding the less than
smooth pathway for the genesis of Blind Vaysha. At the time he was
helping Ushev through the development process of Physics Of Sorrow, a
film based on another Georgi Gospodinov story, and it was during this

We can all only ‘watch this space’ and enjoy the ride.

“The medium is the message, as McLuhan said. Right now I am shooting a live action film. I don't know if I’ll continue with the animation
anymore – most probably no. I have many ideas for the future.”
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“I never learned anything on purpose in my live, I just use my intuition.
My intuition knows everything. The gnostic way kills the curiosity and
freshness, so I have always tried to keep active my child intuition – you
know, that primal knowledge that the oven is hot, and you as baby just
feel it, and don’t touch it.”

INTERNATIONAL

PROGRAM
ONE
IN MANY WAYS THIS IS A PROGRAM THAT HIGHLIGHTS just
how powerful, relevant and flourishing the field of hand-made
animation really is. And that is how it should be. More than
4,400 films wound up being considered for competition in MIAF
this year. These films come on to the radar through a variety of
avenues and sifting through them is what ultimately informs
the entire selection and curatorial process. Selecting films for
screening is certainly about corralling the best animation into
the holding pen but other factors come into play as well.
Chief among them is representing the ratio between handmade,
computer assisted and fully CG animation. This becomes more
acutely extant as the initial whittling down processes begin to
muster a more manageable sized herd. And one of the things
that becomes clearer and clearer is the sheer volume of outstanding hand-made animation. This probably is not that big a
newsflash to the MIAF audience but to a world in which many
people barely know that animation can even be made by hand
it is confusing, even counter-intuitive.
And yet – here we are about to embrace a brace of films more
than half of which present imagery of one form or another that
was generated virtually entirely by hand, and only ONE of which
was made entirely with a computer.
The films of Theodore Ushev have always been easy ones to
select at successive MIAFs. He is as prolific as he is gifted and
his very latest film Blind Vaysha, explored in much more detail
on page 12, is an astonishing accomplishment. Ushev works at
such a rate that the release of Blind Vaysha had to be delayed
so that his previous film, completed just a few months prior,
could be given half a chance to work its way through the
international festival cycle.
That film, Blood Manifesto, is a more understated and restrained
piece of handiwork and adding it into this exact slot seemed as
a good a way as any to pay a mini tribute to Mr Ushev. Blind
Vashya will rescreen in its 3D stereoscopic format at the end of
the festival but Blood Manifesto is a defiantly 2D film. It is
drawn in real blood directly onto plain white paper – animating
does not get much more hand-made, elemental or 2D than that.
It is also voiced by Ushev himself, a decision that has divided
audiences but has the benefit of capturing and delivering the
baritone cadence of his natural voice.
MIAF alumni and occasional Toronto go-to-guy, Patrick Jenkins
takes a more classical approach to making paint-on-glass
animation. His new film Phantom City is not his first film in this
technique but it is his longest, most complex and most detailed.
One measure of a paint-on-glass animated film is to try and
grasp how many brushstrokes any given frame would have
taken to complete. An ever-increasing number of brushstrokes
does not simply increase the amount of work required to complete it, it also exponentially increases the complexity of making
these images appear to move by making a mistake more and
more likely one frame to the next.
Phantom City works on pretty much every level. It is a wonderful
piece of noir(ish) cinema; classic, laconic and a bit tongue-incheek all at the same time. It’s a coherent and rollicking piece
of narrative. And it has to be made up of about a million
brushstrokes! The level of detail portrayed in every frame –
within the characters, all the moving elements and the static
background scenery – borders on the astonishing. The fact that
it moves so beautifully makes it easy to simply stop thinking
about all the work it must have taken to make that happen and
sums up its credentials. It was the first film that was formally
invited for MIAF 16 and I knew instantly it would be in
International Program #1.
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A couple of years ago I saw the storyboards and character design
sketches for a new Cordell Barker film while on my annual
pilgrimage to the National Film Board of Canada in Montreal.
Barker is one of the most renowned Canadian animators still
working. Winnipeg based and animating since his teens, he has
none-the-less produced very few short animated films. Those he
has made however have become classics. He is probably best
known for The Cat Came Back (1988) and Strange Invaders
(2002) both of which picked up Oscar nominations. His most
recent film, Runaway (2009), got dragged into the asinine politics
of film festival premiering which resulted in NOBODY screening
it here in Melbourne. So I was on top of the invitation process
for his new film from the outset and looked forward to a first look.
Barker himself is somebody who seldom seems to turn up at
festivals but is an immediately noticeable presence when he
does. For starters, he seems to have barely aged in decades.
But in general, keeping up to date with progress on If I Was God
was most productively done via the NFB.... which I did with a
quietly relentless fervour.
The bit I missed, the memo that must have come round while I
was at lunch was that it’s a puppet film. All of Barker’s previous
films have been drawn and drawn in a specific, utterly
recognisable style. It never occurred to me he even knew how
to make a puppet film but here we have one of the best puppet
films of the year. “I wanted to try it”, he said of his decision to
use puppets for this project, his first personal film in five years.
Which is a bit like a lot of us saying we want to try driving in a
Formula One race – sure we WANT to but being able to actually
do it is a step through the looking glass.
Much of the film’s genesis was a single, strong mental image
Barker had in his mind of an aerial shot looking down on people
or desks sitting on a checkerboard patterned floor. That shot
certainly has its moment in the film but gives no hint that it all
started from that.
The sheer contorted surrealality (probably not a real word) that
is the creative blood-pump of Estonian animated narratives is
something that has waxed and waned a little in the period that
has bridged a change of generations in that country’s animation
community. To some degree much of the pure impetus that
drove those storylines slowly simmered away in the steam as
Estonian society emerged from Russian control and Estonian’s
resumed control over their own stories. But as the cultural
waves settle and a new generation gets a chance to stretch its
wings and craft a view of the horizons it sees, the essence of
what makes Estonian animation so unique proves too powerful
a flavour to be left behind.
Velodrool by Sander Joon makes this point in every way that
counts. Velodrool is pure, unadulterated meta-narrative. It is
certainly not abstract and not surreal in so far as the actions of
every character can be described and each one of those
individual scenes would make some sort of sense as a standalone act but collectively the sum of all of these moving parts
simply defies an attempt to create a coherent whole sufficient to
pass on to somebody who has not seen it. And yet … and yet??
To see a film like Velodrool is to have experienced a story of
sorts. Absorbing this kind of narrative is done more with the raw
ends of our visual antennae rather than the consolidated power
of the processing organic cranial computer they are firing their
data at. No other artform is better suited for expressing these
kinds of imaginings than animation.
And if you think this is the last you will hear about Estonian
animation, you probably have not come to many earlier MIAFs.
Turn the page …
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Blood Manifesto

Stems

Theodore Ushev
Canada, 9'00, 2016 (SL)

Theodore Ushev
Canada, 2'00, 2015 (SL)

Ainslie Henderson
UK, 2'24, 2015 (SL)

Simply gorgeous! Vaysha can see only the
future with one eye and only the past with
the other.

A personal manifesto driven by a nearboundless creative vision and animated
with the blood of the filmmaker.

Utterly fascinating. An animated puppet
film about how to make an animated
puppet film out of “stuff ”.

Erlking

Phantom City

United Interest

Georges Schwizgebel
Switzerland, 5'30, 2015 (NL)

Patrick Jenkins
Canada, 6'30, 2015 (NL)

Tim Weimann
Germany, 8'56, 2016 (NL)

Nobody does this better than Schwizgebel
– his trademark swirling oil-painting style
brings a Goethe poem to vibrant life.

A hand-painted opus laced with noir.
A woman with a mysterious suitcase and
a man in pursuit - just one of the tales in
the Phantom City.

A haunting juxtapositioning of reality and
symbolism serve to remind us of the folly
that underpins the drive for eternal
growth.

Amelia And Duarte

If I Was God

Velodrool

Alice Guimaraes, Monica Santos
Portugal, 8'10, 2015 (SL)

Cordell Barker
Canada, 8'30, 2015 (SL)

Sander Joon
Estonia, 6'00, 2015 (NL)

Affairs of the heart are our greatest joy
when the sun shines upon them and the
fuel for epic furies when they fracture
before our eyes.

Cordell Barker returns with a stunning
puppet film revealing that the benefits of
Godhood may well be in the heart of the
beholder.

A nicotine addicted cyclist in a race
against time finds the pathway to the
finish line littered with a plethora of
peculiar obstacles.

Fractured

Ruben Leaves

Ghost Cell

Jocie Juritz
UK, 3'29, 2015 (NL)

Frederic Siegel
Switzerland, 5'00, 2015 (NL)

Antoine Delacharley
France, 6'22, 2014 (NL)

Life – that master of our every living
moment – pulls and tugs at us until our
most exposed fault lines tear.

Ruben is just trying to get to work but
his mind has other ideas, filling his
horizon with increasingly weird and wild
scenarios.

A truly stunning, breathtakingly intricate
re-imagining of Paris presenting it as a
massive, thriving organism of a billionbillion pieces.
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM ONE

Blind Vaysha

INTERNATIONAL

PROGRAM
TWO
ESTONIAN ANIMATION CONTINUES TO DIVERSIFY stylistically
with more rising stars providing a sweet momentum for an
artform this tiny country prodigiously excels in. This program
is bookmarked by two outstanding examples.
Francesco Rosso’s Black Seed is an impeccably lush example of
‘under-camera’ animation. Each frame is hand-painted onto a
sheet of glass, photographed and the frame is re-painted in part
or wholly for the next frame. Creating films this way takes some
time and this little gem was more than two years in the making.
It is not a film that immediately comes across as Estonian. I
would be surprised if that was the aim. In fact, the first time I
saw it in the office of the GIRAF Festival in Calgary it reminded
me for all the world of some of the Iranian paint and sand films
that were made in the first decade of this century.
The detail and clarity in it are extraordinary for this technique
though. And Rosso’s willingness to lurch into moments of
abstract visuality speak of a willingness to disrupt and tangle
what is already a challengingly obtuse narrative. These moments
also show off Rosso’s virtuosity with paint, brush, scrapers and
light, showing an artist at ease with the widest range of imagery.
It really is a treat to watch and easy to contemplate any given
frame hanging as an artwork in its own right.
Drilling into the emotional entrails that drive this film forward
reveals a range of themes common to much Estonian animation
down through the decades. Like so many before it, this is a film
that explores – one could say, interrogates – the sense of the
Estonian trepidation about ‘place’, where a person fits in, where
a whole country fits in and how that country strives to explain to
itself its place in the bigger world outside its borders. Given one
of those borders touches Russia, it should probably come as no
surprise that the original inspiration for the work came from a
journey through the savagery of a Russian winter; a journey that
took Rosso from Estonia all the way across Russia to its Pacific
coast.
Countering this portrayal of truly vast distances and massive
solitary spaces is a simultaneous portrayal of foreboding
confinement and emotionally asphyxiating claustrophobia
loosely contained within a remote cabin. The sense of
uncertainty about this place, about the relationship between
the two people who find themselves thrown together within it
is almost absurdist and hangs heavy in the air – unresolved.

Paul Driessen is an animator who should need little introduction.
Rightly regarded as a living master of the artform, he has been
dividing his time between Canada and The Netherlands most of
his working life. Renowned for ‘multi-frame’ simul-narratives,
previous Driessen films have had as many as eight different
strands of a story jammed onto the screen at once, all running
simultaneously and each vying for our attention. The effect can
be confounding, hilarious and joyous all at once.
His latest film, Cat Meets Dog, takes it a little easier on us. ‘Just’
four frames confront us here and although the content of each
of them has much in common, working out how they fit together
is a head-scratcher. The sound, by Normand Roger, plays a large
role in this decoding process and, as such, can only really reach
its potential when played in a cinematic setting. The emphasis,
or the bead of the sound – that point in the aural landscape our
attention is drawn to – jumps all over the place in this film and
helps immeasurably in the quest to extract the most from
Driessen’s multi-dimensional imagination.
Driessen’s film is a co-production between the National Film
Board of Canada and Holland’s Il Luster Studio – a studio that
has been sending us fantastic films for years and which is the
focus of a special historical showcase program in MIAF this year.
Il Luster has nurtured a generation of animators in The
Netherlands including Joris Oprins, who is one third of the little
world-beating animation company Job, Joris & Marieke. Together
they are annually producing short, sharp, sweet little gems that
are getting picked up at just about every festival they are
entered into. Their last film, A Single Life, garnered an Oscar
nomination.

Croatian animator Daniel Suljic is somebody I have been trying
to get to MIAF for several years. We seem to cross paths more or
less annually and I am a big fan of what is an increasingly diverse
body of personal work spanning back more than twenty years.

This year’s offering, (Otto), is right on style and disarmingly
blends what could in other hands be a sad and sorrowful story
into something completely the opposite, all the time retaining
the simple poignancy that beats at its centre and gives it its
substance. Oprins got her start in animation as an intern at Il
Luster Studio where she was able to complete her graduation
film, WAD, with their guidance and blessing. That was back in
2003 but gave Oprins a valuable grounding in animation and
her studio is one to keep a very close eye on.

During the lean years of the late 1990’s and early 2000’s Suljic
was in many ways one of the very few Croatian animators who
was able to continue producing independent animated films.
Earlier films including The Cake (1997) and Film With A Girl
(2000) saw him establish a roughly hewn, highly energetic
hand-painted style.

A second Estonian film closes this program. We have been
screening films by Chintis Lundgren since she was an animation
student in Tallinn. Drawn, colourful and always always quirky
tracks of knotted and twisting narrative, her films are just a
delight. And they are getting better, stranger, more complex
and confident.

His latest film Transparency is a different type of film altogether.
Presumably crafted on a tablet, it none-the-less looks like it is
drawn with coloured pens or pencils with a level of detail and
graphic density that give it the allure of the ultimate artist
sketchbook come to life.

Life With Herman H. Rott is a deliciously semi-violent little
psycho drama that seems to relish playing cat ‘n’ mouse with
the audience as much as with the two leading protagonists.
A strange and warped take on the old ‘odd couple’ set-up, these
two characters seem intent on encouraging each other to
destroy their lives. For the most part it’s hilarious to watch play
out but there is an underlying tauntness to this steady trickle
of serially induced emotional immolation that probably strikes
a chord with the dark angel that sits patiently on each of
our shoulders.

Encountered years ago at the Cinanima festival in Portugal,
Russian animator Ivan Maximov sported a business card which
simply read “Artist – Animator – Man”. Visually his films are
playful, often packed full of characters that could be designed
to appeal to children. But as an admirer of Dali and the coterie
of surrealist painters of that era, Maximov’s films possess his
own variant of the lessons he has taken from observing that
part of art history.
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Benches No. 0458 is at once new and vintage Maximov. The
design, the tempo and the highly interpretive ‘narrative’ are all
hallmarks of another day at the office for him. This is a film that
could easily be re-screened in our Kids programme but here,
nestled among the multi-hued flock of exotic, wildly varied
creatures that make up our second International Program, it is
a film that provokes more questions than it answers. Ah, that
crazy artist-animator-man.
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM TWO

Black Seed

Saturday Symphony

Love Is Blind And Deaf

Francesco Rosso
Estonia, 6'45, 2014 (NL)

Iris Frankhuizen
Netherlands, 2'59, 2015 (NL)

Ofra Kobliner, Gur Bentwich
Israel, 3'40, 2014 (SL)

The safe interior of home is actually riven
with potential breech points. The window,
the TV, a squawking raven – even the
door.

Ahhh, Saturday. A day that means many
different things to many different people
… and luckily for some, it goes long into
the night.

Love may be blind and deaf but
consciousness and understanding cut
through that like a knife. An update on
the fig-leaf story.

Benches No. 0458

The Robot

Ivan Maximov
Russia, 6'32, 2015 (NL)

Chien-An Chou
Taiwan, 6'47, 2015 (NL)

What value does privacy have when
it is happily gifted to the ether for often
little more than a handful of digital
magic-beans.

Maximov, you crazy seer! The simplest of
days in the oddest of worlds populated by
the weirdest ark of creatures imaginable.

Life can be an up-hill battle when the
burdens are as heavy to peddle as these.

It Was Mine

Ah! Sunflower

(Otto)

Kajsa Naess
Norway, 7'00, 2015 (SL)

Chen Winner
Israel, 4'28, 2014 (NL)

Job, Joris & Marieke
Netherlands, 10'00, 2015 (NL)

Sometimes simple fate has a way of
being manipulated to bring together the
simplest of beautiful coincidences.

In an ordered and starkly compressed
world of homogenised labouring, the
sweetest rewards are found where the
air is freshest.

Unable to have children, a woman resorts
to stealing the imaginary friend of a small
girl – a plan that must surely unravel
somehow.

Cat Meets Dog

Life With Herman H. Rott

Paul Driessen
Canada, 11'00, 2015 (NL)

Chintis Lundgren
Estonia, 11'06, 2015 (SL)

The master of multi–frame animation
returns with a tour-de-force in a style all
his own. A mind-bending narrative rubik
with four faces.

Take the old Odd Couple idea – steroid it
up for fun, throw in a dog with problems
and a cat with problems with those
problems. Push play.

Daniel Šuljić
Croatia, 6'10, 2015 (NL)

Transparency
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INTERNATIONAL

PROGRAM
THREE
GENERALLY SPEAKING I AM NOT A FAN of ‘message’ films.
They are usually an over-boiled marmalade of priggish, puritan
misery megaphoned at an audience assumed to be made up of
the gleefully pre-converted and those who just need a little
more syrup poured over them to suddenly see the light, grasp
the right and head off in to the night ready to fight the good
fight. Which is a pity because animation isn’t a bad tool to
employ to try and engage an audience in a whole range of
issues that affect our lives.
That said, animation does not actually seem to be used a great
deal for making these sorts of films – good or bad. The world of
live action shorts is riven with it though. There seems to be an
earnest AV militia of zealous convincers who, certain they are
but one film away from Al Goredom, stand ready, willing and
able to use their tools to tell us what to think. Some of them lay
it on so thick my mind – searching for a mental broom closet to
duck in to for a moment’s respite – wanders to whether these
ministrations might be skirting the laws regarding assisted suicide.
But as we enthusiastically coast into The Anthropocene – good
intentions in one hand, car keys in the other – not quite coming
to a complete halt at the stop signs coz we’re running late and
tapping the gas to get over speed humps constructed of an asphalt of compressed facts and silent warnings, it came as something of a surprise to discover how few animated films tackle –
for example – environmental issues. Last year a film-by-film slog
through about 6,000 titles in part of the MIAF Archive turned up
less than a dozen contenders. Similarly, a scan of the stash of
festival catalogues from the last decade or so turned up no programs dedicated to films exploring the topic of our slowly accelerating impending demise. No easy explanation for this springs
to mind but it definitely sat as a stone in the shoe of my mind as
I started getting serious about programming MIAF 16.
Confirming the trend, only one film really wound up being
triaged into that category – but it’s a beauty!! Canadian Claude
Cloutier can REALLY draw. His earliest films such as The Persistent
Peddler (1988) and Wheel Meets Friction (1998) show an artist
with a superb grasp of what it takes to make eye-catching handdrawn animated films. Classic stretch and squash cartoon art,
faces and bodies that can bend around their stories and
perspective bending scenes all with an adult sensibility – kids
could watch these but these were cartoons for grown-ups really.
By the 2000s, his films such as From The Big Bang To Tuesday
Morning (2000) and Sleeping Betty (2007) show this incredible
talent merging with a more complex textbook illustration style
to create imagery that both commanded attention and
entertained thoroughly. Trenches (2010) was the last of his films
to screen at MIAF and introduced not just his skill for painting
and drawing with India Ink but also gave us his voice – a
filmmaker who wanted us to stop and think a little more deeply
about what was being portrayed.
His new film Carface takes all of this to another level. At its core
is an intelligence and subtlety that leaves plenty of room for the
audience to come to their own conclusions in their own time as
it Que Sera Sera’s through the distinctly unsubtle realities of
the world we are pumping dry and the veracious appetites of
the machines we have created, ostensibly as our soulless,
ambivalent servants.

Daniel Nocke has been exploiting this narrative loophole for
much of his animating career. His earlier films, particularly The
Modern Cyclops (2002) were claymations and mined a more
melancholy vein than the theatre of cruelty that bubbled to the
surface when he embraced digital animation.
No Room For Gerold (2004), in which a crocodile is being
unceremoniously thrown out of his flat by his conniving and
feckless antelope and hippo housemates set an early tone.
12 Years (2010) stuck a fork in that and turned it over to roast on
the other side, offering a deplorable and heartbreaking depiction
of the break-up of an unlikely relationship which was as hilarious
as it was brutal.
Who Will Pay The Bill is his latest and puts a magnifying glass
on the social conversation regarding the mounting inequalities
that are emerging before our very eyes. Primarily this is a
script driven film, which should come as no surprise when one
understands Nocke’s success as a feature film script writer,
particularly in his native Germany. But it simply could not work,
and would not have the resonant socio-political firepower it
does, did it not employ highly humanised animals in each of the
defined roles. It’s a masterpiece of the form – and may come in
useful in future years when we try to explain how we lost control
of the egalitarian spirit we tried to build a civilisation upon.
I have been watching the films of David Buob grow bigger, more
epic and stranger for the last few years. The House (2011) was a
sweet, endearingly odd, tale about a little girl apparently stuck
in a dream. It was definitely an audience favourite and achieved
remarkable success on the international festival circuit. And it
gave little hint to what would follow it. Uto (2014) was a
different creation altogether. Almost surreal visually, it took the
audience on a churning carnival ride, twisting and turning
without let up. Me By You is more of the same – a LOT more of
the same. It virtually spasms with a kind of unrestrained energy
driving it relentlessly down and down and down some more. In
many ways this is exactly what animation does best and this
seems to be Buob’s emerging style. If it is, we’re in for a wild ride
and MIAF will be first in line at that ticket booth every year.
All films look better on the big screen than on a monitor; that’s
a given in this business. Sometimes the gap is not always that
large, other times it is all but insurmountable. A Coat Made
Dark by Ireland’s Jack O’Shea is a great case in point. I first
viewed it on my laptop when going through the submissions
library at the North West Animation Festival in Portland
(Oregon). To be honest I don’t even remember watching it. But
seeing it some time later on the big screen was a revelation and
I invited it that night. On screen, it comes to life, revealing a
plethora of layers and a veritable carpet of textures that move in
and out of focus as much as they move in and out of the myriad
shadows that are woven into the visuality of the film. Virtually
all of this is lost in translation to mobile. On a monitor it is a
gloomy, often flat journey. On the big screen we are drawn
inextricably into an all-enveloping world and can almost feel
the same obstacles and absorb the same apprehensions the
lead characters are struggling to navigate. It’s a wonderful
experience and one that only lives its real life on a cinema screen.
It was one that almost got away – now I would rate it as one of
the real highlights of the festival. Funny how things work out.

Animation seems to do a much better job of speaking about
the human condition. One of the most common and effective
devices it deploys to explore and explain how we all treat each
other is to press-gang animals into the action as avatars for
human victims and perpetrators. Over the decades this furry
army of murderers, bashers, bullies and psychopaths has
become legion beyond counting. As has the roster of pelted
victims on the receiving end of these highly human malevolent
extravagances.
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Carface

Afternoon Class

Gaetan Borde, Benjamin Lebourgeois,
Claire Vandermeersch, Alexandre
Veaux, Mengjing Yang
France, 6'51, 2015 (NL)

Claude Cloutier
Canada, 4'45, 2015 (Sung)

Seoro Oh
South Korea, 3'50, 2015 (NL)

What will be … will be especially if we
keep drilling for the black gold to power
the vehicles taking us there.

Every school boy knows the gargantuan
battle it takes to simply stay awake
through the afternoon class.

Jila

Toxic

Blanquette

Anna Mahendra
Germany, 5'18, 2015 (NL)

Patricia Luna
USA, 5'30, 2015 (SL)

Charlie Belin
France, 4'18, 2015 (Sub)

Jila lives in a vast, abandoned factory.
Only here does her soul have enough
room to fly and her mind enough space
to wander.

Life under the threat of nuclear
annihilation takes planning, organising
and a certain level of inter-generational
compromise.

The dinner table is the one place where
people meet, blend and learn of lives
other than their own.

Me By You

Who Will Pay The Bill

A Coat Made Dark

David Buob
Germany, 5'00, 2015 (NL)

Daniel Nocke
Germany, 3'49, 2015 (Sub)

Jack O'Shea
Ireland, 10'00, 2015 (SL)

Life’s like an animated film, a neverending chain of changes. But explain how
an aura of melancholy can emerge from
such a colourful flow.

If you think modern life is like a jungle and
the laws of economic evolution favour the
strongest, you might be right.

Navigating a twilight world with few clear
markers, a man follows the orders of a
dog to wear a mysterious coat with
impossible pockets.

Planemo

Way Out

The Whale In The Room

Veljko Popovic
Croatia, 13'30, 2015 (NL)

Yukai Du
UK, 2'59, 2014 (NL)

Tara Mercedes Wood
UK, 7'28, 2015 (NL)

Planemo is a solitary wanderer, a sentinel
of the galaxy booted from its solar system
by the chaos of planetary migration.

A colourful chaotic tsunami of data
sweeps the city, flooding every habitable
space and washing away the possibility
of a wider view.

Lurking in every imagination, hiding in
every meeting place, laying in wait on
the perimeter of every thought and
conversation is a whale.

Sometimes mother nature delivers up
surprises that only mother nature could
have dreamt up.
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM THREE

Crabe Phare

INTERNATIONAL

PROGRAM
FOUR
THE DESIRE TO CAPTURE AND RECREATE MOVEMENT through
drawing and artistry is as old as human expression. Cave drawings
from pre-historic times show sequential ‘frames’ of man or
beast frozen in motion for example. They lacked the technology
to run these drawings together rapidly one after the other in
order to fool the brain into thinking there was one single
moving image but the intent is clear.
But what of films that make no pretence that that is their
aim? These films use their frenetic and relentless pacing to
transmogrify static objects into a ‘sense’ rather than a ‘simulation’
of movement.
The best recent example of this relatively rare animation genus
is The Five Minute Museum by British animator Paul Bush.
London based, Bush has been animating in a range of styles
for more than 30 years. With a background in Fine Arts, he is
more or less a self-taught animator.
By any measure, it is a fascinating piece of work and stands as
an endeavour of endurance. Bush has captured the images of
thousands of items in the collections of museums in Britain and
Switzerland. He has an eclectic and an eccentric eye for the
antiquities that he chooses to immortalise. Collections of
primeval arrow heads, old hats, shards of ancient pottery, coins
from civilisations long gone, antique guns and a vast trove of
timepieces form the members of his static cast. Each member
gets its quarter or sixth of a second on the screen before being
replaced by the next in line. This breathless, speeding convoy of
individual images careening through the screen in front of us
produces neither narrative nor a spectacle of movement. And
yet it FEELS like it is moving.
Steven Subotnick is another animator whose creative output is
stylistically varied – to say the least! Tall, lean, calm and exuding
a quiet, well-earned confidence, he and his wife, Amy Kravitz,
work as super-teachers at the Rhode Island School of Design
(RISD) on the eastern seaboard of the United States and have
moulded it into one of the most creative and successful
animation courses in North America.
His films range from surreal lullabies (Jelly Fishers 2009) to
dreamlike documentaries (Glass Crow 2004) to purely abstract
works (Line 2014). His latest creation is a bizarre and often
hilarious treatise on pigs called, oddly enough, Pig. Pig farming
in the US is most intensive in the mid-western states and some
part of that resonated with Subotnick who originally hails from
Nebraska. But why a pig? Speaking to an audience at the Ottawa
festival last year he recalled the pig-facing and pig-calling
competitions farmers in those states hold and the idea for his
film slowly came into focus from that assortment of thoughts
and recollections.
Subotnick rarely storyboards his films, relying instead on his
instincts to create images that will inspire him to continue. With
Pig the starting point was little more than a series of singular,
partially formed ideas of pigs floating in space, slipping in and
out of focus which he achieved with a variety of paint washes
applied at different stages of the film.
Creating the soundtrack must have been quite an experience.
This one-of-a-kind job fell to Joel Frenzer whose brief basically
instructed him to imagine chasing a pig. A pre-emptive
conversation with his landlord preceded Frenzer spending the
best (or at least the most interesting) part of an afternoon
screaming like a pig into a microphone rigged in his apartment
for the task. No word on the reactions of neighbours or the
local constabulary however.

unpredictable jolts of electricity into the action from all quarters.
Sometimes those sparks whiz past our eyes, sometimes they
singe the eyebrows and occasionally they land in some leaking
fuel sitting on the ground. His earliest films (Gerard 1979, The
Characters 1986 and Hotel Narcis 1994) all contained the
compound components of this burgeoning flammability. But
when de Beijer discovered computers, it was … Houston, we
have lift-off.
Tinman in 1993 gave early signs of what he was forcing these
machines to produce but it was Car Craze (2003) that gave the
world the first fully formed experience of de Beijer’s utterly
unique visual styling. Computerised imagery that looked like it
had been to hell and back, blasting out of some drain hole,
contorted, misshapen. It looked like some lovechild of a raucous
union between Dali, the floating collective imagination of the
San Francisco acid generation just as the rot was starting to
set in and an escapee from a highly classified computer
development project run by a shadowy government organisation.
Nothing preceded this stuff – it erupted out of de Beijer’s
imagination fully formed and it ran free, wild and scary from the
first frame. Get Real changed the palette from nuclear glo-green
to danger bright red and used it to paint a hellish picture of faux
celebrity excess and the logical endgame of a free society left to
its own overkill impulses and the pummelled outcome of gaudy
trivia worship.
His latest film Lucy does not disappoint. He has turned the
brain-scorch dial down a bit on the narrative side of the
enterprise. But visually it is as rich, as discordantly different
and as entrancingly unique as any of the films on his CV. This
is the animation you find when you get down to the deep end
of the pool and it won’t be for everybody but within these ten
minutes is a raw, utterly original artist having a very, very good
day at the office.
Last year was the year that I stopped calling Holland Holland.
I visited Holland in late 2014 to begin researching the Il Luster
Studio Showcase and conduct a series of interviews to prepare
the NIAf Tribute program which screened in MIAF 15. But it
was The Netherlands I left at the end of that process after
experiencing the distinct lack of enthusiasm some of the locals
have for the term Holland. I spent a thoroughly enjoyable few
days bouncing around the country, often in company of Ton
Crone who had been the person behind the success and
longevity of NIAf for two decades. Wonderfully hospitable and
generous beyond reason, my visit culminated with Crone
offering a personal tour of Tilburg, lunch at the fascinating
De Pont Museum of Contemporary Art and a long discussion
about the past, present and future of animation.
NIAf fought the funding scythe til the end but inevitably there
were loose ends, particularly a couple of films still unfinished
when the “gesloten” sign went up. Crone seemed quietly
determined to complete these if he possibly could; he is most
definitely a man who dislikes half-made films. I left reasonably
optimistic that this would actually happen and late last year
Parade by Digna van der Put, almost certainly the last ever film
that will carry the NIAf tag, was ready to screen.
It is a beautiful, immensely painterly film, full of inspired
animated artistry with a wealth of humour and plenty of
surprises entwined in its four short minutes. It is hard to watch
it, though, and not be reminded of what has been lost. NIAf
gave us so many outstanding films over its 20 some years but
in Parade they have at least been able to exit in style.

Evert de Beijer has always been one of my dessert island
animators. His films are wonderfully unholy concoctions of
mis-wired imagination circuitry sparking and spitting wildly
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Stamped

The Five Minute Museum

Andrea Guizar
Poland, 4'25, 2015 (NL)

Egert Kesa
Estonia, 3'58, 2015 (NL)

Paul Bush
UK, 6'35, 2015 (NL)

Who knows what’s going on in the
apartment above you? Who can tell what’s
happening right next door? That odd noise
coming from below?

What goes up must come down. What
goes round must go round. The joyous
swan dive of life’s myriad mysteries.

A masterclass in stop-motion animation
using one of the most incredible
collections of ‘found objects’ imaginable.

Blue

Walked Dog, Dog’s Dead. Sorry

A Morning Without Coffee

Daniela Sherer
UK, 2'42, 2015 (NL)

Dermot Lynskey
Ireland, 6'50, 2015 (NL)

Jelle van Meerendonk
Netherlands, 4'55, 2015 (NL)

Sometimes blue is all there is; all that can
be; all that will be. Blue fills every crevice
and covers every surface.

Yeah – not a good start to the day, that’s
for sure. But there is worse and stranger –
much stranger – to come.

OK, sure, life was never meant to be easy
but how hard can it possibly be to just
organise a morning coffee?

Pig

Picnic

Wake Me Up

Steven Subotnick
USA, 3'19, 2015 (NL)

Seo-Young Kwon
South Korea, 6'30, 2015 (NL)

Dea Jagic
Croatia, 8'28, 2015 (NL)

A pig is everything. An experimental riff
on a hundred things that PIG might mean.

A sublimely imagined glide through the
clouds of a heavenly, elegantly surreal
picnic.

After waking up in a strange place, a boy
embarks upon an unsettling journey on
his way to a home that has changed
forever.

Lucy

Parade

Go To City Ele

Evert de Beijer
Netherlands, 9'45, 2015 (SL)

Digna van der Put
Netherlands, 4'14, 2015 (NL)

Wenyu Lee
China, 9'25, 2015 (NL)

An incredibly rare treat! Only de Beijer
makes films that look like these and he
doesn’t make many. A fundamentally
unique animator.

Parades come in all shapes and sizes.
They run the entire gamut of costumed
pageantry. Anyone can parade – even
those who shouldn’t.

Being different can cast you into a lonely
place in a world that values the comforts
of conformity. But tides turn and all
things change.
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Mosaic, The Waltz Of Spleen

INTERNATIONAL

Zagreb Museum of Contemporary Art in “Animation Goes MSU!”
which was part of Animafest 15, Zagreb’s animation festival.

PROGRAM
FIVE
ABSTRACT

The cinema version of this large-scale, multi-screen work was created
by bringing groups of these sequential frames together, clustering
them on the screen in stacks of six, positioning them in an order that
gives the final effect. Abstract Iterations II is one of those films that
pleads for (and amply rewards) multiple screenings. And as if all of
that were not enough, it inspired an equally beautiful book made up
entirely of images extracted from the film.

SHOWCASE

HOW MUCH FUN CAN WE HAVE IN ONE MINUTE? We’re about to find
out. Jazz Orgie by Irina Rubina is an irresistible one minute wonder. It
packs a lot into its minute of glory. It has eye-popping design melding
perfectly with textbook animation; it moves, sways, swivels and flies
without missing a beat. Underneath this swinging optical carnival is a
surprising amount of multi-discipline custom art. The soundtrack was
devised especially for the film by Emanuel Hauptmann, leader of jazz
quintet Blofish using sketches from the filmmaker as inspiration and
guidance for the final recording. In turn, the music was translated into
a dance by a professional dancer which was filmed by Rubina and this
live action dance piece became the foundational base for what has
turned out to be a remarkable piece of abstract animation.
Sabrina Schmidt’s new film Abstract Iterations ll is one of the most
beautiful films in the festival. Nothing short of a visual feast, it
channels the best painterly qualities of McLaren and Lye’s cameraless
work, turning these into something of a joyous essay on the process
of frame-by-frame animation, utilising up to 40 different images on
the screen at once to remind us how the magic of simulated movement
(animation) is delivered.
As spectacular as it is on screen in a cinema, its original ‘iteration’ as
a three-channel outdoor video projection must have been a remarkable
sight to experience. Created to play in three separate long wide
horizontal ‘strips’, it was projected onto the exterior facade of the

Another film in this program which started life as a massive outdoor
projection is Robert Seidel’s film Vitreous. Seidel, who these days
divides his time between Berlin and Jena, began his studies in biology
before transferring to the Bauhaus University Weimar to complete a
degree in media design. A multi-platform artist, his projections,
installations and experimental films have been shown in numerous
international festivals, as well as in galleries and museums such as
the Royal Museum of Fine Arts Antwerp, ZKM Karlsruhe, Art Center
Nabi Seoul, Museum of Image and Sound Sao Paulo and MOCA Taipei.
Seidel is renowned for pushing the boundaries of beautiful abstracted
imagery through cinematographic approaches, as well as ones drawn
from science. By the organic interplay of various structural, spatial
and temporal concepts, he creates a continuously evolving complexity
in what he brings to the screen. Out of this multifaceted perspective
emerges a kind of narrative skeleton through which viewers can
connect to the artwork via the sense of the evolutionary structures
that seem to be emerging from within the on-going journey as each
progresses before our eyes.
Vitreous is an obvious and outstanding example of this. It looks for all
the world like the bursting forth of a new life form viewed at the
micro-micro level. A fireworks display of cell generation and rapid
adaptation as seen from the window of a vehicle passing through the
spectacle. Its original screening as a 4 metre tall, 14 metre wide
projection onto the very top levels of the German Filmmuseum in
Frankfurt last year would have been an addition to the skyline of that
city like no other.

Jazz Orgie

Abstract Iterations II

Dream One

Irina Rubina
Germany, 0'53, 2015 (NL)

Sabrina Schmid
UK, 4'21, 2015 (NL)

Rina Heritsialonina
Switzerland, 1'34, 2016 (NL)

A glorious Aurora Animationus of
colourful geometry.

Adapted from a 3-channel outdoor
screening piece, Abstract Iterations II
brings a new beauty and complexity to
direct-to-film animation.

A disruptive, ghostly procession of flickering imagery roiling into view just long
enough to begin the process of building
recognition.

A 4363’s Trip

Sensory Horizon

Valentine Dumez
France, 2'55, 2014 (NL)

Paul Fletcher
Australia, 5'41, 2015 (NL)

Three Studies In Stochastic
Animation

A delightfully punchy and playful abstract
riff on the power and presence of the
circle in animated art.

A densely packed – yet gently subtle –
pageant of reworked imagery and colour
taken from nature.
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Fernado Diaz
USA, 4'00, 2015 (NL)
An algorithmic homage to musique
concrete. Each study is a glimpse at an
infinite process, each frame represents
a unique visual collage.

One of those was Don Best. Originally from Alberta, Best was
responsible for some of the most uncompromising and acclaimed
abstract cameraless animation made at QAS, particularly his 1995 film
Raw which is rightly regarded as one of the signature QAS films.
I was a well aware of Raw and some of his other work from the late
1990s but had not seen anything from him in more than a decade. He
was one of the more difficult of the QAS alumni to contact but I was
eventually rewarded with a frank and generous contribution to the
essay and access to his contemporary animated films.
In many ways – certainly all the ways that really matter – nothing
much in Best’s work has changed. There is the same adamant,
unbowed abstract visuality to every frame that Best thrusts on to the
screen. The majority of his work these days seems to be predominantly
in black and white and that simply loads an additional hefty edge to
the entire enterprise. Essentially these films could be classified as
cameraless animation although the filmmaker has exercised the right
to step in and fine tune the imagery with the digital animating tools
of the day where he see fit.
Bleach has a haunting, even somewhat threatening feel to it. The
images etched into film stock with corrosives and toxic cleaners throw
a ghostly x-ray light across a horde of squirming images that hint at
the sensory torture of their existence or the consequences of their
escape into ‘our’ world. It is remarkable work for a form of filmmaking
that often is difficult or impossible to draft with precision.
Canadian filmmaker Judith Poirer comes at cameraless (or direct-tofilm) animation from a completely different direction. Much of her
work to date explores her fascination with typography and the

iconography of the offset printing process. Her latest film, Setting
West, is a continuation and an expansion of that fascination.
Setting West was made using original printing materials from the late
19th and early 20th centuries. Printed directly onto 35mm film stock
at a bevy of eminent North American letterpress studios, the selection
of pure type and stereotypes of “Cowboys and Indians”, trains and
bison employed in the making of the film produces a unique texture
on screen, all set to an original sound track. In doing so, it actually
reinterprets a classic cinematic genre while exploring a formative
period in the history of typography and printing.
One of the more intriguingly conceived set of films submitted for
inclusion in this program came from a filmmaker, musician and artist I
had had no prior knowledge of. Jo Ganter lives and works in Glasgow
and began collaborating some years ago with musician Raymond
MacDonald. The idea was to create a series of musical scores based
on a non-traditional, highly visual form of notation that had been
within the experimental music scene since the 1950s.
Fully realised, these scores are in many ways works of art in their own
right. They consist of clusters of rectangles individually coloured or
occasionally left blank as the need of the music dictates. Each
coloured rectangle communicates a singular moment in the passage
of the piece of music and gives the musicians all the information they
need to bring that moment to life.
From here, Ganter realised that these vast checkerboard musical
roadmaps could do more than simply move the musicians across the
landscape of the composition; they could be made to move in their
own right, in time with and beside the music they were describing.
Town And City Halls is a perfect example of this. It has an utterly
uplifting simplicity to it. It is completely transparent in terms of the
technique employed; it is a vast array of rectangles drawn in pencils
with most of those rectangles coloured in with a range of coloured
pencils. But its intrinsic, non negotiable connection with the music
lifts it to another plane altogether, binding it to the music and giving it
a complexity beyond the simple childs play it might be mistaken for.

Setting West

Town And City Halls

Detour

Judith Poirer
Canada, 5'25, 2015 (NL)

Josephine Ganter
UK, 5'53, 2014 (NL)

Jasmijn Cedee
Belgium, 6'45, 2015 (NL)

An historical visual essay on the history of
typography and printing using original
19th and 20th century printing materials.

Sometimes the simplest ideas are the
most intriguing. A perfectly synched
hand-drawn and coloured musical score.

An illusory procession of wiped, scratched
and painted imagery delivered in two
tones.

First Sun

Second Sun

Bleach

Leslie Supnet
Canada, 2'28, 2014 (NL)

Leslie Supnet
Canada, 3'04, 2014 (NL)

Don Best
Canada, 7'00, 2014 (NL)

A black and white exploration of the light,
shape and refractions bestowed on us by
the sun.

A second look at the visual inspirations
gifted us by the sun, this time
incorporating colour and shadow.

A glimpse into a paranormal visionscape
populated by a possessed throng of
pulsing, restless imagery.
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In 2013 I journeyed to Calgary in Canada to visit the Quickdraw
Animation Society, research their history for an essay and select two
programs that encapsulated the extraordinary roster of films that had
been produced under the various auspices of QAS over the years. It
was an extremely memorable experience on so many levels, not least
for the incredible hospitality of the whole QAS crew and for the
filmmakers it offered me the opportunity to connect with.

Unusually this program contains two films from one filmmaker.
Canadian Leslie Supnet is well known within the auteur animation
community in Canada. A very hands-on animator, her work often
explores her fixation with alternative realities, conspiracy theories
and transitional states.

And yet it flies in the face of contemporary orthodoxy that, in as much
as it recognises any form of animation as an artform, believes that
animation is created via the use of complex, sophisticated and
expensive technology that is driven more by professional level skill
than any sense of artistic creativity.

Her earliest creative successes were in character driven drawings.
She became well known for these drawings but rapidly reached the
boundaries of what these could express. Her sense of being constrained by both the depiction of recognisable characters and static
images pushed her towards investigating animation as a development
and extension of her art practice.

In this sense, abstract animation plays a vital role in maintaining
the influences and outcomes that artistic animators perform. These
are the films that sit upon the bedrock elements of what animation is
really capable of and they remind us that, at heart, it all comes down
to having something significant to express.

From around 2010 onwards her animated output started getting
attention and Supnet quickly found both a growing local cheer squad
and a confidence in the medium that let her explore many of the ideas
that had been log-jammed against the wall her earlier character
based practice created.
In many ways this is an artist that is beginning to unfurl in front of our
eyes and is (or seems) happy to experiment and find her feet publicly.
First Sun and Second Sun are each individually interesting films
worthy of inclusion in the program. But together they pose a rare
opportunity to see an up and coming experimental animator growing
and tackling visual concepts and imagined scenarios from
significantly different directions.
In many ways the most obvious message sitting within the films
selected for this year’s Abstract Showcase is the rise and rise of
‘direct-to-film’ animation. In all, nearly half of the films in the line-up
are either purely direct-to-film animation or draw heavily from the
rules and aesthetics of the form.
This is a form of animation that goes back almost to the beginnings of
filmmaking as a technology. It speaks to a desire by some filmmakers
to manually work with a physical material; to make their mark directly
on to the medium that will transmit their visions. The motivation,
passion and need is something any painter or sculptor would easily
relate to.

M22.079

[A]SPHX

Youpla

Joel Hamilton
Canada, 3'16, 2015 (NL)

Petr Zabrodsky
Czech Republic, 6'00, 2014 (NL)

Oerd van Cuijlenborg
France, 4'17, 2015 (NL)

An oddly juxtaposed moving collage
of re-purposed, hand-altered ‘foundfootage’.

An ultra-clean, unashamedly digital
piece of finely hewn geometrical moving
image art.

A playfully vibrant film exploring the
abstractions and imagination of
children’s worlds.

Alteration 109

Vitreous

Sillon 672

Lia
Austria, 7'00, 2015 (NL)

Robert Seidel
Germany, 3'30, 2015 (NL)

Bastien Dupriez
France, 4'35, 2015 (NL)

The finesse and density if lia’s work
continues to go from strength to strength
in this latest wonder.

Very aptly described as a riotously
coloured nine piece virtual sculpture
resembling “a Rorschach test on acid”.

A gently relentless visual beat mustering
colour and motion to drive the viewer
deep into the groove of vinyl.
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PROGRAM
SIXBLACK & WHITE
SHOWCASE

“In black and white you have
to know how light works
because you only have those
two colours to show everything
you want to show”
David STUMPF

OUR LIVING WORLD IS AS COLOURFUL AS IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN.
Stone age humans would have seen all the colours of the natural
world that we see; the sky as blue, the sun as yellow, all the same
hues of the rainbow and the abundance of nature’s extensive colour
palette would have been as much – perhaps more – of the visual feast
that made up their day as ours.
Humans have been immersed in a world of full, varied and often
discordant colour forever and have contributed to the colour of their
lived environment since they rose to two legs.
We have only been able to depict constructed moving images of our
real and imagined worlds for a tiny portion of our history. And we
have only been able to present these projected simulations of
movement in colour for a portion of that portion.
Saturated, hyper-coloured moving image renditions of imaginary
created worlds are now so commonplace that we barely register them
as such, assuming them into our lives almost as organic elements of
the world we navigate.
This absorption of densely packed colour is almost certainly lubricated
by the fact that we live as the first generation to have literally vast
colour palettes at our fingertips. All of this has either met, matched
or perhaps created our increasingly extensive need to use and
understand colour in our everyday world.
So ... colour! It’s everywhere, right? Always has been, always will be.
Our history of filling our world in colour with every tool at our disposal
says everything we need to know about its universal, ubiquitous
appeal.
And yet ... somehow, sometimes less is more. Sometimes deploying
a full colour palette to create an image conspires to make that whole
something less than the sum of its parts. Perhaps the coloured
‘completeness’ of the imagery squeezes out our ability (or will) to
creatively interpret what we are watching for ourselves. Perhaps the
richness or density of all that colour condensed into a fixed frame
and replayed in a single space that demands our focused attention
simply overwhelms our other creative interpretive faculties.
Jazz legend Miles Davis famously said that what was between every
note he played was as important as the notes themselves. To properly
and fully hear all the music the audience had to fill in all those gaps
for themselves.
In the days of film we had to do something similar. What we perceived
as fluidly moving images were, in fact, a string of rapidly projected,
completely still images – we had to fill in the gaps to see the whole as
it was intended to be seen. That is how the movies actually worked.
Perhaps some of this explains the enduring power of black and white
images to grasp out attention and engage our senses in such a
unique way. The beguilingly simplistic ingredients of black and white
imagery can approach as something of a Trojan horse resolutely
grabbing our attention on first glimpse only to engage and draw in
our interpretive powers more deeply than we realise is happening.
Commanding black and white animation has been a significant
proportion of the annual MIAF submissions process since the very
beginning. This year over 500 of the 4,400 films we considered for
competition were classified as black and white. This is the first year
we have kept this statistic but that seems like a relatively normal ratio
for recent years. At some point I began realising that the number of

black and white films that were being selected was proportionately
higher than that submission ratio and on some occasions it was
actually difficult to curate some of the competition programs because
there were ‘too many’ black and white films to try and fit in. Interesting
problem to have – very interesting.
The solution is obvious and this, MIAF’s first Black & White Showcase
international competition program is the solution. There were enough
great films to also put together a dedicated black and white
Installation Animation Program with enough left other to pepper
throughout the other programs. There is that much really good black
and white animation being created.
The reason animators are attracted to making films in this binary
colour palette are as many and varied as the filmmakers themselves.
David Delefuente’s film UUUUUU opens this program and a more
in-depth conversation with him follows in a few pages but he
nominates an experience at his school (the Rhode Island School of
Design – RISD) as the moment he became aware of the possibilities
of working in the form.
“I remember early in my junior year at RISD, my professor Amy
Kravitz, had shown the class a film by Oskar Fischinger – who quickly
became a huge influence in my work,” he recalls. “The film was made
via charcoal on paper but once it became inverted it changed the
medium and the charcoal became this glowing form of light. I think
black and white animation sparks this unexpected simplicity by
allowing a nostalgic aesthetic experience to occur for the viewer.”
Junyol Baik, animator of Nighthawk and a graduate of the renowned
animation course at the University of Southern California had a not
dissimilar stepping off point.
“I was heavily inspired by both classic and modern film noir, as well
as graphic novels that are stylistically similar to film noir, such as Sin
City and Maus,” says Baik. “And also, it saved tons of time since I
didn't have to worry about colour.
“I had animated in black and white a few times, but that was only for
a few assignments for the USC's classes, not particularly on my own.
But typically when I'm drawing, I prefer black and white drawings.”
The wealth of aesthetic possibilities often stand as powerful magnets
for animators trying to extend their film into a particular realm or who
are chasing a certain look and feel for their completed work.
Jonah Primiano these days lives in Madison, Wisconsin but is a past
graduate of the Savannah College of Art and Design. When he was
studying for his degree he did most of his drawing in either pencil or
with a digital paint brush. He stuck with black and white because he
feels it is more natural. This carried through when it came time to
make his film Idle.
“I knew I wanted harsh contrast and washed out details for the film to
help set the tone and mood,” he says. “I was considering working
with very minimal colours at first, but I decided to stick with just the
black charcoal on paper after storyboarding it that way.
“It is a simpler way to work, which can help you focus on other areas
of the filmmaking process. I could have spent months just colouring
the backgrounds or characters, but sticking to the black charcoal
allowed me to focus more on the story, editing, and sound design,
which I think shows in the finished piece.”
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“Black and white images
make a strong and powerful
statement”
Asya AIZENSTEIN

“For me it was matter of inspiration and authenticity of genre,” says
Slovakian animation David Stumpf, a past student of Bratislava’s
iconic Academy of Performing Arts and who is currently working on
his masters at FAMU in Prague.
His film Cowboyland is a western like no other and gets much of its
rawness, humour and historical quirkiness from the particular style
of black and white drawing he has employed in making it.
“I was trying to do the artwork in colour, but finally I decided on the
black and white look, because it’s a better fit for the western,” he
continues. “Also, colour combinations are trendy for a short time and
then they are replaced with a different trendy combination but black
and white remains the same.”
The right visual ‘fit’ for the story was also what drove Israeli animator
Asya Aizenstein to plan and create her film Ground Floor in black and
white which was her graduation film from the Bezalel Academy in
Jerusalem.
“Black and white images make a strong and powerful statement,” she
says. “I usually start the visual concept first which is the first thing
that is clear to me in a production.
“So among the first thumbnails I created when searching for a style
for the film, the black, white and yellow graphics seemed like the
ones with the best visual fit for the look and feel of the idea I had for
the film.”
If black and white animation is a definitive ‘genre’ then there are a
number of variables on the theme. And a number of different ways
that animators go about exploiting the various ways in which these
two colours can be manipulated to tell a story.
Only some of the films are truly black and white. Many of them are
either black on white or white on black. This choice – like every single
pixel of any animated film – is a specific one made by the animator for
specific (though not always apparent) reasons. UUUUUU, for example,
was conceived as an expression of thoughts and feelings felt in the
middle of the night. These ghost-ideas and half formed perceptions
appear to the filmmaker against a 3:00am background of pitch dark
and the white on black design express that critical genesis.
Endgame by Phil Mulloy (yes, that Phil Mulloy) employs the exact
opposite balance. It is probably fair to assume that a large part of the
reason behind this is that Mulloy simply drew black lines on a white
background because that got the job done quickest and easiest. But
at the same time, Mulloy’s diminutively conceived depiction of an
overview of the ridiculousness of battle is easier to take in in its
entirety in this form. With no background to distract the viewer’s
attention or to add any diverting energy to the mix, the central action
is all we have to focus on and our eyes are drawn into this dysfunctional
microcosm soon enough because that is the easiest thing to do.
Other films shift from one leg to the other. One of the most intriguing
features of the beautifully crafted film The Guardian by Alessandro
Novelli of Spain is not just the way it oscillates between the black/
white white/black styling but why it does this; what these shifts
signify within the Kafkaesque tale being imaginatively re-imagined
here. The Guardian talks of a life going unlived through fear and an
adversity to challenging power. Many of the fluctuations of this
journey are marked by a shift in the polarity of the black and the
white, often almost imperceptibly.
In addition to works that use the stark contrast of black and white
are films that utilise the infinitely variable possibilities of a thousand
shades of gray. This allows for a more painterly feel and lets the
animator add more nuanced shadowing, layers and depths to each
frame. Typically these films are ones that seek to traverse a more
subdued narrative path.

apart by war and the costs that the war extracts from the man. The
more complex fibre that runs quietly jagged through the story, however,
sees a less than definitive portrayal of this man’s slow, abstracted
destruction. The shades of gray make his specific fate opaque to us
and in an emotional space created by the artwork it is not – is never –
clear whether the man has died or in some other, more abstracted
way, simply been ‘unmade’ by his experiences; he has perhaps ceased
to be that man which is not necessarily the same thing as having lost
his life.
Generally, virtually every good black and white animated film looks
like it was only ever going to be made in one form or another of black
and white. It is hard to imagine what most of them would look like
should they be coloured. A genuine – and rare – exception to this rule
is the Chinese film Fish by Lin Zhang. At its core beats a surrealist
heart and surrealism as often as not piled on the colour. The singularly
portrayed action in the film featuring a girl with a birdcage for a head
in a rowboat wrestling with a piano held aloft above her by balloons
all set against an enormous full moon definitely feels like it could
easily carry a vivid and varied suite of colours. But the creative decision
to depict all of this in black and white brings a gracefulness to the
screen that colour would have diminished or obliterated. The amazing
thing, though, is that it somehow leaves the audience with enough
mental space to create their own colourful landscape. It is a truly
captivating form of engagement and it is easy to not notice what your
mind is up to as the action plays out.
Every form of animating, filmmaking and art poses its creative
challenges and sets its distinctive minefields for those who step up
to grapple with them. For all the unique and beautiful possibilities
that it offers a skilled and talented artist, black and white animation
is no exception.
Jonah Primiano had the added issue of creating all of the images
in Idle with charcoal and having to deal with how messy that medium
is. “Making sure everything had the appropriate sense of depth was a
challenge in some shots,” he muses. “And not losing detail in my
characters because of the amount of black I used.”
David Stumpf recalls a not dissimilar series of issues arising in the
process of making Cowboyland. “The biggest difference is in creating
light and shadow,” he offers. “In colour you can create edges with
different levels of saturation.
“In black and white you have to know how light works because you
only have those two colours to show everything you want to show.”
Difficulties in creating sufficient definition so that each of the
separate elements stood out from their backgrounds was the main
challenge Asya Aizenstein listed in making Ground Floor but her
attitude in tackling these is similar to that shared by artists the world
over. “Difficulties bring creative solutions,” she says. “They define the
final look of the film so I try to embrace them.”
At the end of the day putting this Showcase and the Black & White
Installation Animation program together was one of the best
programming experiences of MIAF 2016. And it feels like an idea
whose time has come. There is so much really good black and white
animation being created it is entirely possible that this will become
as regular a fixture in the MIAF line-up as the Abstract or Long Shorts
Showcases are.
It all speaks to the bottom-line function that this festival exists to
prosecute which is to present animation as an artform and encourage
audiences to think as widely as possible about the incredible diversity
that rests within auteur animation.

In Your Eyes by French animator Julien Arnal is a top-shelf example of
exactly this. On one level it is a story of the man and woman torn
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Black & White, The Most Direct
Way To Making The Visible Visible.
Jean DETHEUX

If, as I believe, Art is a never ending search for the elusive real,
there are many ways to go about that infinite task and, short
of using a stick and making marks in the wet sand, using one’s
fingers to draw in the frost on a window, or shaping a wet lump
of clay with both hands, drawing in black & white has got to
be one of, if not the most direct, most intuitive ways to work.
When using colours, one needs to make constant decisions as to which hue to apply, where
and how, and whether it be with natural or digital media, one needs to leave the (direct
experience of the) drawing/painting in order to mix and load the appropriate colour (not to
mention adjusting many other variables, opacity, wetness, viscosity, thickness, etc.).
When selecting a hue, one’s gaze and attitude have to shift from the exploring itself and
concentrate, at least temporarily, on the “plumbing.”
It’s like pulling out of “just doing” and falling into “thinking about (the) doing.”
Drawing is a privileged means by which most of those obligations to move away from (the
immersion in) the a-borning image can be avoided: while drawing, one can dive into the space
being created/discovered and revel in it, without constant interruptions, for periods of time far
longer than with almost any other media.
With drawing tools, one can modulate the tonality of the marks by varying the pressure applied
to the tool, adjust the width of the mark by tilting the tool this or that way.
All those essential adjustments can be done instantly, intuitively, adjustments which, if using
colours, would most often require leaving the (immersive experience of the) work in order to
return to the plumbing, a “distraction” which can be avoided when drawing in black and white
(hence my calling it the most intuitive and direct way).
One can even deepen the immersive experience by holding the pencil/charcoal/graphite stick
or whatever marking tool one is using in one hand and holding an eraser in the other (or, if
using a Wacom tablet, simply flip the stylus and use its drawing or eraser tips).
One important remark: an eraser is not there to “get rid of mistakes” but is/should be an
essential drawing tool, shaping the marks/patterns, bringing (back) light into the drawing,
a far cry from being “just an eraser” (I know that some drawing teachers consider using the
eraser as a sign of weakness, something which I totally disagree with, as would Alberto
Giacometti: one can, in this video 1, see him draw a portrait of Igor Stravinsky using both his
hands as described above – see the video at 0:52 especially).
One can also use two different Wacom pens (like the regular “Grip Pen” in one hand, and an
“Art Pen” in the other as I often do, duplicating via a graphic tablet what I was doing with
natural media when still allowed to use those -no allergies then), basically working with both
hands (almost) at the same time (for the record, I am right-handed, I can draw/paint extremely
intricate details with my left hand while being barely able to write my name with it).
This way, one hand puts down marks (“creates”), the other reshapes/removes them (“removes”
or at least, “modulates”), one has that all-essential and complete “doing-undoing” process
constantly at one’s disposal, without ever having to take one’s eyes away from the drawing.
But there is more, much more: when “using” colours, one tends to separate “this” from “that,”
as with a green apple being seen as distinct from a red cloth on which it is placed.
Yet, when drawing with black and white, one might see that this part of the green apple has
the same tonality as that part of the red cloth, they thus become/are seen as one, belonging
to/forming the same shape/pattern.
Here’s one example (“Apples 1” following page) showing how the boundaries between various
“things” are not constant, and if one draws the “passages” through which one thing
fades/merges into another, one almost inevitably becomes involved with “patterns” that are
at the very core of abstraction.
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So in that sense, working with colour could be seen as being
a way to separate/dissect the unity of (the experience of )
the real, while drawing in black and white can/could be seen
(and experienced!) as opening up to (the oneness of ) it.

“Apples 1” – 14 x 17 inches,
graphite on paper, 1981

Let’s go in one step deeper: if, by the virtue of drawing in
black and white only, “things/objects” start to merge
(those patterns), differentiations between “this” and “that”
are blurring, we are then (hopefully, at least potentially)
opening up to an undifferentiated “mess,” along the
memorable lines of Ronald Hayman in the Spring 1980 Yale
Review: “The mature Cézanne had no designs on the field of
vision except to uncover the designs he saw in it. It is this
suspension of will power that gives him admission to the
undifferentiated world which precedes knowledge, to Eden as it was before Adam conferred
separating names on each form of vegetal and mineral growth."
When I was teaching at the NY Studio School of Drawing, Painting and Sculpture, I lectured
often and several of those presentations were explorations of the following theme: “What do I
see before knowing what it is I am looking at?”
With my students, we were probing the pre-verbal world Ronald Hayman talked about, and in
accordance with the premise of that exceptional school, we were discovering, in our own
“ordinary” perception, the seeds of “genuine abstraction” (abstraction that is rooted in
experience, in perception, not as a mere manipulation of a taken for granted visual world).
Here’s another example:
But back to drawing in black and white: when I was a
student in Art school, well over 50 years ago, I was already
much more attracted to the masters’ sketches than to their
“finished” paintings, there seemed to be much more “life”
in their sketches (often drawn in black and white, at least
monochromatically) than in most of the “finished” paintings
they were supposed to be studies for.
There are many exceptions to this, of course, but those
exceptions are mostly to be found in paintings that were
approached “as sketches,” paintings in which the artist was
still searching-while-painting, not merely (re)producing/
rendering the “solution” of a “problem”. It is when that
unresolved quality is being lived as unresolved, throughthe-act-of-drawing, that the work appeals to me the most,
in “still art” as well as in “animation.”
In visual art, whether one wants it or not, the process that
gave birth to the artwork is present/embedded in what that
work reveals, in what it makes manifest. The work never
lies: if it was arrived at through an honest journey, it conveys
that honesty, it shares/makes visible what the artist and
his work went through.

“table and chairs 1”
14 x 17 inches, graphite on
paper, 1977

If the work was just a “transfer” from a sketch to a canvas or
whatever support the “finished” piece ends up being transferred to, the “live” element is sorely
missing, that piece is dead (not even that, it never was alive to begin with).
There lies a significant problem with many of the works we see today, the (often “messy” but,
in my not so humble opinion, utterly necessary, essential) work-as-a-journey has given way to
the requirements of the model dictated by the product oriented entertainment industry,
expectations are now such that any traces of doubt in the work are too often perceived as signs
of weakness, of lack of skill, even lack of talent, they are to be eradicated or at least, hidden.
The aesthetics of photorealism and its expectations reign supreme, even in so-called “abstract”
pieces, images are expected to be super-slick (think 3D for example), ambiguity is not welcome,
elusiveness is to be avoided at all cost unless it is a false ambiguity, conceptual instead of
experiential.
Albert Camus’ “The failure shall be the measure of success” would most certainly find few
takers today… (I recall my being at a magnificent Alberto Giacometti exhibition in 1998 at the
Montréal Museum of Fine Art and being mesmerised by a fabulous portrait, oil on canvas, only
to hear a little girl tell her mother, commenting on that “same” painting: “this man can’t paint,
look at all the drips at the bottom of the canvas!”).
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This is very similar to what I have heard grown-ups say about other “elusive” artworks in other
circumstances, as long as we believe that “the eye works like a camera and we all see the
same things,” we will miss the opening into our own mystery elusive works provide us with.
It’s difficult to convey with words what the implications of working “by-way-of-not-knowing”
are in contrast with working towards a finished (and often totally predetermined) “product.”
On the one hand, anything could happen, miracles and failures, on the other, only that which
was foreseen is deemed possible, accepted, realised, creating is no longer a process of
discovery, it thus has become a mere technical and mechanical transfer which, by definition,
precludes it from being “creative.”
The possibility offered to us, when we are involved in an open-ended process, to discover that
our best work lies in the difference between what we aimed to do and what actually was done
is awaiting us. But if we work "mechanically," the possibilities of the work are greatly
constrained so that failure is avoided (which, unavoidably, precludes “miracles” from happening
as well) and that essential learning never takes place.
Picasso’s “What saved me is that I became more interested in what I found than in what I was
looking for” can demonstrate its relevance, time and time again, but too often, we are stuck in
a world from which miracles are excluded and we are left with a predictable product, fast
(visual) food, “entertaining” at best.
Working in black and white can be a means to an open-ended process and experience if,
helped by the way various elements (can) merge into patterns, one is no longer rendering or
categorising assumed-to-be-known objects; and one can thus enter in a dance during which
whatever it is that requires us in order to appear gains the voice needed to come to life (that
is what is meant by “the work making itself through me”).
If one dives into this undifferentiated world, one can reach beyond yet another limitation of
habitual work, reaching beyond figure/ground differentiation, between this and that, between
“it” and “I.”
That is when the real work begins, in any Art form …

still from “Carmilla”
– a 2015 digital movie

1 www.youtube.com/watch?v=DkpA87zbbwk

Jean DETHEUX is a Montreal based animator and digital
moving image artist. He has been a guest and regular
contributor to MIAF for more than a decade and his
film Carmilla opens the Black & White Installation
Animation screening.

All images courtesy Jean Detheux
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“If, as I believe, Art is a never ending search for the elusive real, there are many
ways to go about that infinite task and, short of using a stick and making marks
in the wet sand, using one’s fingers to draw in the frost on a window, or shaping
a wet lump of clay with both hands, drawing in black & white has got to be one
of, if not the most direct, most intuitive ways to work.”Jean DETHEUX

Let’s
Talk
About
UUUUUU
Q&A with David DELAFUENTE
David Delafuente’s student film UUUUUU made an immediate impression. It opens as it continues. Stylish and elegant,
it harnesses many of the unique properties of animation to create a film with a ‘personality’ that reveals the majority
of its message through what it hides and suggests. Much of this slow-reveal show-and-tell is achieved through an
intricately woven interlacing of black and white design and within moments of first watching the film I knew that this
was exactly how I wanted to open MIAF’s Black & White Showcase.
Delafuente is an interdisciplinary artist with interests in the moving image, aesthetic theory, and graphic design. He recently graduated from
the Rhode Island School of Design’s Film, Animation, Video program and now resides in New York City. His final RISD film, Pleasure, picks up
where UUUUUU left off and expands on the experimental instincts that he brings to his practice. His work thus far, he says, “has explored
creating structures that help understand our fear of losing." It was time to put a few questions to Mr Delafuente.

Early artwork #1

Have you animated in black and white before?
Actually, no. UUUUUU is my first film in black and white. I had some
experiments using only black and white but they weren't done in the
same technique as this film.
What made you decide to make this film in black & white? What was
the original 'spark' for the film?
This film is sort of a breakup film. I made it following the dissolution
of a relationship that I really cared about. I didn't see colour in my
work during this time; it was a reflection of my thoughts at 3:00am
which were dark and nocturnal.
Where did the title come from?
The title UUUUUU (pronounced “you”) comes from the film as a
reflection of a relationship that was really absorbing. It’s both a literal
translation of an experience that was all about you, but also the
nature of replaying those memories over and over again in my head
at night.
In brief, can you talk about the actual process of animating this film?
I knew in the beginning that I wanted to rotoscope this film, since it
was something I was experimenting with in my previous tests. It took
me a while to come up with a composition that I liked. Eventually I just
sat down to animate, and over the course of about 3-4 months, I was
on my couch leaning over my coffee table animating on a total of
4,000 pieces of paper. It actually became really physically and
emotionally draining, but I knew I had to release myself into something.
In some ways, this film strikes me as being about things that are
hidden and then revealed. Is this an accurate view of one of the
film’s underlying themes?
4,000 Pieces of Paper
Definitely, I really liked the
idea of the image as a
fragment. I felt that coming
out of this experience, I was
only able to see the fragments
I could remember. My work,
as a collective group, feels
very nocturnal as well, so
the idea of this film taking
place at 3:00am was also
important for the content.
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Early artwork #2

What are the positives of animating in black and white?
I remember early in my junior year at RISD, my professor Amy Kravitz,
had shown the class a film by Oskar Fischinger – who quickly became
a huge influence in my work. The film was made via charcoal on paper
but once it became inverted it changed the medium and the charcoal
became this glowing form of light. I think black and white animation
sparks this unexpected simplicity by allowing a nostalgic aesthetic
experience to occur for the viewer.
What do you want people to take away from watching it?
There is a moment at the end of film where lines separate and inch
towards the edge of the screen. I imagined this section as a time for
people to meditate on what they had seen and reflect within their
own experiences, either good or bad, and remember them.
Could you imagine this film being in colour? And/or being black on
white rather than white on black?
When I first started playing with the early tests of pencil on paper, I
knew that it was going to be in black and white. I played around with
black on white and white on black, but the context of the film required
it to be within darkness. However, there is a second of the film where
the light flashes on the viewer and the image is inverted.
Do you have any black and white animation projects in the works?
Yes and no, my new film Pleasure has some black and white animation but I really wanted to play with colour as well. Pleasure is sort of
a sequel to UUUUUU, in the sense that the pain is over and colour is
once again brought into the composition as well as discovering the
process of letting go.
Work in progress
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All images courtesy of
David Delafuente.

100% Mood

Fish

David Delafuente
USA, 4'00, 2015 (NL)

Dmitry Yagodin
Bulgaria, 4'05, 2015 (SL)

Lin Zhang
China, 4'53, 2015 (NL)

Sometimes the best thoughts come to you
at 3am. Against the black of night, simple
white lines push those thoughts into
bright relief.

This apartment block, surrounded by
colour but experienced in stark black and
white by its residents, is one you enter
with 100% Mood.

Somewhere on a still ocean the future of
the music and the helium to keep the
whole edifice afloat find their balance.

In Your Eyes

Endgame

Super 8

Julien Arnal
France, 6'06, 2015 (NL)

Phil Mulloy
UK, 7'20, 2015 (NL)

Tatiana Moshkova
Russia, 4'00, 2015 (NL)

The reflections of a man forever marked
by war who, instead of dying one night as
might have been his fate, simply lost his
body instead.

Ever the creative shape-shifter, Phil
Mulloy hits us with a micro-minimalist
indictment on the scaled pointlessness
of war.

Do not blink whatever you do. This is a
rolling, animation cavalcade. There’s a big
heavy bucket of crazy-plus in every single
wild frame.

The Guardian

Nighthawk

Ground Floor

Alessandro Novelli
Spain, 4'52, 2015 (SL)

Junyol Baik
USA, 7'57, 2015 (SL)

Asya Aizenstein
Israel, 2'48, 2015 (NL)

Based on Kafka’s ‘The Trial’ this
imaginatively drafted film uses every drop
of the power that elegant black & white
animation offers.

With a nod to a few of the classics, one
private eye hits the streets looking for a
killer who works in the light and hides in
the shadows.

The message – whatever it is supposed to
be – wings in on the wind and settles in
the alleyways of an unforgiving city.

Cowboyland

Idle

Vigil

David Stumpf
Slovakia, 4'46, 2015 (NL)

Jonah Primiano
USA, 4'25, 2015 (SL)

Rita Cruchinho Neves
Portugal, 12'33, 2015 (NL)

A drunk sheriff isn’t much use in this
lawless town – and neither is his wooden
horse. Luckily the chicken is keeping an
eye on things.

“You’re like clockwork, man”. An
apparently normal life shrouded by
shadows and the valiant attempt to
navigate the gray.

One day Vigil stumbles upon his everyday
life. Flung into this elaborate machine he
has to make some choices about what to
believe.
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PROGRAM
SEVEN
LONG SHORTS
ANIMATION IS AN ARTFORM that often demands much of its audience.
Watching good animated films is an intense, energy-intensive exercise.
Images move rapidly, characters and scenery morph dramatically and
a lot of concentration can be needed to keep up with and make sense
of what is happening. Messages, where they exist, can be buried
deep and require a surprisingly complex level of decoding to unpack
their layers and nuances. Animation at its best does this over and
over and can pack whole lifetimes and extensive reservoirs of meanings
into just a few minutes.
Longer form animated ‘shorts’ run the risk of either not getting to the
point quickly enough or prolonging a point beyond the endurance
of its audience (or what the weight of the core story can sustain).
Conquering these hurdles is not as common as you might think and
is the reason that this program does not happen each year.
The first real hint that a Long Shorts program could be on for MIAF 16
was receiving Robin Norda’s brand new film Red-End And The Factory
Plant. Norda has a unique style of crafting stop-motion animation.
His characters and the worlds they inhabit are best described as vast
depictions of tiny environments. His 2009 film Red-End And The
Seemingly Symbiotic Society was a world of ants living in the
grandeured scale of a Metropolis-like universe. What is meant to be
the tiniest of terrains is, none-the-less, presented with an intense
level of detail and shot as if it were prairie stretching to infinity, all
remaining in focus. Incredible.

The program opens with a film I first heard about when I was putting
together the Sacrebleu Retrospective that was screened in 2014.
Sacrebleu is a Paris based production house which turns out superbly
crafted films year after year under the creative guidance of founder
Ron Dyens. Sunday Lunch has all the visual trademarks of a Sacrebleu
work – beautifully hand-drawn artwork, flawless and fluid animation
and a deft hand applied to character design and the way those
characters move and morph. It maintains its grip on our attention via
the slow-burn release of information and the steady building of the
humanity of the character at the centre of the drama. In the end, it is
less about the story and more about letting the audience build their
own appreciation of the trials and tribulations these players face.
But it was a little lost Frenchman called Ernie that really locked in the
Long Shorts program for this year. Adam Elliot’s latest release Ernie
Biscuit is just a delight. It has all the quirky charm that Elliot has
delivered in every one of his previous films but somehow has more
‘definition’ in each frame – certainly more detail. After the rigours of
directing his feature Mary And Max, he retreated to his studio in
Thornbury and made this film more or less single-handedly. This is a
monumental task but the result is a project that he looks back on with
a sense of having reconnected with the art and the craft of claymation
and that comes through strongly in the finished film and is one he
himself seems fairly happy with.
“On Mary And Max I was the conductor of a huge orchestra and very
rarely got my hands dirty which was often frustrating,” he reflected
late last year. “I love using my hands and felt I needed to get back to
basics, to make a simple film and enjoy the process.
“I also wanted to achieve an aesthetic I’d been striving my whole
career for. Finally after two decades of sculpting and animating, I feel
I am getting close to a look and feel I have been trying for.”
He was repeatedly told 25 years ago when he was studying animation
that claymation was a ‘dead’ artform. Ernie Biscuit paints a very
different picture of the vitality of animating in clay and by the sounds
of it there is still plenty more where that came from.

Sunday Lunch

Castillo Y El Armado

9, Chemin Des Gauchoirs

Celine Devaux
France, 13'57, 2015 (SL)

Pedro Harres
Brazil, 13'46, 2014 (Sub)

Lyonel Charmette
France, 13'00, 2015 (NL)

The constantly shifting sands of the family
Sunday lunch dynamic, cruelly exposing
hairline fractures and smudging unspoken
truths.

On a stark, windy night Castillo comes
face to face with his own brutality on the
end of a fish hook.

Unexpectedly encountering a luxury cable
car, a shepherd decides to take the ride.
But he is unaware of the real occupants.

Red-End And The Factory Plant

Ernie Biscuit

Robin Noorda
Netherlands, 15'45, 2015 (NL)

Adam Elliot
Australia, 21'14, 2015 (SL)

A stop-mo epic! Apparently idyllic, danger
lurks at every turn for Red-End who has
gone looking for Red-Back who is looking
for red peppers.

A lonely, deaf Parisian taxidermist’s world
is turned upside down and back to front
when a dead pigeon arrives on his
doorstep.
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PROGRAM
EIGHT
DOCUMENTARIES
ANIMATION CAN BE AN IDEAL TOOL to deploy in the service of documentary filmmaking. It is
used increasingly to recreate elements of a story that the camera either could not or did not
capture. Animation has a long history of being utilised for this; a history that goes back to at
least 1918 when Winsor McCay released “The Sinking Of The Lusitania” recreating an infamous
sinking of a passenger ship which resulted in massive loss of life.
CG animation is now a more or less ubiquitous supplementary tool in the documentary field
recreating everything from plane crashes to the interactions of the tiniest particles in our world.
Rarer though is a documentary that is entirely animated and which parades its pure animation
credentials as prominently as the story it is trying to tell. Generally there have not been enough
films that fit that ‘brief’ to make a whole program for a good many years now. In 2004 Chris
Landreth’s biopic of Canadian animator Ryan Larkin, titled simply Ryan, re-set the bar for what
we should expect from an animated documentary and perhaps that intimidating Everest made
some filmmakers think twice about the form.
At the same time the rise in animating software made it easier and easier to embark on a form
of digital rotoscoping when saw a dramatic rise in people simply pointing a camera at a relative
or a neighbour with a mildly interesting or humorous life backstory, animating the talking head
and releasing it. The best of them are not necessarily that bad but as often as not they lack that
critical extra passion for both the animation and the tale being spun.

A Brief History Of Skateboarding

The decision to put this program together – our first Animated Docs program in nearly a decade
– was actually more or less made last year and it was something of a gamble. I knew enough
about a couple of films in production to have a sense they would make the grade for inclusion
in 2016. And I knew that we usually get a few worthy contenders arrive in general submissions.
And so in the lead-up to programming MIAF 2015 I rolled the dice and held back several excellent
animated docs in the hope that this would bring together a whole program.

Antonio Vicentini
Brazil, 4'45, 2015 (SL)

Psychedelic Blues

Innerviews

Waiting For The Boom

Drew Christie
USA, 3'00, 2015 (SL)

Chen Winner
Israel, 4'36, 2015 (Sub)

Sheila Sofian
USA, 3'12, 2015 (SL)

Let’s go right back to the roots – find the
source. A conversation with the guy who
came up with the term.

An animated insight into the world views
of Allen Ginsberg, Charles Bukowski, Nina
Simone, Leonard Cohen and David Lynch.

When you live in a war zone your priorities
are different, your instincts more acute
and passion for survival more finely
tuned.

Spirit Away

Kaput

Eye For An Eye

Betina Kuntzsch
Germany, 6'15, 2015 (SL)

Alexander Lahl
Germany, 7'00, 2016 (Sub)

A fascinating combo of three dozen
'laterna magica' films from around 1900
and text from the patient records of
female artists of the era.

Extraordinary and poignant depiction of
the lives of women in an East German jail
forced to make consumer goods for sale
in the West.

Steve Bache, Mahyar Goudarzi,
Louise Peter
Germany, 4'25, 2016 (SL)

Surfing on the street? Might be just a
crazy enough idea to catch on. The sex,
drugs and rock ‘n’ roll version of the
history.

In his own words, a double murderer
speaks of his crimes and his belief that
execution is all that he deserves for
what he has done.
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Double 6s! Got lucky.
It is one of the reasons we have two films in the line-up by American
animator Drew Christie. Charles Bukowski Uncensored And Animated
and Psychedelic Blues were made a year apart but carry the indelible
artistic marks of Christie’s drawing and storytelling chops.
Other than Edgar Allan Poe I doubt any other literary figure has inspired
more animation than the irascible late Mr Bukowski. And why not. His
voice – his real voice – is well known enough to involuntarily invest most
renditions of any of his work with the shuddering, pained anger and
resignation that resonated outwards from his every utterance when he
was alive. His was a soul that filled the air with a tarry dew that coated
everything it touched when he spoke and that residue is proving difficult
to clean off. Christie captures this bitter molasses perfectly in his
animating of a Bukowski diatribe on the inelegance of life’s twists, turns
and priorities. In this moment both the great man and the animation are
in an indecorously pensive and restrained mode and the passage of the
film leaves us – eventually – wondering about the rights and wrongs
of letting somebody suffer to a slow, shrivelling oblivion in order to
produce great art for the rest of us to enjoy.
Not every documentary story is big, momentous or shoulders the burden
of changing hearts or minds. And sometimes it takes a certain eye to
realise there is even a story there in the first place. Glove by Alexa Haas
and Bernardo Britto is a textbook example of this. It is a relatively simple
idea based on recognising a kind of abstracted humanity in a single
moment and in a single, simple object. An astronaut’s glove, accidentally
detached from a safety clip during a space walk on the international space
station drifts off on a journey that will last forever – literally. Infusing this
inanimate object with both a life-story and a future that stretches out to
the infinite is the subtle genius that transforms this film into something
much, much more than the sum of its parts.
Britto has form in doing this. His previous film, Yearbook, which took
out a Sundance Short Film Jury Prize, was conceived as a story to tackle
what he regarded as the insignificance of his previous work and depicted
a solitary little man charged with collating the entire history of the world
before it was destroyed by an alien invasion. It was a modus operandi
he continued in his 2013 film Places Where We Live which chronicled the
sale of his family home through a prism of live-action urban destruction.

Fresh from Cannes is Whatever The Weather by young Swiss filmmaker
Remo Scherrer. It actually came to my attention not through MIAF’s
submission process but via a viewing of the entries into the Sydney Film
Festival. It could have just as easily been selected for our Black & White
Showcase program this year but, in the end, its weight as a documentary
won out. But it was a close call. It paints a vivid picture of the way a life
can be turned inside out by the addiction of a parent. By any measure
this is, and has to be presented as, a harrowing insight. However,
incredibly clever use has been made of the contrasting visuals made
possible by using a simple, two colour palette. Without compromising
the story, relieving the main protagonist of responsibility for their actions
or minimising the splintered life of the victim that sits at the heart of the
story, Scherrer alternates the binarial contrast to sometimes accentuate,
sometimes shade and sometimes pause critical components of the
film, in the process making it a simultaneously more confronting and
‘receivable’ experience for the audience.
The last film to arrive for the program was not completed until early
April but was worth the wait. Work-in-progress updates had been arriving
with increasing frequency and it was clear some time out that Kaput
(Broken) by Alexander Lahl would be an essential addition to the line-up.
Lahl has a long list of animated films and graphic novels to his credit
and this comes through strongly in the detailed illustration style of the
film which is one of the most intricately drawn/drafted films in recent
memory. It uses excerpts from extensive interviews with a number of
women who were imprisoned in a notorious pre-wall East German
prison and their lives as slaves forced to produce consumer goods for
the west. Told with a kind of razor sharp but dispassionate lucidity, the
animation is a perfect match for the unfolding depiction of all aspects
of life in an East German women’s jail.
These meldings of animation style, narrative content and documentarial
credibility are complex creative high wire acts. They rely heavily on the
animator having an eye for animation, a heart for the story and an
understanding of the variable interplay these disciplines must undertake as they unfold. This program was a long, long time in the making
but is ample demonstration of how well these enterprises can turn out
when all the stars align.

The Tales Of The Old Piano
– Johann Strauss

How Do We Know How Old
The Sun Is?

Elena Petkevich
Russia, 13'00, 2015 (Sub)

Amael Isnard
UK, 4'14, 2014 (SL)

A subjective look at the childhood of
Johann Strauss and the forces that may
have pushed him to greatness.

Pretty much what it says on the box – but
it is explained so well here that it actually
makes sense!

Whatever The Weather

Glove

Remo Scherrer
Switzerland, 11'20, 2015 (SL))

Alexa Haas, Bernardo Britto
USA, 5'00, 2015 (SL)

A superbly affecting chronicle of life
within – and beyond – a family affected
by matriarchal alcohol dependence and
break-down.

A doco of sorts. The story of a glove
which/who may live and travel forever
after becoming separated from an
orbiting space station.
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Women Of The Plains
Narges Haghighat
Canada, 1'40, 2015 (NL)
A film celebrating the nomadic women
who live and work in the mountains and
high plains of modern day Iran.

Charles Bukowski Uncensored
And Animated
Drew Christie
USA, 3'13, 2014 (SL)
Other than – perhaps – Goethe no other
poet has provoked as much animation as
Bukowski and this no-holds-barred piece
shows why.

SIGGRAPH 15 HIGHLIGHTS

and satellite data in its generation.

SIGGRAPH 15
HIGHLIGHTS

"All the lighting, plants, wind, water, birds and deer all exist within this
landscape and do their own thing for the duration of the demo. While
the camera follows the boy on his journey, at any stage you stop the
camera and point it elsewhere. The boy would run off and do his thing
and the short wouldn't be very entertaining, but it is possible."
Chase Me by French animator Gilles-Alexandre Deschaud is another
example of the kind of work that SIGGRAPH inspires and showcases.
It is, by all accounts, the world’s first 3D printed film. It is a heroic
achievement, combining the still-emerging technology of 3D printing
with what amounts to good old-school stop-motion animation.

Part trade show, jobs fair, art-gallery, science fair and film festival,
SIGGRAPH is the ‘Go-To’ event for anybody who wonders what is
happening in the world of creative computer science.

Deschaud has essentially created all the elements of a puppet film but
has used a 3D printer to generate all the characters, props and sets.
The stats for the project are absolutely daunting. Four solid months of
CG animating produced the digital models that would see his 3D printer
spend 10 non-stop months (about 6,000 hours) grinding through 80
litres of resin to produce 12 different sets and more than 2,500 3D
prints. About 400 of these needed further detailed painting and the
resulting output produced enough characters, figures and pieces of
mise-en-scene to cover a very, very large studio bench. Simply keeping
track of this stationary army of animationalia is an act of mathematical
gymnastics.

The cinema component of SIGGRAPH is but one part of this giant conversation.
The work that is shown ranges across a fairly wide gamut encompassing
fully realised and complete films, ads and movie credits, excerpts from
games, demos of interactive works and proof-of-concept CG animation
exploring the broadest imaginable range of experiments.

The completed film was shot much like any other puppet film would
have been shot, one frame at a time, replacing one figure with another
slightly different simile but the original CG animation that drove the
design of the puppets in the first place produces a fluidity of movement
not normally possible with stop-motion.

A great example of the latter is The Boy And His Kite by Gavin Moran,
which took out the Best In Show prize for live interactive. When the
Unreal Engine went to a subscription-free model in 2015, Moran made
the ‘film’ as a way to best demonstrate what was possible in real time
rendering.

Many of the films in SIGGRAPH, naturally enough, demonstrate just
how far CG animating has come. Martin Rahmlow’s film Sumsing
definitely fits this category. Described as ‘an intoxicating rush of
images” it takes the viewer on a whirlwind tour of what can best be
described as the insides of organic machines and epically-scaled
depictions of a rocket-sled ride through the pulsating microscopic
bio-medical innards of a living creature. The detail is jaw-dropping, the

SIGGRAPH IS AN EVENT OF IMMENSE PROPORTIONS. Annually each
August it fills the biggest convention centres in North America and has
generated a substantial off-shoot, SIGGRAPH Asia, which does the
same thing on a rotating basic around various Asian centres each
December.

“It's easier to think of this short as a video game," he said. “The world
the boy runs around in is 100 square miles and uses photo modelling

L3.0

A Boy And His Kite

Atheum’s Way

Alexis Decelle, Cyril Declercq,
Vincent Defour, Pierre Jury
France, 4'38, 2015 (NL)

Gavin Moran
USA, 2'13, 2015 (NL)

Aleksander Sakowski, Linhan Ye
New Zealand, 4'25, 2015 (NL)

No matter how perfect the replica, no
matter how beautiful a work of art it may
be nothing beats what nature produces.

A film made using a form of animating
technology that allows the viewer to
move characters around vast amounts
of live-action terrain.

There’s a storm to survive, an ocean to
tame and a beast within that ocean to
subdue or perish in the attempt.

Chase Me

Parrot Away

Roots

Gilles-Alexandre Deschaud
France, 2'54, 2015 (Sung)

Mads Weidner
Denmark, 5'57, 2014 (NL)

The exact kind of film that SIGGRAPH
attracts and inspires – the world’s first 3D
printed animated film.

The pirate is getting ready for the big day
and his parrot needs to be looking its very,
very best. This is gonna take a few tries.

Pierre Bassil, Eva Lusbaronian,
Hugo De Faucompret, Hugo Weiss
France, 4'22, 2014 (NL)
Morning in the jungle and time for the
house to uproot itself and go for a walk.
But it’s not the only unusual creature
roaming about.
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depth of field unimaginable in any other technique
and the way every single element of these
imagined worlds is presented is testament to
the unique versatility of CG animation.
Perhaps one of the more surprising inclusions
is Dji. Death Sails by Dmitri Voloshin. Surprising
not because of its style or content but because
it was made in Moldova. There is so little
animation being made in Moldova that the last
Moldovian film MIAF screened was an earlier
Dji. Death film by the same filmmaker. Dji.
Death Sails is as polished and accomplished a
film as anything that arrived from the traditional
heartlands of CG animating and in some ways
highlights the equalising power of CG animation,
at least at the indie filmmaker level.
Likewise, Atheum’s Way was made by just two
people in a studio in Auckland, New Zealand.
Director and animator Aleksander Sakowski
along with illustrator Linhan Ye have crafted
a remarkable film that turned heads at
SIGGRAPH. The machine serpent at the heart
of the tale is an incredibly intricate digital
model consisting of more than 130 movable
parts all rigged in After Effects and utilising a
plug-in called DuIK. The end result carries
much of the charm of an elaborate cut-out
picture book but with the lustre, detail and
fluid animation that only CG animation can
bring to the finished product.
Sometimes the priority in the CG animation
world is to create (or more accurately, recreate)
reality to the extent that the animation cannot
be seen. This often divides animation fans,
many of whom want the films to look ‘unreal’;
to look like they are works of animated art,
imaginative and creatively expressed visual
statements not seen or available in the ‘real’
lived world. One of the tools that has become
almost standard equipment in this stream of
animating is that of motion-capture. An actor in
a special suit goes through the motions in front
of cameras which capture the performance
and use that as the basis for recreating those
actions in animated form against a generated
background.
Berlin based filmmaker Felix Deimann has
turned that basic concept around 180 degrees
in his film Citius, Altius, Fortius (Faster, Harder,
Stronger). He has taken live action of some of
the greatest athletes of modern times and
broken those performances down to nothing
much more than their most fundamental
shapes and contortions. Relieved of a fixed
shape and mass, the athletes are utterly
unrecognisable and appear as little more than
dust, mist clouds and ribbons but in the
process the simple beauty of human athletic
movement is revealed in all its simplicity and
power. It is endlessly captivating to watch and
the film could have been just as easily titled
The Art Of Movement.
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Jinxy Jenkins And Lucky Lou

Citius, Altius, Fortius

Michelle Kwon, Michael Bidinger
USA, 3'50, 2014 (NL)

Felix Deimann
Germany, 3'15, 2014 (NL)

One has nothing but bad luck, the other
nothing but the best luck. A match made
in heaven or a happy medium?

A brilliantly conceived, precisely executed
digital abstraction of some of the finest
moments in international sport.

Tide – The Paradox Effect

Splash

Marcella Moser
Canada, 3'25, 2015 (NL)

Nicolas Avon, Chloe Deneuve,
Simon Diebold, Jerome Ferra,
Lucile Vampouille
France, 4'50, 2015 (NL)

Fiery meteors rain down on an arid
landscape – deserted bar a strange being
who strides amidst the chaos.

Dji. Death Sails
Dmitri Voloshin
Moldova, 5'17, 2015 (NL)
Death arrives on the raft ready to get to
work – but first there is the treasure to
deal with.

One drink, a decent hot-jazz track and he’s
outa there! Really outa there!

A Tale Of Momentum
And Inertia
Kameron Gates, Kirk Kellley
USA, 1'10, 2014 (NL)
No matter what you do, no matter how
hard you try, you just can’t please some
people. Best to just let it go.

Sumsing

The Ocean Maker

Martin Rahmlow
Germany, 3'50, 2015 (NL)

Lucas Martell
USA, 10'04, 2014 (NL)

A pulsating journey deep into the most
complex and unrelenting of all machines.

In a post-apocalyptic world of savage
water scarcity, one pilot makes the
ultimate sacrifice to stop the rain bandits.
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ANIJAMIN’

Filmmakers:

ANIJAMIN’
THERE’S JUST NOTHING QUITE LIKE a good
anijam! And this has been a great year for them.
An anijam – done well and constructed under a
lucky star – is a wondrously playful variant of
the animated short. Somebody with enough
star-power, high voltage charisma or sufficient
blackmail-ready photographs corrals a bevy of
animators to a central theme and extracts from
them a promise to each animate a small section
of a film in their own style. Typically though –
and this is where it gets interesting – none of
the animators get to see any of the work that
preceded the section they are to animate.
Instead, they get the last frame of that section
and that acts as more or less the sole starting
point for their own solitary toils. Their nefarious
payback is wrapped in the certain knowledge
that when they are done the next animator on
the roster will get only their last frame. Comes
round – goes square?

When I Was Done Dying
Dave Hughes (Creative Director)
USA, 4'20, 2015 (Sung)
Nine animators create an extreme set of
‘space-shifting’ sequences in the process
of generating this music video.

Filmmakers:

There are variations to this theme but generally
the anijam as we know it, in its purest form is
built around this rickety, double-blind
construction.

15th Anniversary’s Animated
“Exquisite Corpse”

But for all of that, anijams rely on a fiendishly
unpredictable alchemy. Great themes animated
by great animators can – in the end – be spiked
on a tearful pyre cruelly exposing them as less
than the sum of their parts. Skill, good ideas
and decent production cannot fend off the
Gods if They decide this anijam will be dispensed
into the world without zing. That’s the way
those Gods roll and there’s no beating them
when they set their minds against the project.

A who’s-who of French animators revisit
one of the great anijams of all time.

Anijams have been around a good long while.
Marv Newland gave us one of the first major
real eye-openers with his 1984 film “Anijam” –
it is worth searching out and in many ways
represents the textbook for how these
creatures are brought to life.
The good people at Show Me The Animation
fight the good fight; blind-piloting a small flock
of anijams into the atmos annually with their
48 Hour International Anijam Challenge.
And each year a few brave souls grab both the
live terminals, offering their bodies to channel
the raw electricity of creative animators into a
single, bright energy source producing anijams
of every dimension and style. Such are the
risks of the producer!

Jake Fried,
Chad VanGaalen,
Dimitri Stankowicz,
Colin White,
Taras Hrabowsky,
Anthony Schepperd,
Masanobu Hiraoka,
Caleb Wood,
KOKOFREAKBEAN

Image Par Image
France, 5'00, 2015 (NL)

Florence Miailhe,
Stephanie Lansaque,
Francois Leroy, Isabelle Duval,
Antoine Lopez, Jerome Boulbes,
Pierre Trudeau,
Delphine Dannatt-Burrus,
Pierre-Luc Granjon,
Solweg Von Kleist, Luc Otter,
Marion Le Guillou, Laurent Pouvaret,
Benoit Chieux, Florentine Grelier,
Violaine Lecuyer, Claire Fouquet,
Claude Delafosse,
Nicolas Bianco-Levrin,
Julie Rembauville,
Sebastien Laudenbach

Filmmakers:

Dude, That’s Insane: A Tribute
To Chris Reimer

Ben Jacques, Ryan Von Hagen,
Francesco Van Der Zwaag,
Chad VanGaalen, Heather Kai Smith,
Neal Moignard, Kiarra Albina,
Tyler Klein Longmire, Andrea Hoff,
Norma-Jean Harvey, Robert Starratt,
Dana Schloss, Laura Leif,
Brian Batista, Brandon Blommaert,
Hannah MacAulay,
Mohammad Sharar,
Bradley Lewter

Peter Hemminger
Canada, 6'43, 2015 (NL)
The Quickdraw Animation Society (QAS) is
one of the finest animating communities
in the world. Here 18 QASers tribute a
special artist.

Filmmakers:

Some work a lot better than others but this
year the stars truly aligned – those Gods
blessed more than they smote(d). And – hey –
what other opportunity is there going to be to
see the work of more than 50 animators from
nearly 20 countries in 45 minutes?

The Opening
Zorobabel (Producer)
Belgium, 6'05, 2015 (NL)
16 animators descend on Belgium studio
Zorobabel to turn a disparate collection of
film openings into something approaching
a narrative.

Jean-Geraud Blanc,
Arthur Blavier,
Loredane Chun-Hung-Kee,
Marlene Drouhaud,
Laure Fabre,
Jean Gegout,
William Henne,
Alice Jaunet,
Maeva Le Fouille,
Corentin Pernet,
Floriane Robert de Latour,
Gaelle Roques,
Paul de Toytot,
Laura Van Moere,
Tiphaine Vergriete
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Filmmakers:

Waiting For The Boom

Ethan Bialick,
Adam Billingham,
William Engels,
Connor Kerrigan,
Janet Le,
Tyler Lewis,
Devon Manney,
Gracie May,
Maria Raykova,
Chantelle Sundeen

Sheila Sofian (Producer)
USA, 3'12, 2015 (SL)
When you live in a war zone your priorities
are different, your instincts more acute
and passion for survival more finely
tuned.

Filmmakers:

Owl Me Tender
Tatiana Moshkova (Producer)
Russia, 3'57, 2015 (Sung)
28 animators stitch together an odd
tale of a late night moment in the snowy
forest.

Alex Budovsky, Yulia Ruditskaya,
Svetlana Andrianova, Yuliya Tkhay,
Ramil Usmanov, Danila Poletikin,
Ivan Maximov, Sergey Merinov,
Natalia Sokolova, Gayana Matevosyan,
Shamil Usupov, Andrey Bakhurin,
Natalia Mirzoyan, Nayra Muradyan,
Sasha Svirsky, Monique Almelle
Renault, Susanna Szabo, Eugenia
Pashkina, Natalya Berezovaya,
Maria Yakushina, Natalya Skryabina,
Marina Rosset, Rim Sharafutdinov,
Vladislav Zainullin, Michail Tumelia,
Andrey Zolotukhin, Zoya Kireeva,
Alexey Alekseev

Filmmakers:

Swap Meet
Caleb Wood (Producer)
USA, 7'09, 2015 (SL)
An anijam with a twist – 14 animators
create a series of individual sequences
inspired entirely by the background
artwork of 14 artists.
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Shen Jie,
Charles Huettner,
Shin Hashimoto,
Lilli Carre,
Caleb Wood,
Grace Nayoon Rhee,
Kyle Mowat,
Elli Vuorinen,
Nelson Boles,
Loup Blaster,
Nicolas Menard,
Jonathan Djob Nkondo,
Lee Kyu-tae,
Dave Prosser
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KID’s
FILMS
THIS IS ONE OF THE MOST CHARMING Kids
programs MIAF has presented in years. In many
ways it channels the kind of frame-by-frame
consideration that Susi Allender (one of the
original MIAF co-founders) used to bring to the
task when it was entirely her domain. And
in others it owes as much to the contributions
made by my colleagues Nic Marshall and Nick
Pagee who happily source and suggest gems
that lift this program from merely entertaining
to an elevated realm that aims to inspire,
intrigue, engage and challenge the audience.
For some reason these two have never left
behind the kids-eye view of the world that
most of us surrendered at the door.
As if to reinforce the point, the program actually
opens with a film that Pagee commanded I
watch months ago. Clap! Clap! Playfulness by
Italian outfit Loup Blaster is probably something
that would have never come our way through
traditional channels but is one of the best
opening films for a Kids program imaginable.
If any of us managed to retain even a shard
remnant of our inner kid, this film will drag it
out and make it dance.
This program has not one but three films from
German studio Film Bilder – Frozen Fun, Bat
Time and Wolf. They actually submitted nearly
a dozen films and ALL of them could have made
the cut. Film Bilder has been around a good
long while and MIAF has routinely shown their
films over the years. Perhaps most famous for
providing Andreas Hykade with a creative and
professional platform, this year it seems to
have embraced some of the finest animators in
Germany and empowered all of them to make
exceptional kids films. In common, the Bilder
films seem to share a playful luminance that an
audience of any age cannot help but feel. How
so many great kids films emerged from this one
small but bright star in the animation cluster is
a bit of a mystery but their arrival reinvigorated
the kids programming here this year.
The program closes with a simply stunning
Australian film. Junction is so good it was
invited to be the official opening film of the
festival. Its richly coloured, densely imagined
world is a pure wonder to try and take in. The
fantastical premise – a community of people
who produce clay tokens they use to change
the winds and their faces – is the kind of
ephemeral fairytalesque magic that sees the
film live on a level that can be breathed in by
an audience of any age … which is what makes
it the perfect opening film for the festival and
the perfect closing film for the Kids program.

KID’S FILMS

Clap! Clap! Playfulness

Frozen Fun

Bear And Bird

Loup Blaster
Italy, 2'51, 2015 (NL)

Verena Fels
Germany, 3'53, 2015 (NL)

Rachele Greenberg
USA, 4'31, 2015 (NL)

These cartoon characters have got a
LOT of rhythm!

Every penguin loves snow of course.
But elephants and rhinos? They’re not
so into it.

Bear and Bird love watching TV when
they can but their super secret spy
organisation keeps them pretty busy.

Bat Time

Looks

Wolf

Elena Walf
Germany, 3'59, 2015 (NL)

Susann Hoffmann
Germany, 3'00, 2014 (NL)

Julia Ocker
Germany, 3'48, 2015 (NL)

The problem with being a bat is that
everybody else is asleep when you want
to come out and play.

Looks can be deceiving and changing
colours doesn’t help much. Time for a
new plan.

A wolf is supposed to be tough and
fearsome – not jump around the forest in
a ballet dress.

Perfect Houseguest

Queen Bum

Petux

Ru Kuwahata, Max Porter
USA, 1'35, 2015 (NL)

Maja Gehrig
Switzerland, 11'00, 2015 (SL)

Leonid Shmelkov
Russia, 5'45, 2015 (NL)

Little Mouse reckons he has figured out
how to make himself really, really helpful.

A made-up story about two people trying
to get somewhere and a big bum that gets
in their way.

This chook isn’t sure exactly what’s going
on but it knows something pretty crazy
happens every time it pulls the rope.

One Two Tree

The Little Seed

Junction

Yulia Aronova
France, 6'50, 2015 (NL)

Chaitane Conversat
Switzerland, 9'33, 2015 (NL)

Nathan Jurevicius
Australia, 7'00, 2016 (SL)

One day, a tree like any other jumps into
a pair of boots and goes off for a walk
inviting everyone it meets to follow.

Every great day starts out with a
magic dress.

The Face Changers have always made the
clay tokens that control the winds and
alter their faces. But it’s time for a
special journey.
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When you run a festival the size of MIAF, it’s all about context and I
think we all understand what that context means in this context.

LATE
NIGHT
BIZARRE

Over the years, the best way to write up this program has evolved
into a kind of part-fried, semi-congealed, slow-festering stream of
consciousness ribbon-run synopsis of the program. This (the following)
is an adaptation of a hand written attempt at that; done from memory
(more or less) perched illegally on a shipping marker buoy near the end
of Melbourne’s Yarra River shipping channel one Saturday morning
while I was out simultaneously attempting to postpone the obvious
and look for a cool summer picnic dining spot … it seemed like a good
idea at the time.

WHAT IS THERE TO SAY? MIAF’s annual screaming tribute to body
fluids, mutilation, dodgy sex, sub-legal practices and inappropriate
touching will burst forth from the screen into your lap and ask to be
stroked. This year we can promise rivers of snot, naked baking, new
and interesting uses for genitalia, the misuse of bingo balls and smoking!
As long as you guys keep comin’, we’ll keep putting it on.
It is pretty hard to summarise this program in any logical way. It is
definitely an ultra fun program to put together and – in truth – most of
the films kind of select themselves. They come from a variety of
sources. Certainly they come through the general submissions process
and have a happy habit of arriving in the midst of a generally gray day,
lifting the mood considerably when they hit the hard drive.
But over the years my ears have become more finely tuned to ‘pass-by’
chatter at festivals, production houses and – let’s be honest – bars
around the world. Phrases like “I would never get away with programming
that”, “I can’t believe they come up with that” or “Holy shit, did you see
dot dot dot” trip a switch and send me into the metaphoric burning
building everybody else is running out of. Sometimes there is nothing
but charred wreckage in there, but every once in a while I help drag out
a wounded survivor that nobody else thought was worth saving.

There’s rivers of snot running out of my nose, running out of my nose,
sing with me now + I’m not antihistamine, histamine is my favourite
baseball team + let me munch you away right now + ah, delicious + is
Doris Day dead? + balloon people probably shouldn’t play with needles,
especially really big needles + just say no to brown bubbling bath
water even if there’s a fortune in them thar bubbles + yeah, a truly
gruesome human/animal switcheroo + elephant libido killer + a
fearsome parade of pantsless slaves and slobbering psychopathic
bodyless heads + cut me in half and throw me off the roof, it’ll be fine,
it’s all about the journey, right? + nipples are important in these
troubled, tumbling times + every school boy should be so lucky + a
trout and a freak-bird boy in a car in the desert can only mean one thing
+ a rummage through God’s fail bin won’t leave you with dry hands +
fufufufu is just one of the many things you should never tell Mum +
smoking kills in so many different car-chasing, happyhappykilling,
cliff-diving ways + you can moan all you want but this is definitely not
OK and that scalpel only proves the point + OK, so a world with 3.5
billion men and how come Wong Ping was the first guy to come up with
this fantasy + ends + leave the cinema + seriously, you have to go now.

The River

Master Blaster

Senior’s Choice

Leo Wieser
Canada, 3'06, 2015 (Sung)

Sawako Kabuki
Japan, 4'03, 2015 (Sub)

Ave Taavet
Estonia, 9'00, 2015 (Sung)

There’s a river of snot running out of my
nose … sing with me now …

Everything you always wanted to know
about psychedelic sex but couldn’t
imagine for yourself.

An alternative path to losing your mind –
set to a catchy jingle to help you keep up.

Bump Classique

Bingo

A Slice Of The Country

Ben Wheele
UK, 3'39, 2015 (NL)

Patrick Schoenmaker
Netherlands, 2'00, 2015 (NL)

Hannah Letaif
France, 7'00, 2015 (Sub)

The sad and sorry splatter death of a
balloon man.

It doesn’t matter how desperate, you can’t
shove a bingo ball into THERE!!

A sadistic picnic rapidly escalates to a
cruel, close-to-the-bone turning of the
omnivore tables. Not for the squeamish.
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LATE NIGHT BIZARRE

Toto’s Tusks

The Motorcade

Post Industrial

Mehr Chatterjee
USA, 2'53, 2015 (Sub)

Colin White
USA, 1'00, 2015 (SL)

Boris Pramatarov
Bulgaria, 3'20, 2015 (SL)

Toto, the once mighty alfa male elephant
has lost his tusks and nobody wants to
know him.

So here’s one parade that definitely ain’t
coming to a town near you anytime soon.

If this is the future we’ve got more
problems than our wildest imaginations
can dream of.

Ivan’s Need

Father’s Son

The Moan Area

Veronica Lingg
Switzerland, 6'20, 2015 (NL)

Kevin Bailey
USA, 6'13, 2015 (SL)

Minoru Karasube
Japan, 4'33, 2014 (NL)

They say man cannot live by bread alone
but this teenage boy looks like he’d be
happy to give it a try.

Just another day in the desert for two lo-fi
dudes who have to decide if an encounter
with satanic babes is going to be worth
the risk.

Kinda like the playground for the rejects
that didn’t quite make it out of God’s
blender in one piece.

Don’t Tell Mom

Violet

It’s OK

Sawako Kabuki
Japan, 3'36, 2015 (Sub)

Ryan Ines
USA, 5'56, 2015 (NL)

Marat Narimanov
Russia, 1'00, 2015 (NL)

There’s probably a few things most of us
shouldn’t tell Mum but this is ridiculous.

Smile. Smile if you self-immolate, smile if
you’re run over, rejoice when you go over
the cliff. It’s only a cartoon, right?

It’s really, really not OK!!!

Doggy Love
Wong Ping
Hong Kong, 6'00, 2015 (Sub)
A world of possibilities open up for our
unhappy little anti-hero when he meets a
girl with … errrr … breasts on her back.
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AUSTRALIAN INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION
ANIMATION

Come Alive - The Jezabels
Darcy Prendergast, Xin Li,
Australia, 5'50, 2015 (Sung)
Xin Li has utterly mastered the
paint-on-glass technique of
animating. This stunning music
video sits as Exhibit A!

THIS YEAR MOST OF THE INSTALLATION ANIMATION programs have
been moved to ACMI’s “Light Well” screen. This not only means the
films screen in a more gallery-like setting, which was the original
intention of the program all along, it also means the screenings are
free and will be seen by people who did not necessarily leave their
homes that morning thinking they would become part of an animation
festival audience.

Flight Of The Titanic

The only issue that shift of ‘venue’ brought up was that because the
programs are now an open public screening not every film that we
would want to show is allowed to be shown in that open to all forum.
This is where the Installation+ program came from and that, by necessity,
has to remain in the Studio 1 cinema which is by far the most
sympathetic of all the ACMI cinema spaces for these programs.

Introduced Species

The other development within the Installation Animation programs is
the arrival of an additional program focusing entirely on Australian
films. This is an idea whose time has come and although Australia does
not seem to produce an enormous amount of work of this nature it
might also be true that there is more out there than I am aware of and
having this program will encourage filmmakers to submit their work
and me to go out and find it.
The first Australian Installation Animation program is perhaps a little
more eclectic than it will wind up being in years to come but it’s a
real eye-popper. Xin Li and Darcy Prendergast’s gorgeous paint-onglass music video for the Jezabels (Come Alive) opens the screening
and is (purposely) immediately followed by Shane Gehlert’s high
concept CG re-imagining of the Titanic saga, The Flight Of The Titanic,
that ropes in tropes from right across the cinema spectrum.
These sit shoulder to shoulder with deep-dive pure abstract films
interspersed with more figurative pieces of work. How this wide-ranging
collection will screen together in front of an audience is anyone’s guess
but it is, if nothing else, a heads up on the diversity of such work being
undertaken in Australia.
The Black & White program continues our look into the beauty and
unique properties of that form of animation. Adding this program to the
line-up not only relieved programming pressure on the Black & White
Showcase International Program it also allowed me to relax the brief a
little and include some films that have the odd sudden burst of colour,
normally designed as a short shock-load to remind the viewer of the
power of black and white design. That was the idea anyway
And finally, a shout-out to Peter Millard’s joyously discordant audiovisual slap in the face film Unhappy Happy. This one divides audiences
like no other and I suspect Millard couldn’t care less about that. It
trashes what are supposed to be inviolate filmmaking rules; long
silences, prolonged holding on still frames as the aural action marches
on, patches of blank screen wickedly timed to just push through the
membrane that makes even the most seasoned audience member feel
certain the projection system has actually failed.
RISD supremo Steven Subotnick was happy to go on record at the
Ottawa festival’s Meet The Filmmakers panel the morning after its
first screening saying he thought the film was “courageous, fresh and a
really interesting take on cinema conventions”. Some heads nodded.
The person sitting in front of me clearly thought that summing up of
the film was ludicrous. Ottawa festival Artistic Director, Chris Robinson,
seemed to not like it at all – but programmed it anyway. It’s that kind
of film!
Me? I walked straight up to Millard after his Meet The Filmmakers
appearance and asked him to make the MIAF 2016 trailer and artwork.
And he said YES!
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Shane Gehlert
Australia, 11'00, 2015 (NL)
Think big. A startling take on an
alternative outcome for the Titanic
that only an animator could have
dreamed up and brought to life.

Paul Fletcher, Thom Fraser,
Robert Stephenson
Australia, 4'12, 2015 (NL)
Three animators respond to Katy
Abbott’s symphony 'Introduced
Species'; itself inspired by the
release of 29,000 bath toys into
the ocean.

Crysanthemum
Bridgette Perrers
Australia, 2'08, 2015 (NL)
A blossoming quickly leads to
an explosion of bold and daring
imagery.

When I’m Gone
Milo Gluth
Australia, 1'01, 2015 (NL)
Faces and heads provoke a
melange of visual overlays,
each one unique and striking.

We Notice Raindrops
As They Fall
Paul Fletcher
Australia, 3'51, 2015 (NL)
An extreme slowing of time to
create a new experience and
imagined observation of
individual falling droplets of rain.

Metacarpus
Rochelle Bunde
Australia, 2'36, 2015 (NL)
Dance and graphic design merge
to produce an integrated moment
of highly stylised human
movement.

Sick
Hanyu Zhao
Australia, 1'18, 2015 (NL)
A graphically radical rendition
of what it takes to rid the body
of the microscopic enemies it
harbours.

PROGRAM 2: NON NARRATIVE

Death Is A Dandy

e:e:e:e:e

Sparrow Duet

Daniela Vargas (Max Ammo)
Canada, 1'45, 2015 (NL)

Brandon Blommaert
Canada, 2'48, 2015 (NL)

Steve Socki
USA, 3'54, 2015 (NL)

Here in the limbo, everyone is
stuck, revelling in the repetition.
Until …

A luminous tour through the
innards of an odd optical
gear-box.

A series of initially purely abstract
images that gradually begin to
coalesce into a mass evoking the
movement of birds.

Thirty Masks

Clangs For The
Speaking Body

Sto[ne]s

Martine Frossard
Canada, 1'17, 2015 (NL)
A stunning and imaginative piece
of revolving moving image art –
30 masks in 60 seconds.

Angela Stempel
USA, 2'00, 2015 (NL)

Marcin Gizycki
Poland, 2'20, 2015 (NL)

An exercise in abstractedly
gorgeous clang therapy.

A simple, yet effective, piece of
pixilation using the unique and
familiar patterns nature has
pre-installed into stones.

Morning Coffee

Attraction

Unhappy Happy

Tracy Miller-Robbins
USA, 1'00, 2015 (NL)

Miia Rinne
Finland, 4'59, 2015 (NL)

Peter Millard
UK, 7'07, 2015 (SL)

It’s the little things that count in
this world.

A metaphor in hand-painted
filmmaking mirroring the way a
human psyche builds its layers
over time.

A courageously structured film
looking at the gaps between
happiness and its flipside twin.
Don’t expect continuum.

Detours

Bottle Neck

Nico Bonomolo
Italy, 3'00, 2015 (NL)

Joanna Priestley
USA, 2'56, 2015 (NL)

Our one single world offers up
very different experiences
depending on which part of it you
find yourself travelling through.

A lavishly created moving vista
from one of the great American
abstract filmmakers.

Echo

Lithics

Koki Saito
Japan, 1'01, 2015 (NL)

Edward Ramsey-Morin USA,
3'51, 2015 (NL)

Just now I was with you.
Somewhere, right now, you are
with me too.

An intense, multi-faceted film that
merges imagery from pre-historic
and ancient times with that from
modern space exploration.

Feedback

Brain Lapse

Heidi Stokes
UK, 3'00, 2015 (SL)

Jake Fried
USA, 1'00, 2014 (NL)

A series of short, sharp reactions
to how the digital age is affecting
the way we judge each other.

Another extraordinary powerhouse image-overload from the
guy who does it best.

Mind The Gap
Katy Wang
UK, 1'34, 2015 (SL)
An unusual soundtrack set to a
striking, patchwork quilt of
animated imagery.

Quimtai
Camilo Colmenares
Germany, 6'05, 2015 (NL)
A play of abstract forms based on
pre-Columbian patterns from the
extinct Tairona and Quimbaya
cultures laser engraved directly
onto film.

Don’t Lose Your Head
Karolina Specht
Poland, 4'00, 2015 (NL)

Brain Lapse

Take some basic shapes, stir in an
alluring colour palette, animate
with a ton of cheeky imagination.

Alosis
Georgios Cherouvim
Greece, 2'46, 2015 (SL)
The world is changing fast and the
army of men in black suits may or
may not be here to help.

Clangs For The Speaking Body

Ston[ne]s

Lithics

Unhappy Happy

Face Myself
Yuki Koyama
Japan, 2'55, 2015 (NL)
The world can be unkind but there
are escape hatches everywhere
leading to peace and beauty and
beyond.
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INSTALLATION ANIMATION

PROGRAM 1: TOWARDS NARRATIVE

PROGRAM 3: BLACK & WHITE

(FREE) PROGRAM: INSTALLATION +

Carmilla

Death Is A Dandy

Don’t Lose Your Head

Jean Detheux
Canada, 9'45, 2015 (NL)

Daniela Vargas (Max Ammo)
Canada, 1'45, 2015 (NL)

Karolina Specht
Poland, 4'00, 2015 (NL)

A shimmering piece of black and
white animation. Moving image
art in its purest form – the perfect
opening statement.

Here in the limbo, everyone is
stuck, revelling in the repetition.
Until ...

Take some basic shapes, stir in an
alluring colour palette, animate
with a ton of cheeky imagination.

The Kids

Come Alive – The Jezabels

Areta

Neely Goniodsky
USA, 1'43, 2015 (SL)

Darcy Prendergast, Xin Li
Australia, 5'50, 2015 (Sung)

The suburban silent scream, the
fatal remedies and the attempt at
escape.

Xin Li has utterly mastered the
paint-on-glass technique of
animating. This stunning music
video sits as Exhibit A!

Andreas Karaoulanis,
Patrick K.-H.
Germany, 2'18, 2014 (NL))
A stuttered exercise in sweet
visual pandemonium.

Composition In Cubes
Max Woodward
Canada, 4'50, 2015 (NL)
Inside and outside the box – a
black and white geometric ballet.

Otto
Salvatore Murgia,
Dario Imbrogno
Italy, 2'00, 2015 (NL)
The switch from 2D to 3D is a turn
of events Otto hadn’t anticipated
at the beginning of his day.

Goodbye Tears
Shoko Matsumura
Japan, 4'58, 2015 (NL)
If managing life is about
managing chaos then tears are
the prisms that afford the widest
views of the terrain.

Work In Progress – Faces
Tamas Patrovits
Hungary, 2'50, 2015 (NL)
Faces – when you think about
it – are the ultimate works in
progress.

Head
Stav Levi
Israel, 4'20, 2015 (NL)

Exomoon
Gudrun Krebitz
Austria, 6'00, 2015 (SL)

Work In Progress – Faces
Tamas Patrovits
Hungary, 2'50, 2015 (NL)

A clouded sky concealing – just –
a full moon. And you can’t ask a
statue for a favour in this
foreboding light..

Faces – when you think about
it – are the ultimate works in
progress.

Paradise Awaits

Introduced Species

Tomek Ducki
Poland, 3'40, 2014 (Sung)

Paul Fletcher, Thom Fraser,
Robert Stephenson
Australia, 4'12, 2015 (NL)

There are a lot of different ways
to move towards the light.

Last Ex: Girl Seizure
Gabe Mangold
USA, 2'53, 2014 (NL)
An amazing “surprise-a-second”
psychedelic step through
looking glasses almost beyond
comprehension. A truly
incredible journey.

Mileage
Vrinda Zaveri
USA, 2'03, 2015 (SL)
Obsession is a funny thing –
not so much funny ha-ha, more
funny-peculiar. And yet it grips
different people with different
force.

Thirty Masks
Martine Frossard
Canada, 1'17, 2015 (NL)

Three animators respond to Katy
Abbott’s symphony 'Introduced
Species'; itself inspired by the
release of 29,000 bath toys
into the ocean.

Sick
Hanyu Zhao
Australia, 1'18, 2015 (NL)
A graphically radical rendition
of what it takes to rid the body
of the microscopic enemies it
harbours.

Unhappy Happy
Peter Millard
UK, 7'07, 2015 (SL)
A courageously structured film
looking at the gaps between
happiness and its flipside twin.
Don’t expect continuum.

A stunning and imaginative piece
of revolving moving image art –
30 masks in 60 seconds.

A journey to ocean’s edge is
the beginning of a search to find
the head he has become
disconnected from.

B Minor
Jeanette Bonds
USA, 6'08, 2015 (NL)
A wondrous maze of simple
complexity and subtle,
self-propelling change.
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AUSTRALIAN
SHOWCASE
Trent ELLIS
Animation Alliance Australia Inc. | ASIFA Australia

There has never been a more exciting time to be watching Australian
animation. If there was any need for a slogan to describe yet another
Australian Showcase that fits the bill of a MIAF Official Opening Night
screening then this is it. What an exciting time it is to see so many of
our favourite Australian animators from the MIAF family making a
return with new films – Ann Shenfield, you have been away too long welcome back.
How exciting it is to see the number of films that have received financial backing- not only from
the home front but also from abroad? Could there never be a more exciting time to see this calibre
of films from a new generation of filmmakers? And when was the last time you remember seeing
an exploding elephant within 30 minutes of a film about conservation in one sitting, I ask you?
Yes, there has never been a more exciting time in Australian animation festival history.
But let me back up a little bit to the opening film, Junction. It is undoubtedly this year’s Percival
Pilts of the Australian Showcase – a brilliant concept, superb design and top-shelf animation!
Based on the graphic novel of the same name by the film’s director, Nathan Jurevicius, Junction
invites us into the hyper-coloured fantasy world to witness the youngest of the Face Changers
tasked to harness the winds to change the faces of their kin. Now if you are thinking of that old
myth that your parents told you whenever you pulled a face and the warning that it would stay
like that if the winds changed, then you are on the right track for the premise of the film. The
concept also developed from a strange paranoia that Jurevicius endured wherein he would worry
that he would not recognise himself in the mirror because he feared his appearance would look
so different overnight. However, Jurevicius flips the negative connotations that these two
thoughts create and instead makes a world where the face transformation was a positive
experience, much like a coming of age ritual.
Junction was a massive logistical undertaking which involved parts of the film’s crew in several
time zones. Nathan Jurevicius is an Australian with a Lithuanian heritage. He is based in Canada
as a freelance illustrator and looked after the direction, production design and overall concept.
His brother, Luke Jurevicius, runs Vishus Productions in Australia who created the music,
produces and edits. In Lithuania, Nathan had found two animation / visual effects studios, OKTA
and PetPunk, to collaborate on the film. Orchestrating the production across three different time
zones was a challenge in itself and the cause of sleep deprivation. To illustrate, the team in
Australia would just start work as the general population in Canada was finishing for the day, and
then when Nathan (based in Canada) woke, Lithuania was close to the end of their day’s work.
Dealing with different time zones was one thing, but financing the project was another story.
Nathan Jurevicius, made his first trip to Lithuania in 2014. He had previously been involved with
a Berlin based conference called Pictoplasma for the past ten years and was also a co-tutor /
curriculum developer at their academy. On this trip to Lithuania, he had met with two lecturers at
the Vilnius Academy of Art with the interest in holding a one-off character design workshop at the
academy. During his time there, Nathan connected with the owners/ producers of OKTA and PetPunk studios and discussed with them the possibility of collaborating on a project of his that
connected his Australian upbringing with his Lithuanian roots. The project was Junction and later
an application for funding was submitted by one of the producers to The Lithuanian Film Centre.
Upon word that their grant application was successful, Nathan engaged his brother’s help at
Vishus Productions to put together a team in Australia whilst he sourced a team in Canada. Such
was the belief in the project, their Executive producer Brent Maloney, based in Australia also
injected some cash adding to The Lithuanian Film Centre’s grant.
As mind-boggling as all this is, Junction is a cinematic masterpiece! The next project Nathan
Jurevicius and his brother will be working on is a feature film based on his Scarygirl brand with
producer Sophie Byrne (who produced Shaun Tan’s The Lost Thing).
Bright Spots is the most recent film from Jilli Rose, an animator whose mantra is to make films
that help make science, and careers in science, more accessible to kids. Her approach was not to
get bogged down into facts and figures but to paint a poetic portrait of an individual whose work
is making a positive change. The subject of this film is Dr. Nick Holmes, the Science Director of
Island Conservation. He is also one of the producers on the film. Jilli sat down with him with a
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“Now he has Thomas Edison in his sights. So what has
an exploding elephant got to do with the life and times
of one of the greatest inventors ever?
Well apparently, Edison did in fact electrocute an
elephant to try to persuade people toward DC power.“

tape recorder one November afternoon in 2014, during which time he
had been in attendance at the World Parks Congress in Sydney. The
conversation flowed under her direction prompting Dr. Nick to tell a few
stories about his own experiences and journeys, about islands and
conservation. In total, two and half hours of recording! Like Ann Shenfield’s
When Crocodiles Weep and Xin Li’s The Big Push, the spoken word is the
guiding force upon which the film is visualised into pictures. In Jilli’s film
she translates her recorded conversation with Dr. Nick into the most
vividly colourful dreamlike imagery conceived for dealing with unsettling
subjects like extinction and biodiversity loss. In truth, Jilli reminds us that
the front lines of conservation science are like a war zone but through
her film she has the remarkable ability to go inside one man’s head to
show it is drop dead beautiful! Jilli Rose is currently developing a suite
of animations inspired by her residency at Casey Station in Antarctica in
late 2014.
For the love of dogs. That is the immediate reason why Georgia Kriss
chose to make Hound for her final year film at RMIT. Her obsession with
dogs started early in life insofar as her wanting to be one. Even secretly
eating handfuls of dog food when her mother wasn’t looking. As well as
having a weird affiliation with dogs, she is also confounded by so many
and varied man-made dog breeds. Can this really be in the best interest
for the animal? Hound is wonderfully surreal, much like experiencing
animated panels of Gary Larson’s The Far Side comic. From the hilarious
opening scene of a defiant wolf flipping the alpha male the bird so he can
go back to his campfire cooked leg of meat with his human chums, Hound
charts the canine (d)evolution with seriously freaky results. The Dachshundcentipede is really something that must be seen to be believed.
When Perth’s Pierce Davison of Davison Bros. Productions announced to
an unsuspecting Australian public that he was going to blow up an
elephant for his next stop motion animated film, they said, ‘Yes please!’
and smashed the fundraising target through the roof within the first 24
hours of going live on the crowdfunding website Pozible. Add to that
ScreenWest’s injection of $3 for every $1 raised and Davison Bros.
Productions were on their way to make the pilot webisode of Edison:
Adventures In Power. Pierce Davison has been in the business of making
irreverent stop motion comedies since his film Medusa (2003) rocked
Tropfest 13 years ago. His last outing at MIAF was with the wild medieval
romp Cedric & Hope (2012). Now he has Thomas Edison in his sights. So
what has an exploding elephant got to do with the life and times of one
of the greatest inventors ever? Well apparently, Edison did in fact
electrocute an elephant to try to persuade people toward DC power. In
his research on Edison, Pierce Davison also revealed that the great
inventor once had an X-ray gun that he fired into his eyeball and also at
his assistant – as the result Edison got a headache and his assistant lost
his arms. It is these stupid things that great people in history do that find
their way into a Davison script. After all, who in their right mind could
think of this stuff, right? In Edison: Adventures In Power you will meet
Edison’s poor armless assistant Clarence, you will see Edison electrocute
an elephant to prove a point and if your eyes are sharp you will be able to
pick out names of some of the Pozible campaign supporters on the labels
of the element bottles in Edison’s lab.
The animation technique of paint-on-glass is something of a rarity these
days particularly in Australia. Even more so to see someone who has
mastered the technique. I have had the privilege of following Xin Li’s
career since his first student film Warm Winter (2009) came to my attention.
His film The Big Push is the closing film in the Australian Showcase.
Xin Li is a traditionally trained fine artist who has successfully made the
transition to animation. His films have had incredible success on the film
festival circuit worldwide and he has cemented himself in the MIAF canon.
Only just last year, Xin moved to Melbourne where he was recruited by Oh

Yeah Wow. This lead to an unusual union of paint-on-glass animation and
rock music video culminating in the award winning Come Alive – The
Jezabels (which incidentally screens as part of the Installation+ program).
Originally from Harbin, China, Xin was taught classical Chinese calligraphy
as a child and then majored in oil painting at Harbin Normal University Art
College. Once he had graduated from there in 2007 he had wanted to try
something new and so after watching a lot of short films had developed
his interest in animation. Xin pursued this new direction in Australia when
he completed a Bachelor of Animation with Honours at the Griffith Film
School in Brisbane. It was during this course of study that Xin was able to
combine his love of oil painting with that of animation. During
this time he was inspired by the paint-on-glass animated films of award
winning Russian animator Aleksandr Petrov. As fate would have it,
Aleksandr Petrov was one of Xin’s mentors when he attended a month
long intensive course in 2012 at the 4th VGIK International Summer
School hosted by the Russian State University of Cinematography. During
the summer school, Xin created a one minute film, Birth Of The City (2012)
which was awarded the Best Animation Award by an expert Jury selected
from the State Institute of Cinematography.
Although Petrov is the primary force that informs Xin’s visual aesthetic, it
is the work of celebrated Dutch animation director, Michael Dudok de
Wit, in particular his Oscar winning animated short Father And Daughter
(2000) that inspired Xin to tell stories in animation. For a short film, it had
the remarkable ability to move an audience with its touching story of a
daughter longing for the return of her beloved father lost at sea. It’s this
sense of ‘longing’ that Xin relates to in Father And Daughter having left
behind his family and friends to study in Australia, which he personally
draws upon to interpret in his own films, from early student work as
Warm Winter (2009) to his graduating film Umbrella (2010) to A Tale Of
Longing (2012).
Before The Big Push existed as an animated film, it was a poem by
renowned Scottish poet John Glenday, penned in response to the iconic
1916 painting, ‘The Eve of the Battle of the Somme’ by Sir Herbert James
Gunn. With the purpose of commemorating the Centenary of the Battle
of Somme, The Big Push was produced in collaboration with The Poetry
Society, The Fleming Collection and Mosaic Films with funding support
from Arts Council England. Xin Li’s animation brings alive a visual
interpretation of Glenday’s spoken verse in ripples of back lit paint that
masterfully transition from one scene to another engaging its audience
in the unfolding beauty and horrors of World War 1. In one particular
breathtaking moment a beach ball drops to earth metamorphosing before
our eyes as a free-falling bomb, then in the next split second it transforms
again into a harmless discarded scarf blowing helplessly in the wind. But
it is the scene that follows that really shows off Li’s phenomenal skill
painting animated camera moves as we follow a football’s motion through
the legs of young athletic soldiers enjoying the rare moment of downtime
from the trenches. It is pure magic.
The Australian Showcase is one of our most beloved sessions at MIAF.
It gives us the chance to see ourselves on screen and how we think. We
see who has been active in the last year or so and see how we stack up to
the films made by our international counterparts. This is without a doubt
one of the most eclectic screenings of Australian animation we have seen
at MIAF. A good reason to feel excited.

>
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Junction

Bright Spots

Hound

Nathan Jurevicius
Australia, 7'00, 2016 (SL)

Jilli Rose
Australia, 7'47, 2016 (SL)

Georgia Kriss
Australia, 4'00, 2015 (NL)

The Face Changers have always made the clay
tokens that control the winds and alter their
faces. But it’s time for a special journey.

Jilli Rose continues her passion for science
and conservation with this ode to the
importance and beauty of island
environments.

Chart the canine (d)evolution from ravenous
wolves and trusty guard dogs to the quivering
wrecks of inner city domestication.

Nathan JUREVICIUS is a Canadian/Australian director, production designer, author
and fine artist. He is best known for his
Scarygirl brand that’s manifested in graphic
novels, limited edition vinyl toys and games.

Jilli ROSE learned how to animate and has
been gleefully making things move ever since
leaving behind earlier careers as a croupier,
archaeological scientist and printing press
assistant.
She is drawn to places and subjects where
art and science collide, and is currently
making a suite of animations based on her
2014 residency at Casey Station in Antarctica.

Georgia KRISS is a recent RMIT’s AIM
graduate who likes her men like she likes her
animation, 2 Dimensional, cleaned up with lots
in between. Born and raised in Shepparton
in rural Victoria, Georgia grew up with a keen
determination to define herself through her
art. Ever since she was forced to change from
drawing with her left hand to her right at the
tender age of four by her somewhat over
bearing sister, Georgia has never stopped
drawing, painting and creating.

What made you want to make this film?
I’d written and illustrated a kids graphic
novel/picture book titled ‘Junction’. The story
referenced parts of my childhood and various
visual influences from my Lithuanian heritage.
During a visit to Lithuania in 2014 I connected
with two studios there (OKTA and PetPunk). We
were looking at a project we could collaborate
on that connected my Australian upbringing
with my Lithuanian roots. Junction was the
perfect project – the story is simple with many
subtle meanings on different levels and visually
it’s compelling.
In a nutshell, how did you go about
animating ‘Junction’?
I used some of the inspiration on how the
project should move and be rigged from my
earlier film ‘Peleda’ (everything was made of CG
articulated wood and metal). I also created a
little bible with toy references and examples of
projects that had a limited animation style to
them due to the choices of perceived materials.
The pure animation side was handled by Gallus
Entertainment in Canada. Lithuania looked
after modelling and lighting while Australia
handled all editorial, sound, music, narration,
post production and creative consultation.
Do you have a particular audience in mind?
The initial audience age for the book was for
9-12 year olds. I have since discovered at
various signings that the subject matter and
story appeal to a much wider range of ages.
Young kids see the story on a particular level
and are very questioning but open to ideas.
Older viewers see multiple meanings beyond
the simplicity and like to provide their own
explanation of what the concept is actually
about.
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What made you want to make this film?
There’s a real need for good news stories in
the conservation world, and Bright Spots is
my contribution to that. Rather than get stuck
into facts and exposition, I chose to make a
poetic portrait of one individual whose work
is creating positive change. I tried to make a
dreamy, hopeful piece that's glowing with
warmth and wonder, just like the person it’s
portraying.
How long was the total conversation you
recorded?
Two and a half hours, I think – 35 pages of
transcript.
This film seems as much a ‘love letter’ to
science?
Yes absolutely. I have loved science my whole
life, and it feels important to me to show
science and scientists from the perspective
of love, beauty, connection to childhood and
dreams, curiosity, wildness. The current
climate of distrust around science is a kind of
catastrophe. I wanted to show the internal
landscape of one person working on the front
lines of conservation science – because it’s an
actual warzone – and yet inside this one man’s
head it's drop-dead beautiful.
What are you working on at the moment?
I'm working out funding ideas for my new
films – a suite of animations I've been
developing since my residency at Casey Station
in Antarctica at the end of 2014. I'm hoping
to collaborate with a choreographer and a
composer and produce an all-singing, alldancing exploration of the science happening
at the edge of our world. The working title is
“Utterly Fucking Wondrous”.
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What made you want to make this film?
I have always had an unbearably weird love of
dogs ever since I was little and spent most of
my earlier years pretending I was one, even
going so far as eating handfuls of my dog’s dry
food when my mum wasn’t looking. So when it
came to my final year of university and we
were told to come up with an idea for our
graduate film I thought making a film about
ridiculous dogs seemed the way to go.
There’s a truly bizarre edge that runs through
this film. Where did that come from?
I’m not particularly sure where it came from,
my personal taste in the work that I watch,
read and create is always a little off beat as
I find it far more entertaining. I didn’t find it
difficult to keep the film fitting to it’s bizarre
feel, though I did have difficulty in editing the
various shots in the build up to the climax so
that it would create the kind eerie change I
wanted for its darker finale.
Are you a “dog” person?
Dogs are great. My own dog Benji stars in
this film as the giant human crushing English
pointer! And nearly all of the other dog
characters and traits come from experiences
I’ve had with dogs I’ve owned, met or sneakily
patted out the front of grocery stores.
Any other animals you plan to make films
about?
I have an idea about creating another short
film soon about an Axolotl. So look out!
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RED

Reflections

Balls

Teuvo Heikkila
Australia, 1'50, 2015 (NL)

Damian Smith
Australia, 7'00, 2015 (SL)

Mimi Leung
Australia, 1'35, 2015 (NL)

As a fearsome dystopia erupts into life
around him, one man makes a desperate
diesel-fuelled lunge for freedom.

Three people – avatared as domestic
appliances – reflect on the near-death
experiences that changed their lives forever.

A fast-rolling, eye-popping piece of ubergroovey animated gymnastics.

Teuvo HEIKKILA is a Melbourne based
artist and animator with 10 years experience
in the games industry and a Bachelors Degree
in Screen Production from University of
Canberra. He currently works in the toy
industry as an illustrator.

Damian SMITH is an established
independent award winning Film Director and
Cinematographer. He has won multiple
international awards. His work in Directing,
Cinematography, Visual Effects, Stop Motion
and 3D Animation have been screened in over
150 international film festivals in 18 countries.

Mimi LEUNG was born in Hong Kong and
raised in England. She studied at Central St
Martins and the Royal College of Art in
London. She is a freelance illustrator and
animator, creating work for clients such as
Nike, AOL, Samsung, The New York Times and
Lucky Peach. She is represented by The Jacky
Winter Group.

What made you want to make this film?
I’ve done a lot computer animation in the past,
but I wanted to learn the fundamentals of
traditional 2D animation, starting with just a
pencil and paper.
Do you have an idea of who the audience
for your film is?
I just tried to make something that I would like
to watch.
It feels like it is a part of a bigger project of
some kind? Is that the case?
Yeah, most of the scenes in RED were
originally designed for a comic project that
I am working on. I took some scenes that I
planned years ago and repurposed them to
serve as introduction to the world that I
wanted to create.
You're channelling some mighty energies –
Mad Max and Aeon Flux seem obvious
references perhaps – but where did the look
and feel of RED come from?
The original Aeon Flux shorts have always
been a big influence on my work, the
production design and detailed characters
are great to see in motion. Also anime like
Akira and Neon Genesis inspired me. I was
already in production when the first Mad Max
Fury Road trailer was released and gave me a
lot of motivation as I animated. The ‘feel’
probably comes from music by Godspeed,
You Black Emperor, and Tool.

What made you want to make this film?
The team and I really wanted to push ourselves
and see if we could make a seven minute
animation in 45 days and also push the
boundaries of what animation can also be.
How did you go about finding the
interviewees?
The final selection was made on the connection
between the interviewees and myself. It was
hard talking to Pieta as her story was really
about the loss of identity and femininity and
how she was dealing physiologically with that.
Each interviewee highlighted to me, how
fortunate I was myself with my own near
death experience, which was the catalyst
for the film.
What is it you like most about using these
characters as human stand-ins?
It forces the audience to actually listen to
what the storytellers are saying by removing a
sense of self. There is no “beneath the mask
moment” and it allows their words to become
the paramount part of the storytelling.

What made you want to make this film?
I wanted to further experiment, research and
develop my own animation process.
Do you have an idea of who the audience for
your film is?
I’ve had a really strong response from a huge
range of audiences; from kids getting the song
stuck in their heads and shouting “Again!
Again!” to art directors and agents to Reuters
asking to do a thing on it on their media outlets.
Do you imagine, plan or storyboard your
films?
Mostly I visualise whilst listening to the track.
I try to storyboard as much as I can but for
Balls the process was more like, “So it goes
from soccer ball to cricket ball to basket ball...”
And the morphs and transitions just happen,
going by the rhythm of what came before and
the imagined characteristics of the ball.

What are you working on at the moment?
Currently I am developing my last short film
Stories From The Inside, another animated
documentary and the team and I are
methodically working through a script that
will become our first feature to be shot around
Europe. This project will combine animation
VFX and live action.

How does your illustration work and art
affect your animation and vice versa?
I’ve always had a good intuitive sense for
movement and this informs my work; whether
it's marks that trace the path of the eye over a
model in a life drawing or the free-flowing
blobs of colour dancing across a screen.
Most of my work, whether illustration, painting
or animation have this sense of vibrancy,
energy and movement; which for me is life
and freedom.

Anything else to add?
This project would not have been possible
with the stories and generosity of Benjamin
Pettit, Billy Dao, Paul Ziola, Ketan Chauhan,
Phil Hassan, Christelle Cubizolles, Anil Griffin,
Jordan McInnes, Damian Smith, Pieta Mazaroli,
Adrian Bilinsky, Joseph Stuart and Laurent
Ayoubi.

What are you working on at the moment?
The Sheppartion Festival train project, an iPad
animation based on and playing with various
creative apps which I hope to adapt and
develop into another music video. I am also
refining a more personal, abstract/narrative >
short based the time I spent living in the
desert.
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Summer Streets

The Best City In The World

Threat Simulation Theory

Paul Fletcher
Australia, 3'08, 2015 (NL)

Giorgia Fichera
Australia, 3'32, 2015 (SL)

Pam Readford
Australia, 3'35, 2015 (NL)

A smooth and elegant abstraction based on
the music of Tatonic.

Zero is a solitary guy in a city filled with the
best of everything but if that everything is a
facade does he really want to live there?

As our brains change and develop into
adulthood, so too do our fears, threats and
nightmares.

Paul FLETCHER has made more than 30
short animated films. He has contributed the
sound design and music to a number of other
locally made animations. Each Easter since
2008 he has staged the large outdoor sculpture
/audio/animated video installation Hidden
Creatures in Bendigo. Paul is currently a
Lecturer at VCA and MCM, and performs for
Central Victorian art collective Punctum, and
experimental music and film collective,
Undue Noise.

Giorgia FICHERA is a young, dynamic
Graphic Design and Art director. Melbourne
based, she is completing a Masters Degree in
“Animation and Creative Media” at RMIT.

Pam READFORD holds a Bachelor of Arts
(Hons) in Animation and Visual Effects from
Charles Sturt University to which she returned
to teach hand-drawn 2D animation. During this
time she also collaborated with Sharing And
Learning and the Wiradjuri peoples of
Regional NSW to create learning resources for
Wiradjuri language. She recently relocated to
Vancouver in BC Canada to pursue a career in
Animation Production.

What made you want to make this film?
The all care and no responsibility luxury of
simply responding to a given theme and
structure provided by Tatonic’s music.
It’s surely not possible to plan or plot all of
this visual complexity?
Some of any, apparent, complexity in the film
emerges from simple iterative processes and
software based on maths that I personally have
no hope in hell of understanding and yet this
makes me appreciate patterns found in nature
even more. I am always generating experiments
and trials for possible film, installation or live
cinema contexts. It is then a matter of selecting,
re-trying and adapting previous experiments to
new contexts. I then tried ideas out, edited,
tried again and edited a ‘final’ version.
What do you want an audience to experience
from seeing your film?
To get used to the idea that abstraction is
everywhere and is in no way inferior to more
word based ideas of story.
What are you working on at the moment?
An animated response to photos of a very
old railway tunnel in Edinburgh, Scotland.
Various music soundscapes, remixes and
original soundtrack constructions. Endangered
and imaginary creature animations and an
interactive book. Continuing experiments in
making modular film constructions that can
be semi-improvised performances or dynamic
installations. Rebuilding my shed studio which
sadly burnt down last February.
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What made you want to make this film?
I always was fascinated by the “social media
world” and all the weird dynamics derived
from it. I adopted some of the symbols and
stereotypes common to the social media
generation and tried to build a slightly dark
and satirical story around them.
Do you have an idea of who the audience for
your film is?
I didn’t have a particular audience in mind, but
I feel like my movie probably connects better
with a mature public rather than children. Or
more in general it could be speaking to those
that are familiar with the struggle of finding
their own spot in the modern society.
What is your film’s connection to ‘real world’
Melbourne?
Melbourne, as every big metropolis, can make
you feel overwhelmed by its greatness. My
movie wasn't particularly referring to “the
Melbourne life-style”. I guess my inspiration
came from my personal experience growing
up in Milan, “the fashion capital”, where
sometimes all the glitter and the glam is just
on the surface.
There is an aura of quiet desperation about
the lead character.
I left the audience with the ending open to
interpretation. I don't know what Zero (my
main character) will do next. He could either
face the fact that his life in “the best city in the
world” is not as great as he wants the others
to believe and try to make some changes in
his life, or passively deny the truth and join
the other grotesque inhabitants in their illusion
of a happy life.
What are you working on at the moment?
I'm currently working on an abstract video
installation for the Gertrude St projection and
I'm building some animated content for an
exhibition at RMIT The Dome Lab.
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What made you want to make this film?
I’ve always been fascinated by dreams and
the unconscious mind. I stumbled upon this
interesting theory by Antti Revonsuo. I really
liked the idea that our dreams act as a
simulation for events we may face in waking life
and that these threats grow from primitive
threats to psychological threats with age.
What was the process for animating this film?
The method used consisted of photographing
multiple charcoal drawings on paper (using
rotoscoped images of a film edit made from a
storyboard). Each shot was comprised of one
single sheet of paper which would be drawn
and redrawn on as the shot progressed. This
leaves behind a charcoal residue on the page, a
lingering line of what was once there, much like
the memory of a dream. A central component of
this project was retaining that conceptual value
through the aesthetic.
The soundtrack is very cinematic.
I felt that the soundtrack of the film was the
greatest challenge of all; if the sound wasn’t
immersive enough it would be a distraction.
I worked with layers and layers of building up
sound effects to help to enhance the dramatic
and psychologically involved moments in the
dreams. Many of the sound effects played
upon the psychology of the scene; for example
the ‘beasts’ were dogs in my dream, but I used
all kinds of sound effects to enhance the
dread, including distorted chainsaw effects,
lion growls and boar sounds.
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Edison

The Carnival

The Right

Pierce Davison
Australia, 5'00, 2014 (SL)

Sal Cooper
Australia, 4'20, 2015 (NL)

Andrew C. Formosa
Australia, 4'53, 2015 (SL)

Everybody knows Edison was a genius but it
turns out he had a playfully darker side to him
and he didn’t mind unleashing it.

Welcome to the carnival of consumption,
step right up for the slippery-slide ride of
consumerism and the round-about of retail
therapy.

It’s the city of “Sunshine” but things aren’t
so bright in this dark and dim world. Detective
Quill is on a mission to uphold “The Right”.

Pierce DAVISON has been doing stopmotion forever. He does nothing else. Even
when he's out enjoying the company of the
few friends he can stand he's still looking at
how leaves collect or how a wall is weathered
or the walk style of someone with a limp.
It’s exhausting.

Sal COOPER is a Melbourne based awardwinning animator who has made a number of
animated short films in the last decade,
participated in an array of animation projects
with community based organisations, worked
on commercial animations for TV, had solo
and group exhibitions of her work, undertaken
several public art projects and received
commissions to create screen-based work
from Screen Australia and the Australia Council.
Sal also lectures in Animation at Victoria
University.

Andrew C. FORMOSA is a Melbourne-based
graphic designer who completed an Advanced
Diploma in Interactive Multimedia at Victoria
University. His major project A Forest in
Orange won him an ATOM award in 2011.
Animated projects including Return the
Fall and The Right has screened in various
festivals including Setting Sun, Queen Victoria
Night Market and the Sunshine Short Film
Festival.

What made you want to make this film?
I love using instantly recognisable characters,
it gives an assumed background and gravity to
the puppet. Then I can quickly start playing
with them in my world.
The opening credits say that 80% of this film
is true – which 80%?
Well the opening scene Jean-Antoine Nollet
actually did with a massive line of monks he got
from the local Monk-ery. He attached a Leyden
Jar which is an old battery to them and they all
got a shock at the same time. Then Edison
really did electrocute an elephant in front of a
group of people. Writing original stuff is harder
than reading about terrible things that actually
happened.
Was Edison really such a complete bastard?
He paid the local kids to steal people’s pets
so he could test electricity on them, then
when he exhausted the local animals supply
he rang the newly formed RSPCA and asked to
put in an order for as many animals as they
could spare.
What was it like to animate this?
Edison stands at about 18cms and is oddly
heavy. It was a quick three-and-a-bit months
to animate it. The monks being electrocuted
scene was oddly easy as you can pretty much
put the puppets in any position and take a
frame. So random move, frame, random move,
frame ...
Anything else to add?
I’m trying to think of the quality that all the
animators I know exhibit which is usually
misinterpreted as ‘patient’. None of us are. I
think the defining characteristic is stubborn
and stick-with-it-ness. To spend years on a
project and not quit. Whatever the word is
for that – that’s us.

What made you want to make this film?
They used to have this event in the Edinburgh
Gardens which is a kind of festival for homeless
people. They set up tents and marquees and
have different services on offer for the day. I
walked past this event one day, and I began to
imagine a fun park where all the affectations of
wealth and consumption were on offer. That is
where The Carnival began. I mentioned the
germ of this idea to my long-time collaborator –
the composer Kate Neal, and we both got busy.
You have created a world made predominantly
of grey tones.
I have always been very shy of colour. I consider
the variables of the line to be already infinite,
and I really prefer to explore how expressive I
can make the outline be. It also helps to
establish a kind of “otherness” in the worlds
that I am drawing, and to situate things in
another landscape entirely.
What are you working on at the moment?
I am currently working on a project which
will be another collaboration with the
composer. This one is looking a lot more
abstracted and may end up as a part of a
musical performance as I am keen to create
work that can exist outside of the cinematic
world, reach entirely different audiences and
potentially be a part of a less traditional
screen experience. I am working a lot with
charcoal on paper, making a fabulous mess …

What made you want to make this film?
The film was built for the annual Sunshine
Short Film Festival, where the theme for last
year was ‘Superheroes’ and it needed to
reference Sunshine.
What is the trick to sustaining the aura of
menace that the films evokes?
Sound and music play a very significant role in
film, something as simple as a single-note
accent can create the atmosphere of an entire
scene or depth of a character. In this case I
wanted tracks to share a similar vibe to David
Lynch’s ‘Twin Peaks’.
How did you settle on the Conneryesque
accent for the narrator?
My brother and I struggled for a long while
trying to find the right voice for Detective
Quill. We went from Australian to American to
British and Irish accents. I then remembered a
particular character from the ‘Call of Duty’
games named Captain MacMillan in this one
scene in Pripyat. My brother used that
character’s accent as a template, and it
worked perfectly.
Was this film always going to look like a
comic or graphic novel?
It was always my intention for it to be a motion
-comic. I have an inherent interest in illustrating
comic books and writing music and it’s a great
way to combine these hobbies into one single
project.
What are you working on at the moment?
I’m trying to put together a motion comic
series, I have about 2-3 minutes of animation
completed. I’m also planning to release a
web-comic that takes place in an underwater
environment, still very vague.
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Imagining Time

When Crocodiles Weep

Lost Son

Jelena Sinik
Australia, 1'56, 2015 (SL)

Ann Shenfield
Australia, 2'00, 2015 (SL)

Brian Neong San
Australia, 4'08, 2016 (NL)

We all live our lives one moment at a time and
we all mark time’s passage in different ways.

The world is a beautiful, fragile place.
A butterfly dreams of being a person.

A young shepherd – over-protected by his
father – learns the hard way that the cost of
adventure and excitement can be high.

Jelena SINIK is a Sydney based artist and
freelance animator who studied at the
University of Technology, Sydney. She recently
completed a major work which featured in the
Sydney Vivid Festival.

Ann SHENFIELD works across a variety of
media. Her animated films have received
various national and international awards and
have screened widely, including selection to
the Berlin Film Festival. Her poetry book You
Can Get Only So Close On Google Earth won
the Judith Wright Poetry Prize.

Brian NEONG SAN is a Sydney based
animator and illustrator with nearly a decade
of experience in design, motion graphics and
animation. Lost Son is his first personal film
since embarking on his freelance career.

What made you want to make this film?
Most films focus on having something to say to
the audience, and Imagining Time turns that
idea into something more immersive. I wanted
the viewer to work for the story, and during that
process, to figure out what they had to say.
Alex Rabey, my friend, is the inspiration for this
piece and my intention in making a film based
on him was to highlight how complex and
multifaceted we all are and that it's okay to be
different and to be real.
What can you say about the split-screen
architecture of your film?
The split screen architecture of the film creates
a rhythmic sense of storytelling that takes the
viewer on an experimental and dichotomous
journey through an unexpected dialogue
between ideas. The unique quality of this
piece is that it encourages the viewer to
piece together their own narrative from the
animated moments.
It’s adapted from the T.S. Eliot poem “The
Love Song Of J. Alfred Prufrock”.
I’ve always had great admiration for poetry
and the written word, and T.S. Eliot’s poetry
feels so intensely visual at times and deeply
metaphoric at others. This lends itself very well
to abstraction and re-imagining of his ideas in
such a fantastical format as is animation.
It feels remarkably complete for such a
short film.
The changing rhythm of the sound and the
pacing in this piece are both crucial in creating
a kind of pulse that makes the duration of the
film feel malleable. A kind of magic appears in
the spaces that are created when you break
down the conventional modes of animated
film making whilst maintaining a lot of the
familiar language of the form.
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What made you want to make this film?
A number of years ago I went through a career
phase where I swore off animation. Sometime
last year I was playing around with Photoshop
and I thought, well, why not …? I’ve been
concentrating on writing poetry for a fair while
now and it occurred to me that the two creative
worlds could marry together. It was really
important to me that I make something, even
if it was an elaborate failure, that would be
authentic, and speak from my heart.
It looks like paint-on-glass and, visually,
it’s beautiful and very subtle. How did you
make this film?
I’m really happy that you thought that. My
background is as an animator who has worked
with paint-on-glass and I really love the look
and feel of those films, though I have to admit
I made the film using Photoshop.
It’s a very ‘complete’ script but also quite
an ephemeral one.
All the writing I do seems to have its own
course, which I’m not always too conscious
of. I’m often aware that there’s this incredible
wonder or mystery right in front of us. It
seems crazy to me that as a species we’re
searching for intelligent life in every corner
of outer space but because we’re searching
on our terms, we’re not looking at what’s in
front of us.
It definitely has one of the better narration
tracks. What did it take to get that right?
I honestly don’t know if it works, perhaps I’m
too close to it. It was a real no budget film and
so I decided to use my own voice. Partially
it was just that I knew how I wanted the
narration to sound, but it was also that I had
to be pragmatic.
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What made you want to make this film?
I was inspired by my personal journey and
travels. The respect that I have for my Dad is
also at the emotional heart of the film. Looking
at it now, I think that Lost Son provided the
perfect platform to showcase my passion for
storytelling and character animation.
How much fun was it designing all the
components of the world in your film?
Initially that world was all blurry and
inconsistent in my little mind and it was not
much fun facing the unknown. Then it
eventually turned out to be fun. Unlike
commercial projects, I was able to try different
options and directions with no set deadlines
and branding requirements.
How hard was it to depict the act of betrayal
that lies at the heart of this film?
I didn’t think too much on that particular act
as I was concentrating more on the general
flow of all the scenes and the main basic plot.
I made sure that all the previous important
scenes slowly built up the tension towards
that key moment.
The music is more upbeat than the epic or
Shakespearean tone of the narrative.
I had the pleasure to collaborate with
Houssem Turki on the music. I discussed
with Houssem the general direction I saw the
music taking. Then it was up to the mad skills
of Houssem to come up with the musical
theme and refine it based on my sometimes
annoying notes.
What are you working on at the moment?
I am always working on multiple animations in
my spare time. Sometimes they can be very
short and sometimes they are never completed
or shared. I am also working on another short
film similar to Lost Son.
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Locker X

The Messenger

Tiny Man

Brian May
Australia, 6’17, 2015 (NL)

Claire Pettigrew
Australia, 5'22, 2016 (NL)

Cameron Gough
Australia, 1'05, 2016 (NL)

A stylish amalgam of the Kurzwellian
Singularity and non-Euclidean geometry
inspired by the works of Philip K. Dick and
William Gibson.

About as extreme a case of ‘shoot the
messenger’ as you can get.

While eating a hotdog, Triangle Man discovers
a tiny version of himself lodged in his teeth
and it turns out Tiny Man is up for adventure.

Brian MAY came to animation as an extension
to an extensive career in music DJing in
Melbourne, Osaka and Berlin. His highly
polished 3D and reactive animated music
videos (programmed in Supercollider) have
been selected for film and animation festivals
as well as curated industry websites all over
the world.

Claire PETTIGREW is a Perth based
animator, illustrator, concept artist and story
board artist.

Cam GOUGH is the Animation Director and
founder of Dirty Puppet, an award winning
animation studio from Collingwood that’s
been doing its thing since around 2007.
He's rarely spotted without his faithful pug
companion Panda by his side and is still
awaiting his chance to be drafted into the NBA.

What made you want to make this film?
The film came out of necessity – I had a track of
mine that needed a video. The music gave me
the imagery of a fleet of spaceships cruising to
wreak havoc on some unsuspecting planet.
Do you have an idea of who the audience
for your film is?
Fans of space battles would enjoy the
widescreen imagery and dark aesthetic of the
animation. I grew up on Star Trek, Dr. Who and
movies like Bladerunner, Dark Star and Close
Encounters.
Where is LOCKER X set?
It’s set in the Boötes constellation on an
uncharted planet. The animation shows
scenes of before and after the battle with a
few chase sections in there for good measure.
What process did you use to animate
Locker X?
The main work was done using a 3D fractal
program called Mandelbulb 3D. It’s free
software and has a strong user group that
produces amazing images daily in a few
different online community forums. A lot of
patience and trial and error is involved in the
process before committing to long renders.
What is the rationale behind the fairly
limited colour palette you used?
As the general idea was a dystopian cinematic
sci-fi “epic” and I’d lived in Osaka, where some
of Bladerunner was filmed, the overall scenes
were going to be dark and dirty from the get
go. The challenges were to balance the detail
with the fog whilst keeping it dark and moody.
Reflections on all of the city buildings saved
the day here. There are 2 levels of 3D reflections
throughout, which doubled the render time,
but made it work!

What made you want to make this film?
There are a few reasons I wanted to make
this film. Story wise I wanted to make something I thought I’d enjoy. I like the underestimated survivors of the world and wanted to
celebrate one. I want to be a good artist and a
good story teller. There are many things I knew
then, as I do now, that I needed to work on and
so I built a project that would force me to get
better. The Messenger was that project. All in
all The Messenger cost me $5.55 and two years
of my life but the experience I gained from it
was paramount, irreplaceable and priceless.
Using the tapestry/mural to introduce the
story is interesting. Is there an actual
tapestry/mural out there that depicts
this story?
Kevin Costner’s Robin Hood was one of my
favourite childhood movies. It opens with slow
pans over the Bayeux tapestry, which at some
point in my long love of history I learnt had
nothing to do with Robin Hood. So I ended up
doing something similar except this time I
made the tapestry relevant to my film and used
it as a tool to describe the before and after of
my messenger’s current situation.
How did the style of your film come about?
That style was an attempt to describe serenity
in my messenger while being something
simple and flexible for me to indulge in while
describing a sense of motion.
Do you have any idea what bad news was on
the parchment this poor bugger delivered?
There was a shot cut from the storyboard of
the parchment containing a variety of angrily
scrawled diagrams from the king vividly
explaining just what he was going to do to the
Baron once he’d finished besieging his castle.
However I figured nothing I could draw or
write would be as good as what the audience
came up with for themselves.

What made you want to make this film?
We were invited by Pause Fest to contribute
to this year’s set of Motion Responses. We’re
always looking for an excuse to make self
initiated projects and the open brief gave us
the perfect vehicle to experiment with and
create something for ourselves.
To my eye at least, there is a surprising
amount of detail on show for a film that
seems to revel in a simplicity of style.
When working in 3D it’s so easy to get lost in
the details you can add and play around with
so our intention was to strip things back to as
little as possible. Geometric shapes and
gradients on flat coloured backgrounds. While
we still end up with a bright and shiny 3D
animation, we wanted to create it with similar
principles that we use for our 2D animations.
Who the hell is Tiny Man – and what’s his
plan?
Just some triangle guy who has a hankering
for a hot dog. Truthfully we had a much deeper
justification that we spent a lot of time
planning out but we decided it was all getting
a bit too serious. We used that as a base but
kept things simple like our original concept.
What are you working on at the moment (or
have coming up) – animated or not?
We’re about to start production for an on-line
children's animated series as well as a steady
flow of mixed commercial work. We’re almost
wrapped on a nice little piece for UNHCR and
we’ve created show titles and an animated
sketch for a series called ‘1999’ for sketch
comedy group Aunty Donna. Always plenty of
things on the go.
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Swamp

The Big Push

Jeremy Carlen
Australia, 3'00, 2015 (NL)

Xin Li
Australia, 3'30, 2014 (SL)

An elderly woman and her dog struggle as
their home slowly sinks into a swamp.

An evocative, stunningly executed paint-onglass film inspired by a Herbert James Gunn
painting and a John Glenday response to that
painting.

Jeremy CARLEN is an animator from
Sydney. He graduated from the University of
Technology Sydney with a Bachelor's of
Design in Animation with Honours in 2015 and
created ‘Swamp’ as his graduation film in his
final year. He is currently working as a
freelance animator in Sydney.

Xin LI is a Melbourne based animator born
in China where he studied classical Chinese
calligraphy and painting before moving to
Australia to study animation at Griffith Film
School in Brisbane. He specialises in painton-glass stop-motion animation exploring
tranquil and often intimate moments of life
through abstract narratives. His art pieces
have won various prizes worldwide and have
been exhibited in Russia, Japan and
Hong Kong.

Are there any special challenges to animating
a world that is set on a constant angle?
I think the biggest challenge was working out
interesting ways to use the angle in the story,
and designing a world that was slanted –
basically working out how do these two
characters cope living in a tilted house. In terms
of animating though, I didn’t feel that the slant
added too much complication.
Water is a notoriously challenging thing to
incorporate into an animated film. What can
you say about your approach to animating
the water in its various forms in this film?
Since the water was such an important part of
the story, I tried to create an aesthetic in which I
could cheat the water animation as much as
possible - all the water ended up being flat
texture, with only the ripples animated with line
as needed. I think the sound design really
helped sell the heavy presence of water too.
For me it is a film that could easily been made
in Estonia (that is a BIG compliment BTW).
It has a bizarre yet simultaneously believable
underlying premise and it has an elegance
and sophistication embedded in its narrative
arc. Where do those qualities come from?
I don’t know if I ever considered it to be ‘from’
somewhere, but I suppose it would be an
accumulation of my various influences – and
I’ve generally been more interested in
European storytelling and designs.
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What made you want to make this film?
An interest in the art and poetry of the First
World War along with the challenge of
combining three different artistic mediums to
create something new and original. I was also
interested in what men at the front went
through and what they thought about when
they were in the middle of such slaughter.
What is it about the paint-on-glass technique
that so strongly resonates with you?
It is fascinating to see the painting start
moving and come to life after several frames.
Also straight ahead animation always brings
surprises in the middle of the production.
Your film uses this technique to spectacular –
though often quite subtle – effect with many
beautifully crafted morphing shots. How
much of this do you plan and how much
evolves as you paint and animate?
That was the key feature Laurie and I wanted
to explore in this film. We wanted to make this
poetic film move from one scene to the other
with symbolic items. However the animating
process brought some new ideas. Some
‘mistakes’ lead the animation to a new place,
which was even better than originally planned.
What are you working on at the moment?
Fortunately I got another chance to work with
Laurie again for another film. It is in the
animation production at the moment. I am
creating a new short film series called The
Seasons.
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A FEW YEARS AGO I HAD THE SENSE that the focus in a lot of the
Australian animation tertiary courses was slowly ebbing away from
nurturing a passion for filmmaking in their students towards more of a
utilitarian approach of teaching a set of specific and specialised skills
that would ‘better’ equip them for life in an animation production line.
There is little of that in evidence in the whole range of Australian grad
reels submitted this year. For the most part, the films contained a
frisson that exudes a will to create a whole beginning-middle-and-end
film; a work that will stand alone and be judged for what it is rather
than act as a box-ticker for the final assessment or a moving image
job application.
Missing, by and large, are abstract or experimental films. The lack of
Australian abstract student animation is an interesting situation given
that a number of tertiary animation teachers have substantial credentials
in the field. But it mirrors a disproportionately low amount of this kind
of work being made across the board in Australia. Of the countries with
substantial communities of animators, probably only the USA makes
less abstract animation ‘per capita’ (for want of a better phrase) but
even that unresearched observation is a wobbly statistic.
At least abstract animation is in short supply in this program because
it is not really being made in any substantive amount. The lack of
indigenous animation, however, is something of a different story.
Certainly there is not a lot of indigenous animation being created within
the traditional school system nor being ‘distributed’ through traditional
channels. But the truth is the indigenous animation community in
Australia is going from strength to strength; it’s just doing it by its own
rules, in its own places and employing social and creative principles
that don’t fit the established models. Festivals that miss this (MIAF, for
example) risk missing an opportunity to see and show this work and
learn from the way it was made and what it speaks of. An essay written
by Deb Szapiro last year about the National Remote Indigenous Media
Festival was an eye-opener. Gradually engaging with what is being
created within these structures has shifted my perspective on what
needs to be done at MIAF to ensure this work is represented and is
informing a number of travel and programming plans for coming MIAFs.
The opening film in this line-up is worth focusing on for a moment or
two. It actually popped up last year as an entrant in ACMI’s ‘Screen-It’
awards, a program aimed at encouraging and showcasing the filmmaking skills of school children. I have sat on ‘Screen-It’s Primary and
Secondary animation judging panels for several years now (and will
happily keep doing so as long as they ask me to return).
The Good, The Bad And The Noodley was a show-stopper. Made by a
class of 15 year old students in Darwin’s Essington School, it was not
only a ripping yarn and brilliantly designed and animated, it knowingly
referenced the classic animation of Hanna Barbera, UPA and especially
Saul Bass. Their teacher and, by all accounts, the producer of the film
James Carroll is the glue that held the project together and is the one
who introduced them to the Bass style. Carroll felt that the clean,
straight lines that define the style would be easier to animate and not
need an extensive colour palette. This style might also help to mask
any character designs that were not strictly anatomically correct.
The film started out as a class project but by the end of the semester
the class had only really managed to complete a plot outline plus some
props, layouts and rigged characters. There was almost no animation
in the can.

“Also, importantly, I feel,
they got an insight into the slog that
is required to churn out 6 minutes
of animation – no mean feat for six
fifteen-year-olds, I think.”
James CARROLL

horse design along with several props and other scenes and did extra
duty editing all scenes and sounds together in After Effects. Krishant
Charan cooked up the Grubby Gruel Bar layout and the ninja ‘whip’
animation which was re-used about six times. Dylan Russell created
several props and animated the ‘level-up’ super-charged ninja battling
transformer. Duke Gordon designed Ninja, the evil antagonist and
several other props.
The original intention had been to create a film that could be entered
in Darwin’s Fist Full of Films Award which had specified noodles as its
theme. From there it was a matter of choosing a genre and the western
was apparently a popular early choice. Research was then undertaken
into the various motifs of the western as a cinematic genre in general
and the spaghetti western in particular. A classic filmic structure and
sub-plot were next with everything discussed and decided except the
crucial climactic ending. All of the initial ideas for that ending were
deemed too clichéd or contrived until one of the students suggested
the train turning into a steam-punk robot provided a perfect set-up for
the final, all-important classic western showdown.
Carroll looks back on the experience with a great deal of satisfaction,
particularly with what he feels his students learned about both the art
and sheer mechanics of making an animated film.
“I think the students got an insight into the codes and conventions of
the spaghetti western genre, modernism and also the technical side of
things,” he reflects. “Getting students used to non-linear editing of
animation, compositions within compositions, cycles within cycles,
symbols within symbols. It was confusing for them at first. Unlike
stop-motion and more traditional methods, digital technology allows
students to create and re-use independent ‘packets’ of animation that
can occur alongside each other in a scene.
“Also, importantly, I feel, they got an insight into the slog that is
required to churn out 6 minutes of animation – no mean feat for six
fifteen-year-olds, I think.”
Last year, for whatever reason, I never heard back from one filmmaker
whose film I had wanted to include in the line-up. The cut-off date came
and went and the film had to be withdrawn. Such are the inelegant
gymnastics of juggling nearly 500 films. As the festival started we
reconnected but by then it was too late. But I promised to include the
film in MIAF 2016 and that is how we come to be screening Joel Best’s
Cookin’ With Fire. Best seems to be moving from strength to strength
as he is also one of the trio (along with Alex Karonis and Alex Jeremy)
that just completed The Albatross which also arrived really late and
got squeezed into the one last remaining slot in the Australian
Panorama screening.
This year sees the emerging animation course at the University of
Newcastle getting its first MIAF screening courtesy of Andrew White’s
Sand. Newcastle probably does not technically qualify as ‘regional’
but courses such as this one and the degree course run at Charles Sturt
University in Wagga Wagga indicate the slowly growing trend to run
challenging, quality animation courses outside of the main centres.
Far from coincidentally (one presumes), these two cities also support
their own animation festivals, driven in large part by the passions of
the people that are driving the university courses.
An animatedly virtuous cycle if ever there was one.

A core group of six determined students committed to finishing the film
and worked on it out of school hours and during a semester break.
Jed Cruickshank worked mainly on the train model. Rian Carlson did the
noodle conveyor belt scenes. Nick Gregory came through with the
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James Carroll (Producer)
Australia, 6'16, 2015 (NL)
ESSINGTON, DARWIN
A clever channelling of the classic
UPA style. A tale of the old west
involving cowboys, trains, lucky
escapes, a robot and noodles.
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The Good, The Bad And
The Noodley

Different Ways
Raci (Rachael) Wilkinson
Australia, 3'15, 2015 (SL)
VCA
Everybody has a different way of
hitting their day.

Ink

Gnomes

Victoria Wu
Australia, 4'40, 2015 (NL)
VCA

Teresa Jackman
Australia, 3'10, 2015 (NL)
RMIT

Fully inked, a monster emerges
and starts eating its way through
the city.

Gnomes, gnomes, everywhere
and getting rid of them won’t be
easy. Never underestimate the
determination of little people.

Spirit Parade

Hubris

Rosie Cook
Australia, 2'45, 2015 (NL)
GRIFFITH

Scott Walker
Australia, 4'35, 2015 (NL)
GRIFFITH

The arctic sea is a dangerous and
mysterious place, full of spirits
that emerge to help and fascinate
the people who share them.

Hubris is definitely a dangerous
thing – especially when you’re
mucking around with springloaded elf-traps.

The Likes Of Brian

Sand

Jake Duczynski, Colin Ross
Australia, 4'33, 2015 (NL)
UTS

Andrew White
Australia, 2'03, 2015 (NL)
NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY

Brian’s like goes viral, then Brian
goes psychedelic.

Just another day in the dunes –
surfing the big ones and blowin’
the harp.

Cookin’ With Fire

Waltz Of The Pumpkins

Joel Best
Australia, 1'03, 2014 (NL)
UTS

Tara Brown
Australia, 2'00, 2015 (NL)
GRIFFITH

A grog swigging, swashbuckling,
moustache grooming pirate chef
attempts to cook his signature
dish in stormy seas, no matter
what it takes.

Under the bright, full moon two
creatures begin a waltz among
the giant pumpkins.

Contextiseverything

Lightyears Beyond

Lylah D'Souza
Australia, 0'30, 2015 (SL)
SWINBURNE

Edison Lau
Australia, 3'50, 2015 (NL)
RMIT

The simple power of simple words
spoken in isolation.

On a planet well beyond our
current imaginings, a suited-up
explorer begins his day of
discovery.

Fatigue

Midnight Ice Cream Run

Caroline Jiang
Australia, 1'56, 2015 (NL)
VCA

Johnny McPherson
Australia, 4'10, 2015 (NL)
RMIT

Fatigue works like a slow moving
liquid, gradually breaking down
the will to carry on.

There’s danger a’plenty in the
midnight ice cream parlour.
Probably best to not get too
distracted by all the flavours.

Grams

Freakshow Limbo

Glynn Urquhart
Australia, 4'31, 2015 (SL)
VCA

Michael Linhart
Australia, 4'25, 2015 (NL)
GRIFFITH

Grams in, grams out. A healthy
life-style boils down to maths.

A true freakshow of conjuring
grotesqueries and magic
gone bad.
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A BRIEF WALK DOWN MEMORY LANE … q sfx … wavy screen, harp music,
a festival director 15kgs lighter. We are now back in the year 2000. There
are actually three directors and MIAF is little more than the proverbial
apple in our eye(s). ACMI does not exist. The internet exists but in fact
we have to contact most of the international animation schools on a fax
machine (google it kids) which is OK coz it takes a fair while to get a good
dial-up net connection happening anyway. It is possible to still actually
buy a ticket on a tram and parking is (hoh hoh) $3.30 an hour downtown.
A DVD sounds like something you would need to vaccinate against.
Splodge ran every month in the Empress (Irving, where are you mate??)
and across in Lonsdale St the Lumiere Cinema turned around indie films
quicker than Harvey W. The air crackled with the electricity of every
start-up concept imaginable – gold fish in the mail (what could possibly
go wrong with that plan?); ham sandwiches for free, just sign up to test
drive a new car (umm??), size 4 mismatched shoes made from whale-free
leather at ridiculous prices delivered to your door (I’ll take 19).
Animation festivals typically ran every second year. It took a hell of a
long time to get submission versions to the festival, send out LETTERS of
invitation, receive a response, have lunch. We – the valiantly deluded trio
that established the Melbourne Animation Posse – arrived just on the
cusp of change. Catalyst for the change was less technological and more
driven by the 600lb Annecy Festival gorilla who decided annual was the
way to go. This tipped several precariously poised festivals into oblivion –
including the wonderful Cardiff festival that had provided so much
inspirational impetus to our early efforts.
The first festival we ever ran – in fact – was not MIAF but MISAF, the
Melbourne International Student Animation Festival, held at the Treasury
Cinema in 2000. Parred back, it featured a striking black and white
single-fold printed program, NO website and it was programmed from
about 15 or 20 VHS grad reels that had been obtained through fair means
and foul. And we stuck to this model like it was tattooed on to us … for
about a year.
The first MIAF ran in 2001 and it became rapidly apparent that running
every second year was not going to be an option. We clung to running a
stand-alone student festival at a different time of the year for a while and
it ‘sort of’ worked but the writing was on the wall. In 2004 we integrated
the student animation festival into MIAF – badly. The first attempt was
too segregated, poorly explained and time-tabled into all the wrong gaps.
The second iteration was too integrated and did not stand alone with
sufficient clear air to explain its point of difference.
The issues are more complex than one might imagine. It turns out that
the phrase ‘student animation’ does not automatically trigger a
requirement for increased security on the door to handle the assembled
mobs. More critically, student animation – at its best – was progressing in
leaps and bounds and was increasingly being considered for inclusion in
‘main’ festival programming. The fields were merging and it made sense
to have them separate but under one roof.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM 1
Switch Man

Corpses In The Drawer

Hsun-Chun Chuang,
Shao-Kuei Tung
Taiwan, 3'39, 2015 (NL)
TAIWAN TECH

Byeol Kwon
South Korea, 4'58, 2015 (NL)
CHUNG KANG COLLEGE

The super-hero gig is a tough one
– the hardest part is figuring out
the proportions.

Leek Soup
Jef Staut
Belgium,
3'19, 2015 (NL)
KASK
Starting from scratch. Time,
patience, good ingredients, the
right tools and a little athletic
prowess.

A rolling, hilarious carnival of
murder, mayhem and inspired
dismemberment.

Hum
Tom Teller
USA, 8'35, 2015 (NL)
CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY
A rusting robot reaches deep into
its soul and extends a hand of
compassion to a humming bird.

Dress Locked

Fay

Domareen Fox
UK, 3'09, 2015 (NL)
TEESSIDE UNIVERSITY

Sabine Volkert
Germany, 2'50, 2015 (NL)
AUGSBURG UNIVERSITY

There’s a whole new wardrobe on
the other side of this particular
broken looking glass.

A graceful, fluidly balletic journey
through a different world.

Witness

Alaska
Yarin Kaplan, Or Drori
Israel, 6'54, 2015 (NL)
BEZALEL

Hugo Rizzon, Christ Ibovy,
Alexandre Berger
France, 4'25, 2015 (NL)
L’ECOLE GEORGES MELIES

The snow never ends, though the
dangers are ever-present and the
rules of engagement are different.

A family destroyed. A wall of
evidence and an army of suspects.
This man has seen something but
who to tell and how to tell it.

Making Tracks

Cavemans

Jon Gransden
UK, 2'51, 2015 (NL)
BOURNEMOUTH

Joe Carroll
Ireland, 4'41, 2015 (NL)
IADT

One night all the rules of time and
space change out on the lonely
railway tracks.

A voluminously gaseous planet is
rich pickings for anybody with the
courage and luck to try and mine it.

Putsch

Sun City

Julie Artigny, Claire Courrier,
Florent Bossoutrot, Camille
Savary, Lisa Bouet
France, 6'10, 2015 (NL)
MOPA

Peng Qi-Dong
Taiwan, 3'06, 2015 (NL)
DMD YUNTECH

Whatever the shape and form of
the creatures, whatever the extent
of the environment, the rules for
survival remain the same.

The work is hard, the days are
long, the sun beats down on
these beasts of burden.

Corpses

Putsch

Dress Logic

Sun City

Thus was born this stand alone, short/sharp one day ‘festival-within-afestival’ that we have now and it seems to work pretty well. It’s different
enough (and programmed to an entirely different ethos) to present a
clear picture of what is being presented but falls under the overall
umbrella and ensures we are not inventing (and trying to push) a second
version of the wheel each year.
And so ends the history lesson and the available space. It’s just as well
the films speak for themselves.
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About A Mother

On The Same Page

Hierarchy

Save As

Dina Velikovskaya
Russia, 7'20, 2015 (NL)
SHAR SCHOOL

Alli Norman, Carla Lutz
USA, 3'49, 2015 (NL)
RINGLING

This mother sits at the centre of a
complex little universe – one that
relies on her ability to maintain its
momentum.

In a world made entirely of words
will they be enough to bridge the
gap between two people.

Muhammad Noor
Irsyad B Yazid
Singapore, 4'02, 2015 (NL)
NANYANG

Arthur Bourdot,
Maxime Dupuy, Luc Giraud,
Mathieu Paggi
France, 5'36, 2015 (NL)
L'ECOLE GEORGES MELIESE

Is It Just Me?

Go-Eun Kim
South Korea, 6'15, 2015 (NL)
KONKUK

Jamie Kendall
UK, 5'30, 2015 (NL)
ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART
Is it just me or is everything in the
office breaking down and the world
becoming an emptier space?

Dreamer
Amy Wang
Taiwan, 3'19, 2015 (NL)
TNUA
Nothing wrong with having
dreams – especially when you
know all you need is a balloon to
lift you into them.

Her

Her story is all her own, her world
a mysterious mix of people and
forces that mould that story.

In Time For Dinner
Maria Konopatova
Russia, 2'08, 2014 (NL)
ST PETERSBURG UNIVERSITY
Watch out – danger comes in
shapes and forms you could never
guess in your wildest dreams.

Circus

All Night Up Through The
Crocodile Swamp

Dong-Gyu Sin
South Korea, 6'38, 2015 (NL)
CHUNG KANG COLLEGE

Suzie Lou
Belgium, 1'50, 2015 (Sung)
LA CAMBRE

Beauty extracted, bit by bit, from
the clutches of an otherwise cruel
world.

Reptiles and the blues. A powerful
and murderous potion.

Sour Puss

Pale Blue Dot

Emily Lynch
Ireland, 3'55, 2015 (NL)
IADT

Chin Li Zhi
Singapore, 3'59, 2015 (Sub)
NTU
On this dot of dust suspended by
a sun beam live all the people
who have ever lived.

Irminsul
Jolan Auzeby, Julien
Comman, Célia Hanini,
Kopsès Laforet, Liza Van Den
Bergh
France, 5'15, 2015 (NL)
ArtFX

There’s more to life than paying
the bills. One cat’s transitional
journey to a happier, more
ethereal plane.

Fences
Natalia Krawczuk
Poland, 7'00, 2015 (NL)
LODZ FILM SCHOOL
They keep things in, they keep
things out. They organise our
environment and endow authority
upon those who control them.

A powerful rendering of some of
the elemental forces the universe
conjures and empowers. survival
remain the same.

Another day in the city, another
fight to the death over the things
the city doesn’t want you to have.

Hou Chia
Cheng-Yuan Chen
Taiwan, 5'02, 2015 (NL)
DMD YUNTECH
On a distant island there lives a
herd of human animals who are all
a visceral part of a singular, brutal
food-chain.

The outlook seems to get bleaker
the deeper one wanders into the
emptiness.

Giggino ‘O Bello
Victoria Musci
France, 4'11, 2015 (NL)
LA POUDRIERE
A slice of life and the simple joys
of a familiar neighbourhood. But
is that enough?

The Apple Core

Iwan And The Wolf

Mathilde Remy
Belgium, 5'30, 2015 (Sub)
LA CAMBRE

Anna Levinson
Germany, 4'55, 2015 (NL)
HFF KONRAD WOLF

The romance has cooled, the
seven dwarves have a new project
and Snow White isn’t in such a
good place these days.

Iwan is a pretty reluctant hunter
despite the colourful encouragement of his friends and family.

Ham Ham
Anna Levinson
Germany, 1'46, 2015 (NL)
HFF KONRAD WOLF
The tummy can be a ravenous
little beastie – especially if there
is a ravenous little beastie in the
tummy.

Photosynthetic
Revelation
Maeva Jacques
Belgium, 3'05, 2015 (NL)
LA CAMBRE
A stunning, paint-on-glass
‘moving-life’ portrait of nature’s
most mercurial bounty.

Nigel The Necromancer
Daniel Crook, Domareen Fox,
Claire Frankland, Robin
Sowden Garcia
UK, 1'00, 2015 (SL)
TEESSIDE UNIVERSITY

HUSh
Chang Ying-Hsuan
Taiwan, 5'37, 2015 (NL)
DMD YUNTECH
A beguiling cinematic rendering of
a three dimensional multi-media
work.

PNxKNF
Keith Kavanagh
Ireland, 2'52, 2015 (SL)
IADT
Moving recollections of a childhood
romance compromised by the
realities of life’s slings and arrows.

What They Believe
Shoko Hara
Germany, 10'20, 2016 (SL)
FILMAKADEMIE
Anecdotes of ambiguous love
and hope. A bizarrely assembled
world, where evangelical fanaticism
has become an everyday insanity.

Bringing the dead back to life is
definitely a magic trick worth
trying to master – if you can get
through.

Ham Ham

Her

Irminsul

Nigel The Necromancer

On The Same Page

PNxKNF

Sour Puss
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A Dollar Short

Monzie

The Lingerie Show

Lucens

Anusha Benny
Australia, 2'00, 2015 (NL)

Paige de Vanny
Australia, 2'55, 2015 (NL)

Laura Harrison
USA, 8'14, 2015 (SL)

Marcel Barelli
Switzerland, 6'30, 2015 (Sub)

A special film to open. A short,
sharp little piece made by an
enthusiastic class from Doveton
College.

Monzie is a cute little bear-like
creature on a carefree jaunt
through the forest fearlessly
looking for a friend.

Perhaps the safety standards
aren’t quite as high down at the
local nuclear power plant as they
could be.

Allure

The Visitors

A frightening glimpse into one
woman’s world drug-savaged life
and her doomed and desperate
plan to seduce her bi-sexual
boyfriend.

Matthew Koh
Australia, 3'43, 2016 (NL)

Philip Watts
Australia, 1'00, 2014 (NL)

Madam And Deva

Amanda Strong
Canada, 9'07, 2014 (NL)

Life’s already tough enough for this
little dinosaur before the tummy
starts a-rumblin’.

Visitors! No sooner do you sweep
one out the door than another
arrives to take their place.

A Brand New Toothbrush

Glitter Warriors

Not A Button

Zoe Lawrence
Australia, 2'51, 2015 (NL)

Kate Luckhurst
Australia, 3'38, 2014 (SL)

Andrey Zhidkov
Russia, 5'30, 2014 (NL)

Everyone loves a brand new
toothbrush but this takes the love
to a whole new level.

The Glitter Warriors have been
assigned a secret and complex
mission.

Blessed Be The Damned

Foreign Relations

The existential angst and anger of
the jacket button at the bottom –
the one that is never supposed to
be actually buttoned up.

Jacinta Blaxland
Australia, 0'48, 2015 (NL)

Steven Whatmough
Australia, 6'36, 2015 (SL)

A nightmarish sequence travelling
from one frightening point to
another.

Managing foreign relations is a
complex, high stakes game
requiring maximum pragmatism
and minimum sentiment.

Archie The Arachnophobic
Arachnid
Paul T. McGilvray
Australia, 1'28, 2015 (NL)

I’ve Been Everywhere,
Man

Don’t let the llama fool you, this
guy has been everywhere and he
has the pictures to prove it.

Carthona

Birds Of A Feather

Renee McIntosh
Australia, 1'09, 2015 (NL)

Richie Valentino
Australia, 3'16, 2016 (NL)

Up the stairs, through the door
and into another world of plants
and nature.

A hand-drawn and painted little
film about sharing, kindness and
being good in general – even in
the pouring rain.

Alexandra Maranon
Australia, 4'35, 2015 (NL)
The long and varied journey of a
message in a bottle and the
changed world it eventually
emerges into.

A Dollar Short

Carthona
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It’s a crazy, mixed-up, downside-up
world once you dive into it.

In the attic all manner of odd
machines and threatening beings
lurk but there is pure magic too
and it starts with a projector.

Creatures
Tessa Moult-Milewska
Poland, 10'00, 2015 (NL)
Creatures, creatures everywhere.
Sprouting from under wigs,
flying past balcony windows,
disappearing into the horizon.

Cameron Edser
Australia, 1'46, 2014 (Sung)

Lots of us are afraid of spiders but
they’re easy for people to avoid.
It’s a bit more awkward when you
happen to be a spider though.

Chronos

Natalia Mirzoyan
Russia, 6'33, 2015 (NL)

Indigo

The Albatross

The Lingerie Show

Creatures

Madam And Deva

Lucens

Not A Button

Indigo

Alex Karonis, Alex Jeremy,
Joel Best
Australia, 6'45, 2016 (SL)
Shipwrecked but not alone.
A sailor battling the elements has
a frightening encounter with a
threatening creature.

The Visitors

The Albatross
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Life Smartphone

Double Goer

Dji. Death Sails

The Street Artist

Xie Chenglin
China, 2'48, 2015 (NL)

Jinkyu Jeon
South Korea, 8'17, 2015 (NL)

Dmitri Voloshin
Moldova, 5'17, 2015 (NL)

Mahmoud Hindawi
Jordan, 7'01, 2015 (NL)

101 ways to die – or kill somebody
else – using a smart phone.

A Better Situation

What happens when the pressures
of conformity bust out, cut loose
and go the full punk. It ain’t pretty
but it is interesting.

Death arrives on the raft ready to
get to work – but first there is the
treasure to deal with.

Francesca Villela
Chile, 3'58, 2015 (NL)

Orange

Merkur

Portraiture is a form of
interpretation. It is the artists’
job to draw what he sees and let
the consequences be what they
must be.

How to be in a better situation,
asks the potato caught up in a
sinking Sunday feeling.

Melis Balci,
Ege Okal
Turkey, 5'23, 2015 (SL)

Juan Salas
Venezuela, 2'59, 2014 (NL)

Omulan!

Golden Egg

A pitch-perfect indictment on
the narcissistic bitch-speak that
infests the cloistered art world.

Srinivas Bhakta
Singapore, 8'20, 2016 (NL)
It’s one thing not to kill the bird
that lays the golden egg but it’s
quite another trying to create that
bird in the first place.

The Beach Boy
Hannes Rall
Germany, 7'48, 2016 (SL)

Nina
Emmanuel Elliah,
Maria Korkel
Belgium, 8'00, 2015 (NL)
The carefree days of summer,
exploring beaches and feeling the
sun on your back should be the
best of your life.

An ancient Vietnamese story
about two star-crossed lovers
adapted for animation in a style
inspired by the aesthetics of local
Asian art.

A boat with a boot sailing through
an ocean of orange hair on the
head of a madman who eats all the
fish. It’s a pretty wild ride.

Heila Ormur
Rose Stark
Iceland, 3'45, 2014 (SL)
The bitter taste of despair
propels a journey of sorts through
the soul and inner pathways of its
inhabitant searching for a way out.

Wiza World
Ahmed Fawzi
Egypt, 1'34, 2014 (Sub)

Matei Branea
Romania, 14'50, 2015 (NL)
Exploration is a good and noble
vocation. But when dealing with a
new world of odd and unpredictable creatures one needs to
be careful.

Sunken World
Alien Ma Alfonso
Cuba, 10'56, 2013 (Sub)
One era has ebbed to darkness,
a new one is about to emerge
complete with an anointed leader
who has been tasked with a
sacred mission.

An authoritarian decree leads to
resentment. Resentment leads to
protest. Protest leads to conflict
with authoritarian rule.

Life Smartphone

Double Goer

Dji. Death Sails

The Street Artist

A Better Situation

Merkur

Orange

Omulan!

Golden Egg

Nina

Heila Ormur

Sunken World

The Beach Boy

Wiza World
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HOTHOUSE Goes 10
The National Film Board of Canada is one of the world’s most
critical creative animation institutions. For some 70 or so
years, the taxpayers of Canada have contributed to an
organisation that has probably done more than any other to
maintain and demonstrate the notion that – in the right hands
– animation is an artform.
This cultural imperative was embedded within the DNA of the organisation from its very
inception and is an elemental part of its ethos to this very day.
It has manifested itself in many different ways over the decades but, at heart, animated art is
what the NFB does, has always done and will surely continue to do as long as it stands.
But it is also a large – a very large – national institution. It spends public funds and there is a
political dimension to its existence because of that. Accountability is a critical part of its
operational necessity and this impacts on how it functions, the decisions it makes and the way
it works. At the same time, its abundant success and the aura of the people that have carved
substantial careers within its purview can be intimidating for those aspiring to carve out a
career of their own as an auteur animator there.

“Canada is a small country
culturally, and the
connections I made through
the Hothouse have proved
invaluable for my career,
both in the opportunities I’ve
had and the kinds of
decisions I've made.
… It was so encouraging to
meet so many people who
make independent animation
for a living…”
Jody KRAMER

At some point, several key people (particularly Michael Fukushima and David Verrall) realised that
there were barriers in the way of good people coming into the NFB as well as to the NFB reaching
out into the community of next generation animators and supporting their fledgling careers.
Their solution was to create Hothouse, a program that would bring a select group of aspiring
animators inside the NFB for three months under the tutelage of a dedicated and credentialed
mentor. In addition these animators would have on tap the full resources of the NFB at their
disposal – sound and music experts, technical experts from across a range of disciplines, academy
award winning producers and wise executive producers who can spot the approaching dust
storms of mistakes, wrong turns and tired clichés on the horizon long before they arrive.
Michael Fukushima took the hands-on lead and for more than a decade oversaw successive
Hothouse programs. In that time more than 60 filmmakers and 10 mentors gave their all, not
just in the service of making a collection of great films but in taking raw talent and exposing its
potential through a hands-on process which saw each filmmaker complete a world-class short
film. In many cases, it was a film the participants barely believed was in them.
Funding, organisational and workload issues have meant that Hothouse has not occurred every
year since its inception. But when “Hothouse #10” popped up last year, that was about all the
encouragement MIAF needed to dive into the archive and pull together a collection of films that
span the breadth of those ten ‘grad reels’, however many years it has been actually running.
A critical element of the Hothouse program was to help some of these animators learn about
the NFB method of working; to demystify the process and identify new animators the NFB could
take on to other projects. While this did not turn out to be the case for every person who
participated in the program, the impact of Hothouse in both empowering a new generation of
animators and uncovering a new talent pool of animators for the NFB is undeniable.
Patrick Doyen is certainly one of the highest profile Hothouse alumni. His 2006 Hothouse
film Square Roots set him on a short path to becoming an Academy Award Winner with Sunday
(Dimanche) which took the Oscar in 2012. It remains one of the most iconic NFB films of recent
times and is still in high rotation on the festival circuit.
“It was in 2005 and I was beginning my career,” he recalls. “My university studies were over
and I had already completed two contracts in the field of animation on TV series, working on
storyboard clean-up and as a designer.
The National Film Board of Canada was definitely on his radar but he almost did not make it in.
“At the time, my sense of animated film culture was strongly based on National Film Board of
Canada history, inspired by the likes of Wendy Tilby, Amanda Forbis, Paul Driessen, Norman
McLaren, Pierre Hébert, etc.
“I had this desire to make a film in their studio. I tried my luck with the program “Cinéaste
recherché” which was a contest by the NFB’s French animation studio that allows a director
/animator to make a first animated professional film. But my project wasn't selected. I was a
little bit discouraged, although I have to admit that it was a very good decision on their part.
“I knew about the Hothouse program and I was watching for their next call for proposals.
I sent in my project and the answer was positive. I entered the mythical building of the NFB in
Spring 2006.”
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“I went to Sheridan College for a year and rubbed elbows with some
Disney obsessed animation savants,” say Paloma Dawkins. “I learned
a lot but I didn't want to fall for promises of work in the industry.”
Dawkins, who often goes by the creative handle Palgal, is a Montreal
based animator, comic book artist and video games producer. She first
heard about the Hothouse program from some of her fellow Sheridan
students. She never believed she would be accepted but hoped that,
at least, her application would “raise a laugh amongst the judges”. The
fact that the theme that year was ‘abstract storytelling’ – something that
would necessarily take her well beyond the comfort zone of her classical
training – only fuelled her scepticism about being accepted.
“I was backpacking in British Columbia when I checked my email at the
local library and learned that I was picked,” she says. “I spent the rest
of the trip looking really deeply at everything I was seeing.
“I would draw the patterns of the water, the clouds, the trees, with
hopes of putting it into my film and telling a truly abstract story.” Her
film Scientifiq Piqniq was the result.
Howie Shia (maker of Ice Ages) decided the NFB was his dream to focus
on even earlier than university. These days Shia is a Toronto based
illustrator, animator, writer, and director. As an independent creator, he
nowadays has a long-standing relationship with the National Film Board
of Canada and also releases projects through his own studio PPF House,
co-founded with his brothers Tim and Leo. His commercial clients include
Disney TV Animation, Nike, Freemantle and Amazon Studios. His latest
short BAM premiered at the Toronto International Film Festival and
would have screened in Melbourne had not the asinine politics of
festival premiering conspired against it.
“For about one month in Grade 12, I told my friends that I was going to
make cartoons with the NFB,” he recounts. “I’m not sure where the idea
came from actually, I wasn't really even a film or animation buff at the
time so I don’t know why it seemed to make so much sense to say.
“At any rate, it was a low risk declaration. Back then, to people growing
up on the Canadian Prairies, making films was about as likely an
endeavour as breeding unicorns.
A few months later I moved to Toronto and began studying a whole
variety of different art practices at the University of Toronto and suddenly the film world didn’t seem so far away. After graduation I started
working as an illustrator and video artist and eventually found my way
into a documentary internship with, low and behold, the NFB. I found
out about Hothouse during that time and I guess I thought I owed it to
that prairie kid shooting off his mouth in Grade 12 to at least apply –
so I did.”
Jody Kramer is another Hothouse participant whose graduation film
was the calling card that got her into the Hothouse program, albeit
with a bit of an inside run. Kramer is an animator, arts educator and
occasional songwriter living and working in Squamish, Canada. Her
2006 Emily Carr Institute grad film Pinch has been screened at over 100
festivals worldwide and it was this film – inspired by her experiences at
her ‘day job’ that brought her full circle and gave her the chance to
apply for Hothouse.
“I had done some reception work at the NFB production studio in
Vancouver and one of my jobs was to keep videos running on the waiting
room monitor,” says Kramer. “This is where I studied the NFB’s canon
of animated shorts and where I got the inspiration for Pinch.
“While I was making Pinch, Martin Rose, one of my teachers, introduced
me to the wonderful Helene Tanguay, marketing manager and fairy
godmother at the NFB’s famed Montreal animation studio. After seeing
the rough cut of Pinch she told me about Hothouse and encouraged me
to apply. It was an absolute no-brainer. I intimately knew what the NFB
was, and that it could be a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to work in
that legendary studio.”
And so it proved to be. Her Hothouse film Lost Monster Hop proved to
be the critical stepping stone to a career that has seen her make short
films dealing with monsters, aliens, Santa Claus costumes, and homegrown vegetables. She recently animated a segment of Window Horses,
Ann-Marie Fleming's 2016 animated feature film about poetry.
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Doyen’s trajectory into the Hothouse is a reasonably common story.
Most came at a time when they were trying to transition a promising
tertiary experience (usually with a solid grad film under their belts) to a
career in animation. And most of them were wary or sceptical of the
allure of the commercial animation industry and what it might mean for
the kind of work they so desperately wanted to create.

Dale Hayward was one of the few Hothouse participants that came into
the program with a commercial animation background. Hayward is a
stop-motion animator and director who owns the animation studio See
Creature with his “partner-in-everything”, Sylvie Trouvé who is also a
Hothouse alumni having produced Orange in Hothouse 5.
“I had been working on TV series and commercials at a few animation
studios in Toronto for years and was looking for a change of pace,” he
says. “Series and commercials can wear you down and make you lose
sight of why you got into the biz.
“So once we heard about the call for Hothouse, Sylvie and I both put
together pitches. We were both so interested in it that we immediately
planned to move to Montreal, even before we found out if one of us
even got accepted. Luckily I did and so we re-located to Montreal with
all our stuff and never looked back.”
It turned out to not just be the change of pace Hayward was looking for
but a life-changing experience that would also change the way he and
Trouvé thought about their filmmaking practice.
“It was a great, well rounded experience making a film and working with
the NFB. It’s a wonderful opportunity to make a (very) short film and not
have to worry about the finances, equipment, studio space, computers,
etc. The production team has it all figured out and they're all there to
give any help needed and opinions.
“We now have two categories for our ideas; commercial and NFB. The
NFB is the only organisation like it in the world.”
Most of the Hothouse participants talk about the positive aspects of
the pressure the strict three month deadline imposed upon them.
“It was awesome and brutal,” is the blunt assessment of Jo Meuris. “It
pushed you to your limits and pushed some more. Three months is an
incredibly short amount of time to make a film in. And they were really
rigorous with the critiquing process in the first week.
You could definitely see everyone’s strengths. It was intimidating and
inspiring. I remember spending the first two weeks feeling like I really
didn't belong there because everyone else was so much more brilliant
than I was. I really didn’t understand why I had been asked to participate.
I didn't think I was deserving.
Despite those concerns her film An Aqueous Solution was a stand-out
in the very first Hothouse back in 2003. At that stage Hothouse was an
unproven concept and all eyes were upon it.
“We were the test year,” says Meuris. “I suppose you could say if we
screwed it up there would never have been another Hothouse.
“But because we were the test year, they did not have an open call for
entries as they did in the next iterations. I don’t know how the entire
process went, but I was contacted directly by the NFB and asked if I
would like to participate. The program was explained and I was told
about the theme and asked if I wanted to submit a proposal. And even
then it wasn’t a done deal by any means. I still went through a kind of
selection process as did the other candidates. But we had much better
odds in the first years than those that came after us.”
Meuris has worked on more than a dozen NFB productions but the
experience she gained during Hothouse lead to her directing her multi
award winning 2006 film The Girl Who Hated Books. From her home
base in Las Vegas where she teaches and is helping to build a new
animation program at Nevada State College, Meuris also free-lances
outside the NFB doing animation, clean-up and compositing for
animated feature films, documentaries, commercials and other short
independent productions.
Brendan Matkin was another animator to gain a great deal from the
‘deep immersion’ experience of the Hothouse program. Matkin made
Observer during his time in the Hothouse and in addition to making
some valuable friendships also credits the program with expanding his
view of his own creative potential and boundaries.
“Although my career has moved in a different direction for now,
Hothouse gave me the opportunity to push myself and gain confidence
in the fact that my art doesn’t need to be limited to any medium or
format,” he reflects. “Hothouse is the perfect venue to play with new
ideas and see how they can grow.
“It was a lot of work but I don't think I’ve ever flown through so many
ideas and concepts as quickly as I did there. It was especially helpful to
receive so many levels of feedback. Everyone there seemed focused on
our success. We had a formal mentor, a producer, associate producer,
an executive producer, a technical director, sound designers, editors,
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production management, and more. All hands on. All willing to help at,
seemingly, the drop of a hat.”
Patrick Doyen is another of the Hothouse participants who feels he
gained a great deal from access to the people that made it all tick. He
looks back on just what a difference this made to his career and how it
helped him ultimately become an Academy Award winning animator.
“Although I had worked on a few television productions, I had virtually
no idea of the journey between the initial idea on paper and the final
result on a big screen,” he offers. “Yes, I did a very short experimental
animated film during my university studies but it was done with very
few resources on the corner of a table.
“At all the key stages of production, we were supported by film
professionals; editing, mentoring, music and sound effects. And not to
mention that we could talk to some of the most famous directors of the
animation scene at the time. As an inexperienced filmmaker, it was both
reassuring and impressive.”
Another consistent recollection of so many of the participants is the
personal and creative value of the connections they made with fellow
Hot-Hosers (a name that was coined early – no one is quite sure how
or by whom – and stuck), the professional staff at the NFB and the
established animators they mingled with while there.
“Canada is a small country culturally, and the connections I made
through the Hothouse have proved invaluable for my career, both in the
opportunities I've had and the kinds of decisions I’ve made,” says Jody
Kramer, summing it up succinctly.
“It was so encouraging to meet so many people who make independent
animation for a living. The seeds planted from that experience have
grown into this continual source of inspiration and energy to keep
going, to keep working on my practice.
“Creatively speaking, I still draw on the work I saw my colleagues and
mentors doing, and the way they talked about it, to synthesize ideas
for my own new work.”
Beyond the films, beyond the training, the opportunities and the
people, however, Hothouse has made a valuable contribution to tending
the fragile flame that shines a flickering, sometimes endangered light
on the idea that animation is a stand alone artform; a form of creative
expression that can be engaged in by artists driven by the same
imperatives that drive poets, painters, writers and tightrope walkers.
“I think a lot of people—myself included at that time—think of animation
as an aesthetic or a set of aesthetics,” advances Howie Shia. “Anime
versus Disney versus Henry Selick versus etc.
“But being literally the most junior animator in the whole building,
spending time with people like Michael Fukushima and Janet Perlman
and all of the other animators at the NFB, I began to pick up on this idea
that maybe animation is an end in itself; that putting down a thought
and advancing it one frame at a time is its own sort of music that has
nothing to do with the cosmetics of animation.
“Regardless of what story—or non-story—they were telling and regardless
of what specific medium they were using, all of the animators at the
NFB were committed to this very beautiful and stupid idea of breaking
down a moment into its component parts and putting it back together
again—but maybe with a little push here, or a little stall there.”
Paloma Dawkins has a similar take, especially based on her latter day
experiences working as a games developer.
“I love that the NFB is dedicated to making art for the people,” she
offers. “That is something I want to keep alive in my heart.
“Sometimes I think that game developers only make their art for the
consumer. That can be fun but you can lose the soul in the work. I am
excited about exploring the balance between these two perspectives.”
Dale Hayward rounds out this proposition nicely and his simple enough
reflection on the NFB and his time there as a Hothouse participant deserves the last word.
“They really do love film and their intention for creating film isn’t like the
rest of the industry. It's not profit focused, so that's really encouraging
because not every idea sells something. So I think the main thing the
Hothouse experience gave me was a great appreciation for what we
have in Canada.
“It's alive and always pushing the boundaries, just quietly.”
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Leader Of
TheIn Conversation
Pack With
Michael FUKUSHIMA
For many years Michael Fukushima was one of
the stellar crew of producers at the National Film
Board of Canada before becoming Executive
Producer of the NFB’s English language animation
studio in late 2013. It is hard to imagine somebody
better suited for the role.

An award winning filmmaker himself, Fukushima
devoted considerable energy to finding pathways
for young filmmakers to emerge and for established
filmmakers to get better at what they do.
The Hothouse program is definitely one of the
best examples of this. It was a program he was
instrumental in founding and he was intricately
involved in each successive iteration of it until his
EP duties took over more of his time. Hothouse is
something he nurtured for more than a decade and
capturing his recollections of that experience and
all that Hothouse has become is an essential part
of the story. And so we put a few questions to Mr
Fukushima, who gets an official MIAF Gold Star
for being the fastest person to ever turn around
a Q&A.
What’s your recollection of the history behind the creation of
the Hothouse program? And how did you become involved in it?
In fact, I co-created Hothouse in 1999 with my then-executive
producer, David Verrall. We saw a desperate need for such a
professional mentorship program here at NFB.
Are you aware of any similar programs of a similar scale and
duration anywhere in the world?
No. At least, not outside of a school context.
What did the NFB hope to achieve by creating Hothouse?
There was no process nor mechanism for young filmmakers to
make a first professional film with us without it being a full-on
production; big budgets, long schedules, heavy pressures (on both
the studio and the filmmakers). Some filmmakers were burning
out on their first films.
Hothouse gave us the chance to meet young filmmakers and
provide them with mentors for both filmmaking with creative
collaborators and for navigating our NFB version of the professional
production environment.
We were also trying to change the way the NFB worked. In 1999,
we still made the same kinds of films we’d always made using the
same processes – 35mm film, 8 to 12 minute long short films,
16 to 26 month production schedules. No one here was making
super-short films, using still-nascent digital tools, that David and I
were convinced were going to take this thing called “the internet”
by storm (remember, this was 1999). The NFB needed to be more
flexible and agile, and able to not only produce very short films,
but adapt itself administratively to crank out six films in 12 weeks.
Had never happened before here. Sea change.
Was it originally envisaged as an on-going program? Did you ever
believe it would get to ten editions?
It was always, optimistically, designed to be ongoing. David and I
are both pragmatic dreamers, so we designed the program as
carefully as we could with sustainability always in mind.
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Having the participants on-site here in the Montreal studio was
central to that. You’re well aware that animation is a slow process
that finds its own circadian, sometimes lethargic, rhythm. Hothouse
injects a three-month frenzy into the studio that serves as an annual
“caffeine boost” to keep us on our toes and engaged.
Why have there been some ‘skipped’ years?
Alas, the Hothouse doesn’t have an annually committed budget,
and sometimes the studio just doesn’t have the budget in a given
year to finance an edition. We’ve never “skipped a year”, but we have
sometimes been forced to split our spending across two fiscal years,
starting an edition in the “skipped” year but only completing it early
in the subsequent.
What sort of qualities are you searching for in a mentor? And in a
participant?
Mentors need to be empathetic, and they need a body of practical
experience to share with participants. They also need to have
worked with producers and teams, because a key part of their role
is showing the participants how to navigate those relationships,
since most participants have only ever made films on their own or
with friends, and with few external obligations.
Participants need to exhibit (via a one-page proposal and one
completed work) a passion for animation as practised at the NFB.
Whilst text writing isn’t central to animation’s creative process,
being able to use words to engage others is, so successful
participants need to be capable of cogent and coherent expression
because that goes a long way in convincing us of their and their
idea’s viability. And we’re always looking for proposals that have
a sparkle or a vivacity that leaps out.
Looking back on 10 (now 11) Hothouses, what do you think the
program has achieved?
Hothouse has made the NFB a leader in grooming a next generation
of Canadian animation filmmakers - in a professional, non-academic
context. It has helped foster some exciting and notable filmmakers
like Patrick Doyon, Malcolm Sutherland, Howie Shia, Sylvie Trouvé
and Dale Hayward, Megan Turnbull, Paloma Dawkins. It helps sustain
auteur animation in this country, which is vital lifeblood for me and
for NFB Animation.
How are the themes decided?
The producer and the mentoring team grab onto whatever’s captured
their fancy at the moment. At the start (the first three editions), David
and I had some “big picture” issues we thought we could tackle
(water scarcity, etc), but when Maral Mohammadian came on board
as associate producer, she made the process less earnest and more
open-minded. Maral made Hothouse more fun, in fact.

False Saints

A Cloud’s Dream

Malcolm Sutherland
Canada, 2’10, 2003 (NL)

Andrew Hicks
Canada, 1’29, 2011 (NL)

Aquasnazz

The Big Swing

Jacob Bauming
Canada, 1’32, 2003 (NL)

Paula Gilgannon
Canada, 1’28, 2011 (NL)

An Aqueous Solution

Missed Connection

Jo Meuris
Canada, 1’55, 2003 (NL)

Tabitha Fisher
Canada, 1’25, 2011 (NL)

Ice Ages

The Visitor

Howie Shia
Canada, 1’50, 2004 (NL)

David Barlow-Krelina
Canada, 1’27, 2012 (NL)

Bones And Boats

Flee

Kevin Langdale
Canada, 1’25, 2004 (NL)

Rosa Aiello
Canada, 1’27, 2012 (NL)

A Single Tear

Reverie.exe

Amy Lockhart
Canada, 2’01, 2004 (NL)

Wen Zhang
Canada, 1’27, 2012 (NL)

Swims

Scientifiq Piqniq

Kelly Sommerfeld
Canada, 2’07, 2006 (NL)

Paloma Dawkins
Canada, 1’30, 2013 (NL)

Meta Pre Ptolemy

Observer

Rachel Peters
Canada, 2’21, 2006 (NL)

Brendan Matkin
Canada, 1’38, 2013 (NL)

Square Roots

Grace Fall

Patrick Doyon
Canada, 2’57, 2006 (NL)

Kyler Kelly
Canada, 1’32, 2013 (NL)

Roy G. Biv

A Little Craving

Dale Hayward
Canada, 1’26, 2007 (NL

Frances Adair McKenzie
Canada, 1’29, 2014 (NL)

Balloons

The Roommate

Jonas Brandao
Canada, 1’17, 2007 (NL)

Stephanie Braithwaite
Canada, 1’30, 2014 (SL)

Lost Monster Hop

Sweet Talk

Jody Kramer
Canada, 1’25, 2007 (NL)

Brendan Matkin
Canada, 1’38, 2013 (NL)

Batmilk

Grace Fall

Brandon Blommaert
Canada, 1’44, 2008 (NL)

Esteban Azuela
Canada, 1’31, 2014 (SL)
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Git Gob
Beyond the participants and mentors, are there any other people
who deserve special mention?
Oh god. Everyone. The studio team rises admirably to the challenge
each year. Eloi Champagne and Randall Finnerty (the studio’s tech
team) carry much of the load for production support each year. The
NFB’s post-production techs in the sound studio, the mixing theatre,
and the mastering suites are all champions. Sound design and music
composition are probably the most time-constrained parts of the
creative process each year, so that person (who has been mostly
Luigi Allemano) faces as much pressure as the participants and
always delivers masterfully.
What do you think the future holds for Hothouse?
Indeed, the future looks bright. Primarily, it’s because Hothouse is
the NFB’s flagship emerging filmmaker program and is the mechanism
by which we’re able to claim that space – breeding ground for the
future of animation excellence – as our own. Easily 30% of participants
have come back to the studio to make longer projects and to begin
forming up the next generation of great Canadian animation talent.

Philip Eddolls
Canada, 1’36, 2008 (NL)

Pearl
Neely Goniodsky
Canada, 1’27, 2008 (NL)

* All films in Hothouse 2006 were
made in 3D Stereoscopic (3DS)
and we are not able to play
programs that mix these 3DS films
with those in the regular 2D format.

An Aqueous Solution

Batmilk

Pearl

Scientifiq Piqniq

But we’ve also always harboured this fantasy of finding some ideally
suited international partners (with modestly deep pockets) to do
some fully international editions. Most countries and agencies we’ve
spoken to thus far don’t have the resources to commit to a Hothouse
the way the NFB does, but we continue to beat the bushes.
So, I think Hothouse’s future holds much as-yet untapped greatness.
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ABOUT ANIMATION AT
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Written for our festival friends in Melbourne, Australia 16,890 km (10, 495 miles) away

By Amy KRAVITZ, Steven SUBOTNICK,
and Agnieszka WOZNICKA

I HAVE NEVER BEEN TO THE Rhode Island
School of Design, otherwise known as RISD
and pronounced Rizz-Dee. It is fairly rare for
any showcase program to come together in
MIAF without me having gone to check the
source. I always meant to visit and although a
lot of Americans tend to think of Rhode Island
as a bit off the beaten track, that is a fairly
relative concept when one is travelling half way
round the world. In fact, it is a fairly short and
easy trip from Ottawa and I visit there each
year to go to the Ottawa International Animation
Festival. I just don’t seem to have gone that
extra mile so far.
But that said, RISD comes to Ottawa – in force.
That is probably a big part of the reason I
haven’t made it.... I don’t really need to. The
RISD students are easy to find if you want to
talk to any of them as are Amy Kravitz and
Steven Subotnick, the legendary teaching duo
who have headed up the course for more years
than they probably care to number.
Both are talented, credentialed animators in
their own right. Eclectic in their tastes of
subject matter and varied in their choices of
techniques, much of this creative courageousness seems to rub off on the students that
join the course.
MIAF always focuses on at least one school
each year and typically I like to have that
school locked in three years in advance (next
year it will be the IADT school from Ireland and
in 2018 it is going to be the Nanyang University
from Singapore). And so it was the case with
RISD.
We first agreed to do this way back in 2013 and
I began paying special attention to their grad
reels then. I was lucky enough to be asked to
assess and review each year’s finished films
and the process of critically reviewing this work
has also played a major role in shaping this
program. But the rubber really hit the road last
year when I sat down with Amy and Steven in
the foyer of a swanky hotel in Ottawa and it
was then we worked out the basic shape of the
program and they began thinking about writing
a contribution for the catalogue. What follows
is that contribution which says more than
anything I could muster about RISD but I will
simply add that the films coming out of RISD
each year are as good as any student films
being made anywhere in the world and that
did not simply happen by chance.
Finally, I am extremely pleased to welcome
RISD’s Associate Professor
(Film/Animation/Video), Agnieszka Woznicka
to MIAF. As well as introducing the program
Agnieszka might also be able to explain just
how RISD does what it does.
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Rhode Island is not an island. It is the smallest state – but it
has the largest population of artists per capita in the US. It is
the birthplace of the American Industrial Revolution, and
Sam Patch – the first American celebrity daredevil who as a
child-laborer in the early 1800’s, jumped the Slater Mill
waterfalls to amaze the other workers. Rhode Island School
of Design is located less than 5 miles from Slater Mill.
The school can circuitously trace
its origins to the unexpected
exclusion of women from the
1876 US Grand Centennial
Celebration Exhibitions. Women
quickly raised money for a
separate pavilion and the RI
women had $1675 left over.
Helen Adelia Rowe Metcalf
(1830-1895) argued that leftover
sum be used for the creation of
a school to teach “useful arts”.
She had just seen the spectacular
results of those “useful arts” at
the Centennial Pavilions.
Providence, with its population
of 180,000 is one of the larger
New England cities. It feels like a
strange combination of coastal
fishing village and metropolis –
Home Sweet Home, Providence
imagine Moby Dick’s Ishmael
meets Batman. RISD buildings form
a constellation along the Providence River that reaches up college hill to Brown University. The
campus is urban and most students live on campus or in apartments nearby. Within 12 minutes,
one can wander from the foundry, to the glass furnace, to the apparel studios, to the robotics
lab, past the jacquard loom, and by charcoal encrusted drawing studios and computer labs.
Animation facilities are primarily located in a repurposed public market built in 1775. The third
floor animation studio was 230 years previously, Providence’s first Masonic Lodge; the second
floor computer lab quartered French soldiers during the American Revolutionary War. Old mixes
with new, hand-made, machine-made, computer-made technologies exist side by side.
The Animation program resides within the Film/Animation/Video Department, which is part of
the Division of Fine Arts. The department has its origins in the Film Department of the 1970s – a
contentious yet energetic mass of disputing personalities and ideas. One student from that era
described the teaching as “high energy anarchism”. In the early 1980s, this evolved into the
Film/Video department, incorporating experimental approaches to video making in addition
to film production. By the mid-1980s, Yvonne Andersen brought animation to the mix and the
Film/Animation/Video department was born. Yvonne was the primary architect of the FAV
department. She was a pragmatic manager who had spent many years teaching the complex
medium of animation to young children. She was adept at finding simple solutions to complex
problems, she believed in academic decisions by democratic rule, and she always did
whatever needed to be done – whether that was cleaning up trash, repairing a camera, or
writing reports. She was able to harness the creative and divergent energies of the FAV faculty
into a powerful department.
The current teaching in FAV remains active, committed, and exploratory. The pedagogical
methods differ from most other institutions in that animation is part of a multidisciplinary
department where students explore all forms of time-based media – including live action
cinema, experimental video, animation, and installation. Students study the multiple languages
and materials of time-based expression. The classroom is an active laboratory and failure is
seen as a necessary element of a successful journey.
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Students study the multiple
languages and materials of
time-based expression.
The classroom is an active
laboratory and failure is seen
as a necessary element of a
successful journey.

Before RISD students even select a major, they complete a year in
Experimental and Foundation Studies in which they study drawing, design,
and spatial dynamics. These studios begin at 8am and nominally last until
5pm with over fifty hours of homework per week. Foundation develops
strong critical and technical skills, but it also establishes the discipline that
will be the basis of all subsequent work at the school. Students must also
take liberal arts courses in History of Art and Visual Culture, Literary Arts, and
multiple Social Sciences throughout all four years.
After the first year, students select one of 16 majors. They sometimes double
major, or do significant coursework cross-departmentally. In addition, there
are a small number of Brown/RISD Dual Degree Students who actually
matriculate through both schools and earn an undergraduate degree from
each institution.

Cut-Out Animation Terminal

Once in FAV students spend their second year of college completing single
semester introductory coursework in each of the three titular disciplines (Film,
Animation, and Video), along with a liberal arts screening and writing class
and a foundational class in digital technologies. These classes teach
everything from 16mm filmmaking, to lip-synch animation, and basic
compositing. Each class requires a succession of short projects, often with
very specific rubrics, in which students are responsible for all aspects of production.
At the junior level, students start to specialise in two of the three disciplines. The junior studios
last the full year. They make longer projects and over the course of the year, the students
construct their own subject matter and goals and work with greater independence. Class work
continues to extend the student’s grasp of the discipline as it encourages technical and
conceptual depth. By the end of junior year, the student will have made four films in two
disciplines and shown them at a public screening.
The final year is a full 15 credit individual project in one of the disciplines. Similar to a thesis, it
is called a Degree Project. These projects require research, development, and consistent work
throughout the entire academic year. The students work approximately 35 hours per week on
them outside of class – in addition to all their other coursework. It is from this project that the
students’ work matures considerably.
Throughout the undergraduate experience, students often gain experience with teaching, since
every course uses undergraduate teaching assistants. Teaching reinforces the students’ learning,
enables them to share and collaborate with other students. It encourages deeper thinking
about the medium and a more sophisticated knowledge of its tools.
The growth of the animation curriculum has been organic. The first animation equipment was
purchased in 1971 and the first films produced at the school were made by interested groups of
students from other departments. The Introductory Course was developed by 1978, advanced
classes were added by 1981. But it was the requirement of a finished Degree Project, screened
publicly, that was a watershed curricular decision. The requirement of a finished project means
the student is deeply committed. Within one year of requiring completed
films, the animation program won a regional Student Academy award for its
contribution to the medium. The program has gone on to be recognised with
other awards and critical acclaim, most notably from the Ottawa International
Festival of Animation. Over time, as the program grew, elective courses were
added to the curriculum covering specialty areas of the field. Students can
study character animation, character design, 3D CGI, digital compositing,
lighting, directing, sound for the screen, and more. RISD also has a welldeveloped puppet program – perhaps one of the strongest in any US
animation program.
Animation classes at RISD are taught with deep respect for the hand and
materials, but also without ignoring the many gifts of technology. Current
technologies have enabled students to work quickly and cheaply and
surprisingly directly – a digital equivalent of the function of newsprint in
drawing classes. Technologies such as DragonFrame Stop Motion and Adobe
After Effects enable the students to constantly bridge the gap between hand
made and computer synthesised. They have also enabled growth of unusual
teaching methodologies, such as the Animation Marathon from the

Hand-made Replacement Animation

>
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Animation classes at RISD are taught with deep respect for the hand and
materials, but also without ignoring the many gifts of technology. Current
technologies have enabled students to work quickly and cheaply and
surprisingly directly – a digital equivalent of the function of newsprint in
drawing classes.

senior year, in which students must make a film every day for a week at
beginning of the course.
The teaching methods have developed to serve the unusual nature of RISD
students. The college is selective in its admissions in both its academic
and artistic standards. Students tend to be highly self motivated and
energetic. Coming to RISD means that they have committed to making
creative work 24/7 for at least four years – and hopefully a lifetime. They
come to RISD from all over the world and throughout the United States.
Although diverse in interests and backgrounds, they tend to relish making
art by hand, and they truly like working hard. They actually love getting
nearly impossible assignments. They excel by rising to the challenge.
This is one of the teaching methods used in the school.
Amy Kravitz in action

Although students are required to create films and do homework,
the many class hours are often process-based laboratory experiences in which surprises
and discoveries abound. Students focus on different questions requiring methods of whole
body seeing – extending both intellectual and kinesthetic understanding to the focused
problems and solutions. Concepts are not separated from techniques. Ideas emerge from the
creative process itself. The process of making is in itself a kind of thinking. Curiosity is
essential and leads students to ask creative questions – how does a material interact with
light? How do tactile and sensory experiences define seeing? What are the relationships
between the physical and the symbolic properties of materials and how does this affect
storytelling?
Emphasis is placed on independent thinking, experimentation, and personal expression
enabling students to expand their abilities and their artistic personalities. Learning is guided,
but the students are required to ask themselves questions and to reflect on what they make.
RISD is in the New England region of the USA. It is not within easy commuting distance of the
centers of New York or Los Angeles. This distance has a positive aspect, and has contributed to
RISD’s ability to foster works of personal vision and genuine individuality. Although RISD is not
geographically close to the US art and entertainment industries, it has had a huge impact on
both. Graduates of the program make their marks in diverse ways – as fine artists, as feature
directors, and many more. Alumnae include Seth MacFarlane, Takeshi Murata, Christy Karacas,
Michael Langan, Leah Shore, and Mike Johnson. We hope that the questions and experiments
students ask and conduct within school and after extend the medium itself – a medium capable
of deep and flexible thought and expression.

Puppet Animation Rig
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The Divide

Ripple

Brent Sievers
USA, 3'50, 2014 (NL)

Conner Griffith
USA, 3'12, 2015 (NL)

Roads, streets, paths – for every
creature that uses them to get
somewhere there is another who
sees them as a divide.

An eye-popping quick-march roll of
google-earth inspired pixilation.

Nice To Meet You

Chirps

Leslie-Anne Tanaka
USA, 3'30, 2014 (NL)

Cagil Harmadar
USA, 2’52, 2015 (NL)

Ahhh... the subtle, complex
politics of simply being in close
proximity to another person.

A stunningly abstracted
visualisation of the beauty of
nature at play and work.

First Flight

Fault Lines

Grace Kraft
USA, 3'11, 2014 (NL)

Mandy Wong
USA, 3’11, 2016 (NL)

Forever, humans have wondered
what it would be like to fly. But
everything that can fly has to take
a first flight at some point.

A wonderfully imaginative
reconstruction of the elements of
a cityscape doing away with many
of its hardest edges.

Toro

Streaks Of Rust

Lynn Kim
USA, 3'29, 2014 (NL)

Gates Callan
USA, 4’43, 2016 (NL)

A visual journey through the
realities of being a bull towards a
more abstract picture of the world
around them.

A reflection on the loss and
destruction that the progress of
white settlers across America’s
west brought for many.

Lesley The Pony Has
An A+ Day

Pleasure

Christian Larrave
USA, 4'08, 2014 (SL)
Leslie the Pony goes on a fun-filled
adventure through Merryville,
making lasting memories with his
friend The Duke.

Top Floor
Catherine Mehringer
USA, 3'12, 2015 (NL)
There’s weirdness aplenty way up
there – and the ascent is decidedly
strange as well.

Warm Pond
Taylor Beldy
USA, 2'57, 2015 (NL)
A high-speed abstracted plunge
through black space and white
fireworks.

A Rainy Day
Amanda Krishna
USA, 4'43, 2015 (NL)
It’s bucketing down out there –
and it’s starting to fill up inside
too.

David Delafuente
USA, 5’45, 2016 (NL)
With the passage of time the
moment is right to reintroduce
colour to these memories.

Menarche
Codi Fant
USA, 3’11, 2016 (NL)
Drawn from – and inspired by – the
flow of nature.

Adam
Evelyn Ross
USA, 2’26, 2016 (NL)
Absolutely stunning example of
claymation. From mud and earth
they emerge; to mud and earth
they merge.

Toys For Lonely Men
Ian Gryg
USA, 3’56, 2016 (NL)
A classic case of looking for love
in all the wrong places.

Appetite
Paige Coblentz
USA, 3'05, 2015 (NL)
The forest is full of things that
need to eat – and things ready to
be eaten.
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Il Luster Studio Showcase
(THE NETHERLANDS)

Back in the day when
animation festivals were
fewer and further between,
Utrecht in The Netherlands
was one of the first places
I wanted to visit when I was
trying to understand the world
of animation.

A gentle 30 minute train ride from Amsterdam, it is a city of around 300,000 or so – roughly the
same size as Woolongong or Newcastle. The small network of canals that cut through its centre
are gorgeous and with most of them being a full storey below the general street level they
house a diverse collection of bars and restaurants that face onto the water and the walkways
that run beside the canals but burrow into ground creating a second CBD, sans cars and
bicycles, of rock-walled catacombs serving almost every cuisine imaginable.
The Il Luster studio occupies an ‘economically sized’ space a floor above its barely marked
door and ensuing narrow staircase. The full breadth of the Il Luster welcome and hospitality
unfolded at around the same time my annual November pilgrimages to Utrecht to attend the
Holland Animation Film Festival (HAFF) were becoming redundant because of HAFF’s shift to the
March timeslot. More’s the pity! What was emerging as an annual bier-fuelled file swap of
favourite films, work–in-progress glimpses and new release surprises fell back to relying on the
more mundane pathway of email exchanges.
It was researching the closure of NIAf (the Netherlands Institute of Animatiefilm) that drew me
back to The Netherlands in mid 2014. I was interviewing animators from all over The Netherlands
and felt that talking to the people at Il Luster was a critical part of that story. It was during that
visit – after an absence of a decade or so – that I was reminded of the incredible body of work
that Il Luster has created. That visit quickly morphed into a chance to go through a collection
of their memorabilia built up over 20 years of productions, reacquaint myself with their
considerable back-catalogue of shorts and glimpse into some films that were still in their
planning stages. There is so much of this material there that it was hard take in and get a detailed idea of the history of the studio. The default plan was to simply go straight to the source
and get Michiel Snijders and Chris Eimers-Mouw of Il Luster to lay out that history.

“

Arnoud Rijken, one of the founders of il Luster, did an internship in 1995 with Nico
Crama, who was one of the few professional animation producers in his time.
Animation production in the 1980’s and 1990’s most often was a kind of a hobby or
side-project for feature film producers or the domain of the animation directors wife.
Nico however produced only animated short films including many of the Paul
Driessen films and also a few by Gerrit van Dijk and Borge Ring. At the end of his
career, he was keen on finding a successor to pass on his knowledge to. Arnoud
formed il Luster and Michiel Snijders - who then was working part time as a script
editor, stagehand and bartender - soon joined. Nico Crama introduced il Luster to
the world of animation, coached them with the financing and soon il Luster was the
‘new kid on the block’. And also sort of the only kid on the block.
In the late 1990’s and early 2000’s in The Netherlands there was hardly any animation
industry. There were no networks that commissioned animation. And the only way for
il Luster to finance animation was to produce short films with financing from the
Netherlands Filmfund. Il Luster started to put in film proposals four times a year and
soon produced almost 70% of all the animated shorts in The Netherlands. And of
course there was a lot of commissioned work that kept the stove burning. It took
Arnoud and Michiel almost three years before they could earn a living from producing
animation and quit their other jobs.

Test strip from ‘Ballone di Cannone’ (Frodo Kuipers)
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This led to the Poetry/Animation series. Directors were asked to make
an animated film on a poem. The first series was with young poets, the
second was on the ‘classics’. In total two of these series were produced
and 26 films were distributed through cinema’s, TV, internet, all kinds
of festivals and a very succesfull educational program for high schools.
It ticked all of il Luster’s boxes: it was a showcase for animation in
The Netherlands, gave il Luster the chance to work with many directors
and techniques as well as having a very broad dissemination of the
works. It resulted in a lot of commissioned work. And with the
company also releasing at least four shorts every year, the goal to
become the ‘biggest’ was soon achieved.
The first independent short the company released was A Night At The
Opera by Sander Pesschier, but that was actually a graduation work.
Our first self-produced short, released at the Netherlands Film Festival,
was Touched By An Angel by Beatrijs Huslkes.

“

So, then we were ready for the next challenge: a television series. But
most of all we really wanted to make an animated feature! The first
and last so far was produced in back in 1983.
Oh, and of course, we had that Oscar ambition.

Il Luster has attracted so many great filmmakers over the years. They
have ranged from established international masters such as Paul
Driessen and Bill Plympton to young artists taking their first steps. Joris
Oprins is a great example. She was still studying at the Design Academy
when she had the idea for her film WAD. She interned at Il Luster, where
she completed her film under their guidance and has since gone on to
become one of the founders of the Job, Joris & Marieke studio which has
rapidly gone from strength to strength, even garnering an Oscar nomination recently for their film A Single Life.
“It feels like ages ago, I was still a student”, she recalls. “Also if I think
about how I worked on it with hardly any experience with animation or
computers, it definitely feels a long time ago.”

couldn’t get funding, but I still made the film (How Dave And Emma Got
Pregnant) without funding.
“Soon after this film was finished I got a new idea for an animated short
(which turned out to be Leaving Home) and il Luster was the first and only
producer I asked to help me. So when I and Daan Velsink came up with
the concept for Panic!, il Luster again was the first choice to work with.”
Many of the animators who made films under the creative shelter
provided by il Luster had a few more runs on the board however. Lucette
Braune, whose 2009 film Display is included in this line-up had actually
made a couple of earlier films with il Luster so had a good idea how to
make the most of the opportunity the third time around.
“I remember that we had some discussions about the plot while the film
developed,” says Braune. “They are very straight forward about what
they think. It made me look at the film again and decide if I was going
in the right direction or should change my plans, which I found a very
tiresome process but I think in the end it is better for the film.
“I remember that I decided to edit the beginning a bit faster and delete
some shots. We do not always agree, but that is alright. I guess I can be
pretty stubborn as well.”
Frodo Kuipers is another animator who had made several films with
il Luster. His film Ballone di Cannone was still very much a work in
progress when this program was coming together but all the classic
elements were there. For starters, the central characters had appeared
in an earlier il Luster classic, Fata Morgana.
“After finishing Fata Morgana it appeared my screenwriter Rudi wasn’t
quite done with the two starring characters Eduardo and Loet,” Kuipers
recounts “So at one point he surprised me with a few new stories for
both of them.
“One of the stories was called Salto Mortale which later became
Ballone di Cannone. We discussed it with il Luster. They liked the idea of
making more films with Eduardo and Loet, so we decided to try to get it
financed, despite the fact that I already had another film in production
with a different producer.
“Luckily, the plan got through and we were able to start making the film.
However, it was going to be a tough one since the script was more
ambitious in both technique and story. Chris Mouw advised me to hire a
crew so we could get the job done by the August 2015 deadline.
“The film was animated mostly at Anikey Studios in The Hague rather
than in Studio Mosquito, my home studio. For me it was the first time to
really work with more animators, besides myself. Since I’m really a
control freak and was quite sceptical about letting others animate my
film, that was a big challenge for me to conquer. But in the end, it gave
me a great deal of pleasure because of the really nice surprises I got
from both the young and talented animators Ruben Zaalberg and
Marcel Tigchelaar.

Joost Lieuwma is another who encountered il Luster very early in his
career. His new film Panic! is a classic chaos cartoon, impeccably timed
and with wonderful twists and turns in its visual perspectives. But back
in 2005 he was a freshly minted graduate with a single student film
under his belt and a desire to make another.

“One big issue was the fact that I usually draw all my animations on
paper, with ink. There wasn’t enough time to maintain that way of working,
so together with Chris we decided to draw most of the film digitally. A
special brush was developed so there wouldn’t be much difference
between this newly created visual style and my own analogue drawing
style. A few scenes I still animated myself on paper and it was really
nice to discover that you hardly see the difference between the real
inking lines and the digital ones.

“After my graduation film in 2005, I knew I wanted to make another
short film,” says Lieuwma. “At that time il Luster was one of the few
animation producers in The Netherlands who were focussing on making
short films, so I contacted them.

“Chris was really a big support in keeping the production structured and
running fluently,” Kuipers concludes. “She also helped me to remember
to think about my health, because I easily get lost in my work and forget
to take a break. To me, Chris is the real hero of this film.”

“I liked the way Michiel and Arnoud were asking me questions about
my short film concept, and they helped me develop my short film. We

For all of that, however, Ballone di Cannone does seem to represent a
significant development in Kuiper’s style. It is more richly coloured,
longer and has less manic, kinetic
energy than his previous films. It turns
out that Kuipers knew this – more or
less – going in.
“Since the film is a bit longer than
most of my previous films another style
of pacing was necessary,” he says.
“The storytelling is different, and the
characters have more development in
their emotions and states of being.
Therefore the animation would have to
be more dimensional. It needed a bit >
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What really helped form the company in those early days was the fact
that Michiel and Arnoud had set clear goals. They wanted to
become the biggest animation production company in The Netherlands
within five years and have an Oscar nomination within seven years.
And the idea was to form an independent company, not a studio.
Both producers had no ambition to become ‘big’ in numbers and
turnover but to be ‘big’ in ambitions and at the same time remain a
flexible company in terms of animation techniques and styles and
project setup. Il Luster called itself a ‘production house’ and not a
‘studio’. The idea was not to become the glorified ‘bookkeeper’ type
of producer and not to wait for great ideas to come to il Luster. We
wanted to really pro-actively create animation projects and to invite
directors in. Part of the plan was to focus on new talent and to present
the animated shorts to a wider audience.

more depth and subtlety. With just manic
action, it wouldn’t work anymore.
“Concerning the backgrounds, I actually do not
like drawing backgrounds that much, that’s why
I usually keep them really simple,” he continues. “In this film, I couldn’t get away with that.
We’re in a circus, and that means lots of detail,
intense colours, and much use of light and
shadow.

Portrait
Of
A
Studio
In Conversation With Il Luster

“I discussed the possibility of hiring a background artist with Chris. I had seen the work of
Anna Engels and was really charmed by it so
we asked her to do it. Luckily for me and the
film she liked the idea and stepped in. She
definitely did a great job.”

In many ways, trying to understand il Luster’s history, its
colossal impact on the animation scene in The Netherlands, the
role it has played in the careers of myriad European animators
and the multi-hued spectrum of the films it has produced is
beyond the scope of linear research. With limited time, a saddlebag full of films and a notebook filled with disparate shards of
information, it became clear that the best idea was to just ask
the key players and let them tell the story for themselves.

Oerd van Cuijlenborg lives in Paris these days
but was one of the original il Luster ‘alumni’
whose connection with the studio goes back
to their first project working on the animated
poems series. His film in this program, An
Abstract Day, is just one of the fine abstract
films he has created that has shown previously
in MIAF. He has extremely fond memories of
working with il Luster.
“The great thing about Il Luster is that they are
honest,” he offers. “They say what they think
and don’t beat about the bush. They really
collaborate on the film and have a real input.
Their commitment to the project makes it a
better film.
“Sometimes you don't see things clearly when
you’re fully into your creative process. They
exchange their thoughts and follow the project.
And, of course, they are also responsible for
getting the funding for the film together. But
then you're still free to make the film as you
wish, it’s a very good collaboration.”
Generally all the animators that have been
involved with il Luster seem to agree that its
place in the animation scene in The Netherlands
is critical and substantial. And that this has much
to do with that undefinable, all important
alchemy – the people!
Kuipers probably nails that alchemic balance
best when explaining il Luster’s successful
trajectory and the role they have played in
fostering animation in The Netherlands.
“They combine their business-mind with their
love of art and animation and knowledge of
dramaturgy,” he suggests. “So they’re able to
contribute during the pre-production phase
with concept, script and storyboard. They are
also able to set a realistic goal for financing
because of their experience and knowledge
of the (inter)national ‘market’ and what is
possible.
And in closing …
“Last but not least, they’re nice people.”
he emphatically states. “They have
collaborative minds.”
As good a tribute as any!
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It’s a big story and it is made up of so many moving parts but
the following ‘in conversation’ piece is an amalgam of Michiel
Snijders and Chris Eimers-Mouw who gave explaining the
history of il Luster their best shot.
How would you describe il Luster’s development over the years to where it is now?
In a way the company has been a very stable entity. Not much change from the outside. We have
produced and will produce animated shorts as much as possible. And we have always formulated
new plans and goals for ourselves. So besides the animated shorts we also started producing
animated series. And have produced two animated features in the last two and a half years. The
original two-man company has grown a little to the size it has attained now: two owner directors
and two ‘staff’. The real change has been the growth in project size and of course the budgets
concerned with that. A few years ago we were most often managing seven very small short film
production teams at the same time. But lately Chris has been busy managing 25 people in a
studio on one project. That is a different kind of producing, but we have not started hiring
producers, although at some point we might really need to start training more producers.
We’ll see. We think the feature films are now also part of our ‘regular diet’.
The only thing we have sort of phased out a bit are the commissioned works. We cherry pick the
best ones now, and most often refer clients directly to directors in our network. We never did
high-end commercials but mostly ‘narrative’ works with educational commissioners. Arnoud and
Michiel did a lot of development on those projects, a lot of creative copywriting and scriptwriting.
And they hardly have the time for it anymore. And we really hate pitching for clients.
Along the way, what have been a few of the main successes?
In terms of awards I think that the first taste of success was to win the Grand Prix for Barcode at
Annecy in 2002. To win such a prestigious prize for such an experimental film was quite a
surprise. It would be wrong to leave out any of our films here, but Junkyard stands out of course.
It received 25 awards. We have always been very proud of all festival awards and selections. It is a
goal in itself to get our animated shorts into as many festivals as possible and reach an audience
in cinemas.
And also we are quite proud of the successes we have had online. Films like Leaving Home,
Falling Floyd and also the more artistic Through You reach large audiences online through our
Vimeo channel.
It sounds a bit ‘soft’ maybe, but simply being able to make the films we want to, and to be able to
work with all the talent around us, is the biggest success of all. Awards and audience numbers
are the cherry on top, but we measure success much more by the pleasure we have producing
them and our own sense of achievement.
What are the main challenges a studio like il Luster faces these days?
Not being or having an actual studio has many adventages and many challenges. We work on
a project by project basis. That is nice and flexible so we can produce and co-produce in all
techniques and have no huge overheads, but it can also be a bit inefficient. For example, with
our latest feature project Woozle And Pip, we rented a place for nearly eight months and when
the project ended we packed everything up, sold the furniture and moved on. We believe a studio
isn’t a fixed place with the right equipment, but it consists mainly of the people you put in it. Their
knowledge, skills and talents are what makes a production a success - or not! So “having” a studio
isn’t a goal in itself which il Luster pursues.
But on the other hand, building a studio from scratch for various projects not only consumes a lot
of time and work it also means you are inventing the wheel over and over again. By the time you
think you have perfected your pipeline and you think “now I know how it’s done”, it’s nearly the
final stage of the project. It would be nice for a change to keep the machine running and start
producing more efficiently.
The thing is we are not entrepeneurs, we are filmmakers. And we do not think we would be very
good at running a studio as a business.
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How have you attracted so many really good local animators to the
studio and how do you maintain such a consistently high standard?
It’s not so much that we go out and try to attract talented animators,
we focus on great films. We ask talented people if they are willing to
present their film concepts to us. And every film is a new and special
one. There is no ‘system’ or format. We are quite a strict gate keeper.
But at the same time we do read and study all proposals people send
in. So we turn down a lot a ideas, and develop only the few we think
we would like to see.
And we are very hands-on and believe that making a film is a team
effort. With short films the director is very much the author and she or
he has the final cut, but we believe that the ‘directors cut’ should
always be the same as the ‘producers cut’. We love to discuss film.
Other than that consistently high standard, there isn’t really a
“house style” for short animated films at il Luster. What is it like
creating films in so many different styles, genres and techniques?
We love it. The variation really keeps us going. We love the fact that
we work with so many people and so many techniques and produce
different kinds of films. It is part of what il Luster likes best. Animation
can do anything and we love to exploit that characteristic. You always
start with a blank canvas and from there on only your imagination limits
you. We love the whole spectrum that animation can be and of course
we have our preferences. But we’re trying to be versatile and prevent
ourselves from becoming a one trick pony. If we have the idea that we
are producing too many funny cartoony films, we’ll start looking for
more artistic poetic film ideas. And our personal taste is not always the
final word. The phrase “it’s not my kind of movie, but I think we should
make it”, is often spoken in our office.
Concerning the bigger projects, more commercial forces are at work
of course. And we tend to have something of a preference for more
traditional 2D techniques, maybe because we are ‘old school’ souls.
But we’re not excluding a big CGI project in the future, as long as the
design has a bit of an edge. Right now Arnoud and Michiel are writing
and developing a feature film that will be a 3D CGI film.
You have produced some extremely talented animators over the
years. Do you have any particularly notable experiences or stories
working with these sorts of people you’d like to share?
I think we could write a book about our experiences with all the
creatives. Producing is ‘people work’. Half of the time we spend
discussing productions at our office is time spent on talking about the
people involved. Not money, not deadlines, not even scripts and edits.
The most obvious thing is that we like to keep people happy. Sometimes
things can get intense and emotions can rise because people put a lot
of passion into their work. And some people have complex ‘manuals’.
We do not mind it when people are ‘difficult’. We just do not accept
people who behave like complete dicks. We do not believe in a conflict
model for creating art. But we do say what we think though. And don’t
mind if others do the same. When it comes to discussing script, storyboards and edits we like to take our gloves off if possible. We need
clear lines of communication and it’s very Dutch to be a bit ‘impolite’
sometimes.
What stands out is that most of the creatives and especially the directors
have a real clear vision of what they want. The most talented ones are
all strong headed people that are not easily convinced. But in the end
they’re not completely deaf to our arguments, they will take in what you
say and carefully consider it.
But that’s just one side. Although many filmmakers have a strong vision,
like so many artist they are often also terribly insecure. Is the film

communicating? Will it reach an audience? And when it finds an
audience, will they like it? With 50% of the talents we have had the
talk: “should I give up animation?”. It is hard to be an (independent)
animation director, you have to switch roles so often. It is such a complex job description. Most of them, apart from the very lucky ones, have
to find a balance between their own independent work and doing more
commercially orientated work for hire. They spent years on a film of
only a few minutes duration, never knowing exactly who their audience
is and how many people will see it and will genuinely like it. And they
have plenty of time to ask “is it all worth it?” One of our jobs is to keep
reminding them “yes it is.”
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Il Luster has an extremely impressive collection of short films. Where
does that obvious passion for short animated films come from? How
and why has il Luster managed to make so many of these sorts of
films?
Short films are the best. It is an artform on its own. Like poetry or short
stories. They are not the light versions of feature films and novels. They
are jewels, snapshots, ideas compressed to four minutes, jokes, moving
pictures. But we did not start doing this out of love for short films. We
started to love them as we went along. It’s strange maybe, but none of
us started out as animation fans either. Thierry at least studied animation,
the rest of us are film scientists (we did media studies at the University of
Utrecht with a focus on film)! Animation was something that grew on us.
Luckily The Netherlands Film Fund can finance up to 80% of the
animated film budgets. And we can co-produce shorts with countries
around us. So financing has always been relatively good for short
animation. The industry itself has only started to pull its own weight in
the last five years, so we hardly make films without financial support
from the Fund.

What role do you think il Luster has played in animation in The
Netherlands over the years?
Il Luster has been one of the leading companies in The Netherlands.
We have always taken new initiatives and also have invested a lot in
the industry by putting in our hours as spokes persons, ambassadors
and taking part in networks, lobbies and professional associations.
We are quite proud that between 1998 and 2010 we sort of kept the
animated short film alive in The Netherlands. Now there are more
producers who have a serious ambition for short film, but before that
we sort of formed the critical mass. And we were the ones to get the
animated feature ambition rolling in the Netherlands. Allthough we
were not the first who released an animated feature in The Netherlands, we were the ones that said “yes we can” and got the ball rolling
by putting in a minority co-production for a big French-Belgian project.
The project never got greenlit, but it did function as a ‘proof of concept’
for us and gave us the opportunity to sort of ‘school’ the filmfund. We
made a great ‘F.A.A.Q’. Frequently Asked Animation Questions. First one
being “Isn’t animation way too expensive to produce in The Netherlands? ”
What have been your more notable achievements in the last couple
of years?
We always get a kick out of the whole catalogue of animated shorts. It
is definitely something that has become a monument to itself. But in
terms of recent achievements I think we’re still proudest of our first
feature project; Tripple Trouble released in fall 2014.
Arnoud and Michiel came up with the idea and wrote the script so it
was really their baby. It was a big ambition for a drawn animation
feature for only 1.7 million euro budget. And it had not been done in
over 25 years in Holland. That meant il Luster had to swim against the
tide. The general consensus in 2009 was still that it was not possible.
It would be too expensive for the Dutch budgets, we would not have
enough talent to make it, no one could write it and so forth and so forth.
It was quite a struggle for Michiel and Arnoud to even get approval to
write the script themselves. And because the Filmfund needs a lot of
security in terms of track record from as many parties as possible, il
Luster was asked to find a live action co-producer in the Netherlands.
Although we knew that we could use a lot of support, we were
convinced that we could manage without that and that we had enough
experience. In the end the Filmfund was more than cooperative and
did bend their rules a lot for us. But everybody needed to invest time
in each other and we had to explain animation to a lot of people before
it all went ahead.
Apart from that struggle and the fact that it had a good result we were
lucky to have had a team of directors, designers and animators that
were very aware of the groundbreaking thing it was going to be. The
fact that people had said it could not be done, created a sort of pirate
mentality, pride and work ethos that - in short - resulted in a 1,7 million
euro film that looks like at least double that amount. Everybody in the
team thinks of that film as his and her own. The film has all the animators
in the opening credits. They made the film. For us that was never a
discussion, but industry wise it is a big thing with a feature.
What are you working on at the moment? And are there any
significant future plans you can talk about?
One of our bigger projects - ambition wise - is to get our original story
called Roboy co-produced and released within three years. After two
quite local successes we want to develop a story that has international
appeal and distribution.
And we want to get another animated short film series project off the
ground. The animated short film ambition in The Netherlands seems to
be at a low. We have difficulty finding new projects. And we think the
creatives need some form of initiative, a wake-up call. We will be giving
some workshops, organise a masterclass on animation directing and
hopefully get a project off the ground that will activate some directors.
Oh yes before we forget: that Oscar. We plan to win that soon!

>
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Il Luster Studio Showcase
(The Netherlands)

Mexican Standoff

Wad

Display

Panic!

Bill Plympton
The Netherlands/USA,
3'30, 2008 (NL)

Joris Oprins
The Netherlands, 4'30, 2003
(NL)

Lucette Braune
The Netherlands, 4'54, 2009
(NL)

Joost Lieuwma
Netherlands, 5'30, 2015 (NL)

Bill Plympton drops in to create
a music video for local band
“Parson Brown”.

The sea, the wind, the sand and a
lonely seagull populate this semiautobiographical tale about a visit
to the desolate “Wadden” area of
The Netherlands.

One fly brings destruction,
decapitation and de-limbing to a
cluster of mannequins minding
their own business.

Pivot

Roelof van den Bergh
The Netherlands, 4'45, 2009
(NL)

Cat Meets Dog
Paul Driessen
The Netherlands/Canada,
11’00, 2015 (NL)
The master of the multi-frame
animation returns with a tour-deforce in a style all his own. A mindbending narrative rubik with four
faces.

Andre Bergs
The Netherlands, 5'00, 2009
(NL)

Variete

The mind can play devilish tricks
on those cursed with a too vivid
imagination.

Bird Of Prey
Jelle Brunt, David de Rooij
The Netherlands, 2’31, 2015
(NL)
It’s high noon, there’s trouble in
the air and two hombres face off
under the watchful eye of a
plump, patient vulture.

Witnessing a murder marks the
start of one man's strangest-ever
day.

Gradually, bit by bit, life becomes
about how many things we can all
juggle without anything hitting
the floor.

Hard Boiled Chicken

An Abstract Day

The Story Of The Kolobok

Arjan Wilschut
The Netherlands, 4'40, 2006
(NL)

Oerd Van Cuijlenborg
The Netherlands, 5'36, 2010
(NL)

James M. Boekbinder
The Netherlands, 12'30, 2002
(NL)

A desperate race against time and a pot of boiling water – as
two chickens battle to save their
precious darling.

An abstracted saunter through a
day in the life of two lovers.

A humble loaf makes a break for
it to avoid being eaten only to find
himself at the mercy of a hungry
city.

Mexican Standoff

Wad

Display

Panic!

Cat Meets Dog

Pivot

Variete

Bird Of Prey

Hard Boiled Chicken

An Abstract Day

The Story Of The Kolobok

Ballone di Cannone
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Ballone di Cannone
Frodo Kuipers
The Netherlands, 9’13, 2015
(NL)
The flying trapeze is no place for
someone short of skills pressed
into service by the corrupt needs
of a crazed ring-master.
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LATE
NIGHT
SURREAL
OVERLOAD

Leptune
Dax Norman,
Neil Anderson-Himmelspach
USA, 45’00, 2016

Nobody splinters surreal animation into as
many shards as Dax Norman and his new
crazy-wild feature Leptune sits in the
prosecution box screaming out its status
as “Exhibit Fish”.
The surreal internal landscape of Dax Norman’s imagination must
be a fearsome creature to share a cranial dome with, but it’s a great
place to drop in to for a visit. Restless, raucous, hilarious – riven with
a vaguely recognisable stable of creatures that range from the seven
riders of the grotesquerie to a small army of seductively reductive
dancing body parts, the relentless visions trowelled upon the screen from frame #1 of Leptune
will take some shaking. Dax is also the genius behind the seriously good and freaky artwork
and trailer for MIAF 2015.
Dax Norman and composer Neil Anderson-Himmelspach, composer have been collaborating on
short animated films since 2009. Four years ago they decided that they wanted to try to make a
feature length film. Many people have asked what Leptune is and it
is a hard question to answer.
Norman sums the film up best by saying, “Leptune is a self-portrait.
It reflects an inner point of view in ways that a linear narrative cannot. It is an affable place where love, fear, hope, humour and
seriousness all coexist naturally.”
The music was created in a collage to interact with the surreal
landscape of Leptune. The score is infused with analog synthesizers,
human voices, cellos, flutes, basses, electronic instruments and a
myriad of other analog and digital effects and instruments. They
allowed their imaginations to run free and to completely untether all
their inhibitions and boundaries. Leptune, in the end, is ultimately
the film they wanted to make; the film they wanted to see.

Their ‘making of’ tumblr. blog is a work of art in its own right.
Check it out at https://www.tumblr.com/blog/artquotesque
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DEFA Studio Retrospective

SIX PACK FILM

(Germany)

25th Anniversary Program (Vienna)

THE DEFA STUDIO WAS THE MOST PROLIFIC AND CREATIVE of the film
studios that survived and prospered in East Germany. Superbly restored,
this selection of fascinating animation comes from a time AND a world
that is rapidly fading to the memory-gray. They gift us surprising,
occasionally confronting, insights into a society many of us can only
struggle to imagine. If you remember the falling of “The Wall” these films
are an insight into a creative space behind that wall. If that event is an
occasional retro-inflected line item in your info-feed, these films are a
true “through the looking glass” moment.

EVER SINCE WE STARTED MIAF, VIENNA BASED distribution house
Six Pack Film has been sending us challenging, compelling films we have
been happy to screen year after year. Their passionate support for truly
independent filmmakers of all stripes sits at the core of what has fuelled
this organisation and kept it going for quarter of a century.
Put together especially for MIAF by the curatorial staff at Six Pack Film
(in particular by Dietmar Schwärzler), this program encompasses an
intriguing combination of their historical/founding films, award-winning
highlights and those that have gently emerged as classics of their genre.

Kafka’s Dream

Punktchen

S.O.S. Extraterrestria

Enter Paradise for 3€20

Sieglinde Hamacher
GDR, 8’21, 1990 (NL)

Bruno J. Bottge
GDR, 7’14, 1964 (NL)

Mara Mattuschka
Austria, 10'00, 1993 (NL)

Edith Stauber
Austria, 12'00, 2008 (NL)

A powerful, colourfully haunting
rendition of a classic Kafka tale..

Ein Vogel

An enchanting and playful film
crafted out of little more than a
collection of buttons and a
length of string.

The world is a mere plaything for
a giantess recently touched down
from outer space.

Oliver Georgi
GDR, 4’14, 1982 (NL)

Wieder Holung

Der Wettlauf

This ritual of the civilised
transition from street to poolside
is crammed with a plethora of
keenly observed detail of the
everyday.

Nana Swiczinsky
Austria, 8'00, 1997 (NL)

Trespass

Under a blazing sun, a thirsty bird
happens upon a bottle of water.
Getting at that water will be the
difference between life and death.

Ein Kafig
Sieglinde Hamacher
GDR, 7’14, 1981 (NL)
In a magic garden a meandering
fiesta of full plumage bursts forth
countered only by forces that may
try and contain the seduced.

Musikalische Arabesken
Heinz Nagel
GDR, 4’40, 1982 (NL)
A lavishly hand-painted,
extraordinarily imaginative
abstract visualisation of an
Arabesque infused piece of music.

Tulipan The Brightly
Plumed Bird
Kurt Weiler
GDR, 13’24, 1976 (Sub)
“At the school of Salamanca, there
taught a certain man. He sought,
as by madness, the bird called
Turlipan”.

Der Wettlauf
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Gunter Ratz
GDR, 6’06, 1962 (NL)
A stylistically stripped-back film
depicting the unfairness of a race
being staged between two unequal protagonists.

What begins as a nightmare
morphs into more a dissected
space veering unpredictably
between apocalyptic fantasies
and the commonplace.

Sitis

Maria Lassnig Kantate

Rainer Schade
Germany, 11’00, 1990 (NL)

Maria Lassnig, Hubert Sielecki
Austria, 8'00, 1992 (Sub)

A richly sculpted metaphor for
what walls mean, what happens
when they fall and the myriad
fears for what lies beyond them.

In My Neighbourhood
Gaber Steisinger
Germany, 5’18, 1991 (Sung)
A fascinating blending of styles
and emergent cultural expression
as some grim realities wash away
the euphoria of the collapse of
the wall.

One of the foundational Six Pack
films. Austrian artist shares her
life story in 14 verses against an
animated backdrop.

Fast Film
Virgil Widrich
Austria, 14'00, 2003 (SL)
Created with thousands of bits of
paper, this tour-de-force homage
to Hollywood action movies is
one of Six Pack’s most successful
films.

Le Grand Content
Clemens Kogler, Karo Szmit
Austria, 4'00, 2007 (SL)
Brimming with dry humour and a
sound aesthetic confidence, this
film demonstrates how logical
concise nonsense can be made
to seem.

Fast Film
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Paul Wenninbger
Austria, 11'00, 2012 (NL)
Using himself as an anchoring
avatar, the filmmaker sets about
a complex exploration of the
various conceptual ways to
commit trespass.

Not Even Nothing Can Be
Free Of Ghosts
Rainer Kohlberger
Austria, 11'00, 2015 (NL)
Always a fierce attack on the
human system of perception,
Kohlberger’s algorithmic works
have little in common with
conventional film.

The classic animation that poured from the Walt Disney Studio
during the 1930s and 1940s defined the very history of animation.
Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Goofy and other Disney characters
endure to this day and the way Disney made them move was a
revelation to audiences of all ages. These characters and the
films they starred in will never be forgotten.

CLASSIC DISNEY SHORTS

MIAF is proud to be able to present an incredibly rare opportunity to experience this beautiful
magic on the big screen. These films have been painstakingly restored to their full and original
glory and will be projected from 35mm prints.
There can be only one screening of these films and it will be a unique experience to behold.
MIAF is extremely grateful for the assistance extended by Walt Disney Studios and their patience
and support over the more than two years of planning that has made this and the classic Disney
features screenings at MIAF 16 possible.

DISNEY

The Band Concert
Walt Disney, Wilfred Jackson
USA, 8'55, 1935 (NL)
Mickey’s attempts at conducting his
orchestra fall into hilarious disarray when
Donald decides he wants to join in with
his flute.

Clock Cleaners

Saludos Amigos

The Three Cabelleros

Ben Sharpsteen USA, 8'10, 1937 (SL)

Walt Disney Studios
USA, 1942, 45’00

Walt Disney Studio
USA, 1944, 72’00

‘Saludos Amigos’ is one of two very
special features made in the 1940’s as a
result of Walt Disney’s passionate support
of the US government’s “Good Neighbour”
program screening in MIAF 16.

‘The Three Cabelleros’ is another of the
features made in the 1940’s as a result of
Walt Disney’s passionate support of the
US government’s “Good Neighbour”.
For several years key Disney Studio artists
immersed themselves in a number of
different South American animation
communities and in the process created
wonderfully unique films that are infused
with much of what they absorbed from
the experience.

A fiesta of classic cartoon gags. Mickey,
Donald and Goofy take on the job of
cleaning a giant clock at the top of a
very tall tower.

The Flying Mouse
David Hand USA, 8'58, 1934 (NL)
Dreaming of being able to fly, a little
mouse is granted his wish by a fairy he
rescues from an evil spider. Finally – wings!

Brave Little Tailor
Bill Roberts USA, 9'03, 1938 (SL)
Mickey, the brave little tailor, recounts his
heroic, single-handed, blow-by-blow
battle with a marauding giant.

Duck Pimples
Jack Kinney USA, 7'44, 1945 (SL)
Donald gets completely immersed in a
‘whodunnit’ mystery fuelled entirely by
his own imagination.

Wynken, Blynken, And Nod
Graham Heid USA, 7'58, 1938 (NL)
Three babies have the most amazing
adventure of their lives one night when
they go sky-fishing from a boat in the
clouds.

‘Saludos Amigos’ means “Hello, Friends”
in English. It is a short feature made of
four sections, one starring Goofy, two
starring Donald Duck and the other
starring Jose Carioca, a boisterous
Brazilian parrot with a love for big cigars.
As one of the first major projects
completed by the Disney team during
their creative term in South America, it is
a perfect example of the way the two
cultures melded to create enthralling,
utterly entertaining animated cinema.
It premiered in Rio de Janeiro in 1942
before going on to a successful run in the
USA the following year. And its success –
both creatively and commercially – was
the catalyst for Disney to continue with
more and bigger projects in South
America

Bone Trouble
Jack Kinney USA, 8'44, 1940 (NL)
Pluto needs all the magic of the carnival
to outwit his neighbour Butch and steel
his bone.

The Little Whirlwind
Riley Thomson USA, 8'35, 1941 (SL)
Mickey strikes a deal with Minnie to clean
her yard in exchange for a piece of freshly
iced cake. But it’s never that easy.

Music Land
Wilfred Jackson USA, 9'34, 1935 (NL)

A very special treat for fans of classic
animation of ALL ages.

‘The Three Cabelleros’ (1944) is classic
Disney down to its core BUT with plenty
of extra spice and unique lead characters
drawn directly from the colourful,
energetic South American cultures Disney
artists found themselves immersed in.
Donald Duck holds the film together,
essentially taking us on a tour of South
and Central America. An especially
intriguing element of ‘The Three Cabelleros’
is the integration of some live action
sequences which feature some of the big
stars of the day, including Carmen Molina.
It’s enormous fun and a beautiful example
of the pure magic of classic Disney
animation.

A very special treat for fans
of classic animation of
ALL ages.

One of the greatest cartons ever made!
The Land of Symphony and the Isle of Jazz
must reach out across the Sea of Discord
to find harmony.
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THE MAGIC OF

Indie
LA
Cars, Toons, Cars, Jobs, Cars, Art– Adventures & Real Life
As an Indie Animator In The City Of Angels

When I lived in the US in the early 1980s, it never occurred to
me to spend any more time in Los Angeles than I had to.
Coming from Small Town Nowhere, it was too easy to be
intimidated by the urban legends of unfettered street violence,
unnavigable sprawl and smothering smog. It felt like another
planet driven by a pulse I had no hope of reaching any sort of
synchronicity with and populated by beings who spoke a
language made up of individual words I could distinguish but
which they ran into sentences that made no sense whatsoever.

Another thing about
Los Angeles is that it is
one of the great ‘magnet’
cities of the world.
It draws people to it. In
the realm of animation
those pull factors come
from a couple of different
directions.

Maybe in those days, that is what Los Angeles was. But as time marched on more and more
things started luring me to the place; after all, it wasn’t that far from San Francisco to whose
familiar embrace I could always immediately return should things not go so well.
MOCA (or the Museum of Contemporary Art) started coming up on the radar – Man Ray and
David Hockney photographic exhibitions of confronting proportions were worth the plane ride
in their own right. The evocative writing of Steven Leigh Morris opened up a fractured window
into an astonishing world of small theatres in the city via his regular gig in the LA Weekly (that
is, the original LA Weekly, not the diminished ghost that emerged when it merged). Ella Taylor
likewise illuminated a vibrant universe of new music almost beyond imagining through her
regular outbursts in the same publication. LA, it turned out, wasn’t so bad after all, you just had
to know where to go.
Made up of predominantly American animation, the not entirely accurately named “World
Animation Celebration” none the less was a mid 1990’s introduction to the sub-culture of
independent animation. Held in a small non-descript cinema in Hollywood, it got me wondering
what I might want to do with my own newly found fascination in auteur animation. Whilst
attending one WAC, I had a truly “Only In LA” moment when I accidentally stumbled into a
bizarre netherworld venue that happened to be hosting the launch of the hilarious transgender
(soon to be) classic Hedwig And The Angry Inch whilst looking for a bar in which to grab a quiet
moment. I wasn’t dressed for the occasion (a significant understatement) but a good night was had.
Even the relatively inglorious act of discovering LA’s metro train system, something even many
locals barely acknowledge exists, relieved the reliance on the hideous bus network or the
near-pointless endeavour of navigating the city by road.
The barrier to visiting LA these days is the airport, one of the most wretched and decrepit in the
western world to find oneself semi-voluntarily imprisoned within. And made even worse when
the entire American security apparatus seized upon its long suppressed latent desire to go
feral in the wake of the 9/11 atrocities. The army of malevolently patronising, absurdly overempowered bogan sub-class that apparatus scrapes up from goodness knows where in an allout, overblown, underfunded effort to ensure no shoes are left unsniffed and no airliner is
subjected to the horrifying risks of accidentally ferrying shampoo and toothpaste an hour up
the line tempers the passion for visiting the city of angels via this hellish portal.
But there are other ways in and LA stands as a city of a million cultural surprises, an expressive
conglomeration of every imaginable sub culture and a city more capable than almost any other
of offering the actively curious visitor a range and depth of social and cultural experiences that
exist in few other places. The weather is also pretty decent. I know all the brochures say that,
but it’s true.
Another thing about Los Angeles is that it is one of the great ‘magnet’ cities of the world. It draws
people to it. In the realm of animation those pull factors come from a couple of different directions.
Firstly, of course, the city is one of the true cornerstones of the history of animation and a
massive commercial animation industry has flowed from and been sustained by that history.
The Disney Studio obviously sits at the apex of that history but a vast animating industry
thrives in Los Angeles, in its own right and in the service of related industries.
Secondly, two of the most significant animation schools in the United States call Los Angeles
home. The University of Southern California (USC) and the California Institute of the Arts
(CalArts) draw students from all over the world to their courses. Upon graduating, many of
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There are also a lot of self-references to what made my childhood; from
pop-tarts to toy cars to my baby blanket to not liking bikes or burgers,
and of course an undeniable love for Cheetoes.

Some disappear into the machine, some set-up studios that are not
always there the next time you go looking for them, others pop up
annually at festivals with great films that will never turn a dollar and we
wonder how they get by. But from the outside looking in, Los Angeles
seems like a fragmented, solitary scene for auteur animators… until
you start joining the dots.

“Even the tin the scorpion is buried in is based on the exact tin we laid
my brother’s bird to rest in. All this autobiographic stuff came into play
as I was animating it but it was never my intention to put so much of my
childhood into this.”

Many, if not most, of the animators who live in LA these days seem to
have actually come from somewhere else. Sure, Einar Baldvin is from
Iceland but he lives and works in Los Angeles. And Simon Wilches-Castro
is Cuban and studied in Colombia but all his recent films got mailed in
from LA. Didn’t Sean Buckelew used to live in San Francisco? Not these
days.
Perhaps this pointillist method of assembling an animation community
masks the sense of its existence or works against it forming a more
cohesive front. Or perhaps I just haven’t been paying enough attention.
Who and what is the independent Los Angeles animation scene? Time
to do some digging.
It took more than two years research, interviews with almost 100
animators and a careful weighing of almost 1000 films to pull together
this rendering of the independent animation scene in that City of Angels.
Weaving through the highways and byways of this gargantuan commercial
animation machine is a soul-train of animators who – in roughly equal
measure – live off, beside and despite the giants they share their
canyon with. This program showcases who they are, what they do and
how they do it!

One of the things that might perhaps distinguish members of the indie
LA animation community is the answers you can get when you ask them
what they are currently working on.
Kolton again. “I just wrapped up two crazy turnarounds for Bleacher
Report, one was for the Super Bowl Halftime show and the other was
for the NBA All-Star weekend. I have been in production since last year
on a short pilot that is being produced by Sony Pictures Animation and
Frederator for the youtube channel Cartoon Hangover. It’s called City
Dwellers and follows Bruce, a spruce tree, and his pal Biff, a beaver,
who move to the city and walk dogs for a living. It is supposed to be
finished some time later this year. It is part of a collection of shorts
called Go Cartoons with the potential to become a series.”
James Dastoli was another drawn to the city by the promise of work.
“My brother and I are visual effects artists who moved here to work on
live action films primarily,” says Dastoli. “We were fooling around with
using miniatures and other practical effects in conjunction with our
digital work, and that led to a few small animated elements in some of
our short films. It wasn't until my wife and I started doing various crafting
projects for our blog that we started seriously considering stop-motion.”
His film The Seafarer And The Moonlight has an epic feel to it and
seems to draw heavily on key elements of classic European tales of old.
“I was looking at a lot of art that was done in the style of WPA national
parks posters and things like that”, he offers. “It's something that I was
first introduced to with Disneyland attraction posters, and I started to
think that I could make something similar. I'm no good at drawing or
painting so, when the form is simplified, I can just focus on design,
rather than my skill limitations.
“Something else that had stuck in my mind for a while is the style of The
Adventures Of Prince Achmed. And the environments are very much
influenced by my travels in Normandy during my honeymoon.”
The vast majority of current LA based animators, it seems, have arrived
in the city to study and simply stayed on. That was certainly the initial
pathway in for most of the animators with a film in this program. Junyol
Baik, the director of Nighthawk has a story that is fairly typical.

Character Design Tests for ‘By The Name of Boston’

Grant Kolton’s film By The Name Of Boston opens the program and his
pathway into the LA animation scene is a common enough variation on
the theme of coincidences, semi-connected networks and lucky breaks.
“I went to school up north in the San Francisco Oakland area,” he begins.
“My illustration teacher Robert Hunt needed help with animating a
production logo. He ended up blogging about the logo I helped him
animate which got the attention of another illustrator Michael Gillette
who needed an animator for a My Morning Jacket music video. I animated
the entire music video using Michael’s illustrations. When we were
finished the production company was so happy with the work I did that
they offered me a two year representation deal for more music video
and commercial work which I signed.
“I moved down to Los Angeles to be closer to more opportunities and
have been pretty busy ever since. Now I am no longer represented by
anyone since people have been consistently contacting me looking for
animation though I would be happy if I found the right fit.”
Kolton’s film is a pretty wild ride and seemed like the perfect way to
start the program – akin to being unexpectedly pushed onto a freeway
and having to hit top speed immediately. “For me the tempo seems
normal,” he says. “But I know reactions are unanimous that it is
apparently crazy fast.
“This film was initially just a short bit of writing I did and later I thought
it could make a good animation. I wrote it all in one go in my usual
stream of consciousness (or lazy-man’s) technique where I don’t edit
and try to let my hands play catch up to my brain. I wanted the animation
to play out in a similar fashion so it would feel like it was always moving.
The visuals are supposed to be either literal representations of the story
or are visual interpretations of the meaning.
“For example the idea that nicknames are only for Nick made me
immediately think of a forbidden door that you can’t get access to.

“I was interested in art since high school,” says Baik. “While I was trying
to decide what college to go to, I realised that there was an animation
major in many of the art schools that I was looking into. Animation was
something that I had never done before, but I really enjoyed the idea of
making an animation. It would be so cool to create my own cartoons,
like the TV shows I used to watch when I was a kid. Among the list of
animation schools, there was one in the University of Southern California,
which was located in downtown LA. I got accepted to their undergraduate
program in 2011, and since then, I've been animating in LA.”
Nighthawk, which is also screening in MIAF’s Black & White Showcase
program is about as LA/Hollywood as you can get. It is spectacularly
awash with unashamedly wonderful references to classic American cinema
and stands as a vehicle for Baik’s fascination with film noir – new and old.
“During my research I watched a lot of the classics, such as The Maltese
Falcon and Touch Of Evil, but also some relatively modern films, such as
L.A. Confidential and Goodfellas. I don't know if I referenced any of the
moments directly, but I definitely was inspired by the feel and aesthetics
of these films. It was very nice to be directly inspired by these Hollywood
films from the past, but it's funny just how much of it – the feel of these
classics – can still be relevant today.”
Heartache is another film that could have easily qualified for the Black
& White Showcase. Originally envisaged by its creator, Sam Grinberg,
as a comic, he never considered colour.
“It’s a dark tale and black and white was always the way to tell this
specific story,” says Grinberg. “I was influenced by film noir and various
alternative comics which are also black and white – although those
influences are now so far buried they may not shine through.”
Grinberg originally studied cartooning at New York’s School of Visual
Arts (SVA) before shifting to LA to study animation at UCLA, which is
where Heartache emerged from. This ‘bi-coastal’ view of the world may
have played a role in Grinberg purposely creating an incredibly powerful
cityscape that permeates every frame of the film, and yet one that is
>
unrecognisable as a distinctive place. It is a reminder that modern Los
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them do not feel inclined to look very far to find the places they want to
work and the city they want to live and create in – the next stop in the
journey is right in front of them.

Angeles, for all its iconic status as one of the most happening, important
and powerful cities in the world, simply does not have a readily identifiable
cityscape to face the world with.
“The city is supposed to represent the main character,” he explains.
“It’s under construction during the film, like the main character is, he’s
conflicted.
“At the end, the buildings come crashing down just as he does when he
makes the decision to return back to the woman who he was with at the
beginning of the film. And the cityscape idea was conceived before I
moved to LA, and it’s neither New York nor Los Angeles. I was going for
a dream-like environment where the city feels empty yet you always
hear sounds of life in the background.”

“I planned to go in to
live-action, but found
I was more interested
in animating liquid
and hand-drawn
transformations that
illustrate subjective
states.” Eileen O’Meara

Still ‘Panic Attack’

Eileen O’Meara hails from a family of artists and originally studied
Fine Arts at Notre Dame University in Indiana before shifting to Los
Angeles to attend USC.
“I planned to go in to live-action, but found I was more interested in
animating liquid and hand-drawn transformations that illustrate
subjective states,” she says.

“Traditional stop-motion animation and claymation is incredibly time
consuming,” she agrees. “Every form of animation is. It is so rewarding
though, to work with your hands to make things move and have
something so magical when you're done. I love the handmade qualities
of the traditional mediums of animation. I like to see the finger prints,
the hairs and the shaky lines. I like to see mistakes on the screen. I
don't want to be a robot and I don't want to compromise.”
It may be some time before we see another animated film emerge from
Schulnik’s studio. She recently completed her first large show of paintings
and sculpture in three years and seems intent on spending more time
drawing, painting and in her pottery studio.
“Animation takes so much creative energy, I like to take big breaks
between projects,” she says. “I like to cycle between methods and
materials. I probably won't make another film for many years. I like to
take my time. I have no interest in splooging out tons of work that lacks
quality. I did that when I was younger. I have always been a slow driver,
and now I have become a slow maker too.
“I am just interested in making the best work I can. I still make a lot. I
just throw away more.”
Grace Nayoon Rhee is another CalArts graduate, having shifted to LA
from her native South Korea specifically to study there. Her film Insect
Bite was an ‘instant select’ for this program. Bristling with a twitchy,
roughly hewn, hand-drawn style it zings a twisted, demented psyche
that underpins a kind of cryptic, restrained violence.
“I wouldn’t say that bright and happy stuff bores me, but I’m absolutely
drawn to the nightmares,” she begins. “I love it when the air (or the
creatures) get weird, heavy, a little bit scary and dark, but also funny,
lovable and sweet at the same time.
“I’m in love with the odd juxtaposition of these feelings and I see mostly
it’s because it’s the same way as how I express myself. While I can be
nice and sweet to others on the surface, I often feel introverted, sad or
irritated inside. And I think the complexity of that mixture makes it
interesting as a personality and more captivating when expressed
through the work as well.

Her brand new film Panic Attack! (the very last film we were able to
squeeze into this program) is a fiesta of stretch and squash animated
morphing. Animated ‘old-school’ by drawing and colouring directly on
to cels, O’Meara even wanted to shoot it directly onto 35mm but was
thwarted by the extinction of the equipment that would have made that
possible, falling back to using a digital camera out of necessity.
For all that, the most striking feature of the film is the whacky voice
track. The temptation to ask her about where these voices come from
proves too much to resist.
“Ha! Unfortunately, they came from inside my head,” she says, apparently
taking the question well. “After I finished the animation, I sat down at
the computer with headphones and a microphone and tried to re-enact
those irritating voices that just keep repeating, repeating, repeating.
“It was hard to get the recordings to sound exactly right, so I ended up
layering several versions of most of the lines. It was also a challenge to
figure out which speakers to use. I tried to remember or imagine where
the voices seem to be coming from, and accurately place them in the
surround mix.
“I initially planned to have other people do the voices, but when a friend
came over to do the male lines, it just seemed too creepy and bizarre
that his voice would be inside my head.”
CalArts plays a critical role in the story of many independent LA animators.
Founded in the early 1960s by Walt Disney, it was envisaged and has
grown to become a critical institution for the training of artists across a
number of forms from filmmaking to music. Its alumni reads as a Who’s
Who of American animation and that trend shows no signs of letting up.
Based in Valencia it is, in truth, a good ways out of Los Angeles proper
but downtown LA is precisely where a very significant percentage of the
graduates go when they finish.
Back in 1996 the CalArts experience is exactly what a 17 year old Allison
Schulnik signed herself up for, initially studying Fine Arts even though
she knew all along she wanted to animate. Schulnik is – to say the least
– a multi-disciplinary artist, her practice ranging widely across not just
animation but sculpture, drawing, pottery, painting and even dance.
Her film Eager is a stop-motion piece crafted in colourful plasticine and
contains an almost impossibly unmanageable number of moving parts,
all made to move in what can only ultimately be a handmade technique.
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“I’m drawn to the
naive simplicity of
kids’drawings….”
Grace Nayoon Rhee

Early days ‘Insect Bite’
“I’m drawn to the naive simplicity of kids’ drawings and heavily inspired
by them,” she continues. “I feel like the ways they view things are so
much more abstract and close to the most basic needs, which is what
the basis of my creatures are. They are like children and that’s why their
expressions can be brutally honest and raw.”
The three ‘curators’ behind the film Quick And Dirty are yet more
graduates of Calarts. Maya Erdelyi, Gina Kelly and Paul Fraser are the
driving force behind the ‘anijam’ or ‘exquisite corpse’ film which ultimately harnessed the talents of 23 animators, one compositor and
six sound artists.
An anijam is a kind of team-work form of animating. Each artist on this
film had a week to create at least 24 frames of animation (some wound
up contributing more than 100). Only the last frame of each animator’s
work is passed on to the next person in the chain who has to take it
from there and create their own section in their style. The title ‘quick
and dirty’ refers to the idea of working fast and not over-thinking what
you are creating—letting the unconscious take over and make decisions, something which fits perfectly with the ethos of this project.
Each of them had a differing pathway into CalArts. Kelly was initially
fully occupied with her gig-poster business, Weather Maker Press, when
she first arrived in LA but fluked some part-time work with artist and
animator Brent Green during some downtime. This sparked her curiosity
in taking on the CalArts Experimental Animation Course when she
decided to go back to school.
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Although Erdelyi now divides her time between Boston and LA, she
looks back on her three plus years at CalArts as a time in which she
made incredible connections with animators, artists and musicians.
Each has their own take on the strengths and challenges of working in LA.
“I think for me the worst part of living in LA was living in your car a lot
and needing to sit in traffic,” volunteers Erdelyi. “Sometimes, just seeing
this snaking traffic going on for miles just looked like the apocalypse to
me and I found it depressing. It was one of the main things that had me
itching to go back to a pedestrian city. But the strengths of working in
LA are your access to talented people and beautiful houses and backyards
to hang out in and get inspired by. I miss the fruits and flowers of LA and
the light, and of course the people too.”
“I think LA is a big wide open city that can work in many ways for many
people in terms of how fluid it can be,” suggests Kelly. “But it can also
be very isolating, since there isn't much foot traffic and a ton of time can
be spent in cars if you're not careful.
“The art world here is attractive, there are tons of opportunities, and
you also have the ability to live near mountains or the sea depending
on your budget,” she continues. “The thing about working in LA, for me
personally, has always been that it’s a nice place to make the work I
want to share, but most of my work and exhibition opportunities tend to
come from other places. I think I've shown two or three times in LA, but
many more in New York, Chicago, Germany, France, Spain, and China.
I'm not sure what that says about LA, except that it’s definitely a place
where working artists can live and work.”
“In LA, there's so much to draw inspiration from,” says Fraser, continuing
the theme. “Aside from its sprawl and diversity, it's a wildly creative city.
People seem receptive and supportive of artistic endeavours because
so many people are working on their own. If you want to make your
niche music or art, you can find your community. If you want to be left
alone, no one will judge you. That's what I love about LA. An artist has
so many resources here, so the benefits outweigh the challenges of living
in a congested automotive hellhole.”

“This seems more appealing than applying for grants and trying to get
your independent work funded in a more traditional way. I think the
result is that a lot of the independent work is being made for truly no
other reason than creative satisfaction, which is the most exciting place
to be, even if it sometimes puts you into a suicide watch zone.”
“The community is great because there are just a ton of people making
work all the time,” he continues. “It's a great city to be really busy in.
It's also got a different social atmosphere than New York, because it’s a
lot harder to run into people or have casual meet-ups. My whole day is
scheduled around avoiding the 101 at rush hour, for example. So it’s a
lot easier to hole up for a while working on something. Plus so many
people working in the creative industry have crazy job hours that last
weird amounts of time, so it feels like low social pressure but high
social return.”
All of this can be a double edged sword however, demarcating professional
and creative respect zones that do not necessarily reflect the nature of
the work or the motivation behind making it.
“My main beef with LA is that there can sometimes be a climate, in certain
settings, where independent work is relegated to a kind of hobby zone,
and that can be really frustrating,” he says. “I think because it's possible
to really succeed financially out here making animation, there is sort of
an ingrained sense that if you're not doing high profile commercial
work, you must be floundering.
“Not all commercial work is bad, some of it can be fun and cool, but in
my mind nothing you get paid to do will ever come close to being as
meaningful as a project you do for yourself. So there's the model of
doing some commercial work and then doing some personal work, but
not a lot of people actually do that because there is an anxiety that
creeps over you when you start saying “no” to jobs so you can do
personal work. Like your phone will stop ringing and you'll be fucked
and maybe turning down that job for Budweiser was the worst mistake
you ever made.”

The driving thing keeps coming up pretty much whoever you talk to.
Louis Morton’s earlier film Passer Passer showcased his incredible
ability to create wildly fluid, imaginatively flowing animation and Pivot
picks up where that left off. It is essentially a music video although
because the original song is 14 minutes long, it only animates a couple
of sections of the song. Morton couldn’t even understand most of the
lyrics and that made him double-down his focus on the few phrases he
could and use those fragments as the basis for the finished film.
“To me the song evoked the feeling of being completely lost and confused,
and then being rescued and calmed, so I hoped the audience would
experience similar feelings,” is how he sums it all up.
“There's always rad stuff going on here, but the city is massive, and
most often you have to drive, so sometimes it's hard to make it out to
things,” says Morton, reflecting on life as an animator in Los Angeles.
“The independent animation community is really active in LA. There are
fantastic events happening all the time and I go as often as I can, but
mostly as a spectator. It's always nice to see familiar faces and find out
what people have been up to with their own projects. Cinefamily, Echo
Park Film Center, REDCAT and Ghosting all consistently program excellent
animation related events throughout the year.
“There's something for everyone here, no matter what type of animation
you're interested in. It's a huge city, and the film, art and music scenes
are incredibly vibrant and eclectic as well. Even the buildings and plant
life are inspiring. I can't imagine a better place to be employed as an
animator. In addition to large studios, there are so many smaller boutique
shops doing cutting edge work. I find out about a new studio almost
every week.”
San Francisco ex-pat Sean Buckelew is another fan of the indie animation
events happening in LA, particularly Ghosting and Cinefamily. But he is
also alert to the double life he feels many of his community have to lead to
get by.
“Independent animation in LA feels unique because most people oscillate
between being independent and totally soulless commercial sell-outs,
me included,” he confesses. “This sounds like a negative point, but I
actually think it's what makes it interesting. There is the possibility of
making decent money on the commercial side, which then allows you
to take six months off and make something on your own with no strings
attached.

From the storyboard ‘Rock Stories As Told By Matt Pinfield: Red Hot Chili Peppers’

Buckelew’s film in this program, Rock Stories As Told By Matt Pinfield:
Red Hot Chili Peppers is a step aside in tone and style from a number of
his recent independent films. Even he admits, it genesis is an “unsexy
story”.
“Matt Pinfield used to be an MTV VJ in the late 90s,” Buckelew recalls.
“I think he maybe had a drug problem in the middle, and then he did
this show where he was telling stories about musicians. They hit up a
bunch of CalArts people to animate these, so me and my roommate Jess
Iglehart were working on episodes at the same time which was actually
really fun.
“I got the audio recording of the story and had to turn around boards
within a week. Then I had to deliver the animation the week after that.
So basically, I was just on crazy auto-pilot.”
Miwa Matreyek is one member of the Los Angeles animation community
who uses the medium well beyond the purely cinematic realm. Her film
Lumerance hints at the breadth of her practice and the variety of pathways
she takes in using animation to paint a picture broader than that which
a cinema is set up to contain.
Matreyek’s practice often ropes in animation as but one element in an
approach to a hybrid form of live performance that utilises the notion of
cinema to draw an audience into it and then uses some of the properties
of animation to distort those notions and encourage the audience to
rethink what they are seeing.
“How do I create cinematic moments as a theatrical event?” is the question
>
Matreyek says sits at the core of this creative endeavour. “In my own
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For Fraser, it was the CalArts music course that beckoned with the ultimate
dream being to split his time between composing experimental music
and working with animators to create music and sound design for their
projects.

work, the screen is very much the center of the performance. The
projected images, however, are only completed as I enter in as a live
shadow silhouette, and become a part of the fine-tuned composition.
“The audience see moments that are familiar in cinematic language –
pans, zooms, close-ups, jump-cuts, POV shots, parallax, mise en scene.
But as a shadow silhouette, my body can expand and shrink, float, swim,
and do things that are physically impossible as a real person on stage.
“The audience is constantly reminded that I am really there, present in
front of them on stage. They see me enter and exit from the sides of the
screen, turning from shadow to a dimensional person, and back again.
They know the fantastical cinematic compositions are being made live.
There is both the cinematic and theatrical, illusion and construction of
the illusion, suspension of belief and disbelief.”
Matreyek’s pathway to this practice came courtesy of a diversion into
the Integrated Media program whilst studying animation at CalArts. It
was a class which drew people from a number of different disciplines
and is a place with Matreyek found “like-minded people who were all
looking for something beyond their main metier, and looking for a
different kind of critique from what they were getting in their own (often
insular) departments.”
I talked to so many people in the process of putting this program together, many of whom do not have a film in this program. The views on
the vibrancy and cohesion of the LA animation scene ranged from wildly
enthusiastic to something bordering on disbelief that there was anything
that could be called a ‘scene’ at all. Almost universally there was agreement
that the traffic was awful, the cost of rent was a threat, and that it was a
city of near-boundless opportunity. On balance, most of them seem to
love living there.
“LA feels like a city where everybody has energy and is trying to get
projects off the ground,” says Ryan Gillis, a Florida native who attended
USC and is now writing and storyboarding for the Disney show Peanut
And Pickle. “There are screenings and events multiple times a week. I
forgot what it was like to be the only kid who draws in my home town
because everyone I meet here is so talented.
“It's a great environment to work in because it spawns a healthy
competition I think,” he continues. “You can't stay complacent with
your work ethic or style when you're surrounded by so many hard-working people who are pushing themselves and their craft on a daily basis.
“I think one of the weaknesses is that, despite how much is going on
and how much amazing media and art there is to consume, everything
is so spread out that it's easy to ignore. You have to make a big effort to
get out there and see everything. Though that might just be a symptom
of being an animator.”
In what might be loosely termed his ‘spare time’, Gillis is working on his
own short film about chickens and exorcism. Definitely looking forward
to seeing that one completed.
Amy Lee is another USC graduate who doesn’t have a current film on the
circuit. She has been busy writing a paper on the position of animation
in the history of art and the avante garde to present at this year’s Society
for Animation Studies conference. She is also on our ‘watch list’ with
two independent films in development. Both stop-motion, one focuses
on the nexus between Chinese immigrants and urban mythology while
the other is an ambitious sounding music video exploring humanity’s
relationship with nature.
“The animators I know in LA are some of the funniest, most unpretentious,
awesome people I know,” she enthuses. “Although I still have a foot in
the traditional ‘art world’ and I still keep a painting and sculpture
practice, I think that world tends to have a lot of pretentiousness and a
lot of people trying to impress each other with the things they’ve read
and what not.
“Perhaps because animation doesn’t have as long of a history and a
canon of theorists to refer to, animators seem to be more involved with
making things than justifying them. Also, because there is so much
overlap between the studio system and indie animation, it isn’t as cut
and dry what the difference is between indie and commercial animation.”
In turn, Lee concisely sums up the frustrations voiced by many who
contributed to this article about the attitude that ‘art world’ brings to
its assessment of animation as an artform.

“Also, a Hans Richter exhibition was staged at the LACMA in the last
few years and I noticed that they seemed to prefer the words “moving
images” rather than animation. Because animation is so associated
with the studio system, I think it's hard for people to know that there is
anything else besides commercial cartoons.”
One of the more inspiring stories I came across in researching this
program was that of Tristan Dyer. A sense of the power of animation as
a medium came to Dyer when he made a stop-motion documentary
about a woman with a 15 year opiate addiction as part of a college
course on photojournalism and documentary filmmaking that he
undertook in Ventura.
That lead to a fellowship to create another stop-motion documentary,
this one focusing on the struggles of US military veterans returning from
Iraq and Afghanistan, particularly those afflicted with PTSD, addiction
and sleeplessness. This film was close to Dyer’s heart, having served in
Iraq in 2005. Dyer decided more formal training was the next step and
utilised the educational benefits offered to veterans under the GI Bill
and applied to USC.
“LA is a great place to be an artist but I would say that if you want to
make your own stuff and gain happiness through that, then you don’t
necessarily have to be here,” says Dyer.
“The way media is shared and how plentiful the tools are you can do it
anywhere. Also looking back on the work that I have done on my own in
the past, I am now seeing that the best responses from things are the
projects that I had the most limitations on. I plan to embrace limitations
again after coming from USC where I had tons of resources available.”
The history of independent animation in LA is a long, colourful and
storied one, replete with some of the most famous names in the game,
long forgotten heroes and almost certainly an extended roll-call of
“what-might-have-beens”. Probably pretty much everything you ever
heard about Los Angeles is true. It is certainly about money, power,
glamour, and celebrity but it is not all about that. Most importantly, it is
most definitely not artless … it is not even especially hostile to art, at
least no more hostile (or welcoming) than it is to anything you care to
name or can imagine.
It is home to astonishing archives of the most challenging experimental
animation (the Iota Centre and the Centre for Visual Music for example),
it has an actual thriving stop-motion animation industry, it even welcomed
a local iteration of Melbourne’s own Loop De Loop event, a monthly
screening of very short animated loops made for little more reason than
a passion to see a crazy idea brought to life and made to move.
We might explore that history in a future festival but people such as
Kathy Smith (at USC), Maureen Selwood (at CalArts) and Janie Geiser
keep coming up over and over and deserve a mention here.
The closing words go to Suzan Pitt, one of the more significant auteur
American animators still working. Pitt shifted to LA in 1998 to take up a
job at CalArts and has never left. In that time she has taught generations
of aspiring filmmakers, created a unique and special body of wonderfully
idiosyncratic films and has crafted for herself the most LA of lifestyles
and attitudes.
“I work in a renovated garage by my house with windows facing north,”
says Pitt. “I love the light here and my hilltop view of the houses and
trees scattered on the mountains, different soft colours, the Mexican
music which drifts up and the ice cream truck and its melodies.
“To have the sun shine almost every day keeps me from being depressed,
every day is an UP day.”

“I work in a renovated garage by my
house with windows facing north, I love
the light here and my hilltop view of
the houses and trees scattered on
the mountains, different soft colours,
the Mexican music which drifts up and
the ice cream truck and its melodies.”

“The ‘Art World’ still seems resistant to accepting animation as art,”
begins Lee in a refrain that will resonate with almost anybody involved
in the world of auteur animation. “Alison Schulnik, for example, who I’d
say is a successful indie animator in LA is represented at a local gallery,
but it seems little attention is on her actual films. The gallery prefers to
showcase her paintings.
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Suzan PITT

IT TOOK MORE THAN TWO YEARS RESEARCH, interviews with almost 100 animators and a careful weighing of
almost 1000 films to pull together this rendering of the independent animation scene in that City of Angels.
Los Angeles is a town dominated by some of the biggest industrial animation firepower on the planet and is home
to a couple of the largest and most successful animation schools in North America.
Weaving through the highways and byways of this gargantuan animation machine is a soul-train of animators
who – in roughly equal measure – live off, beside and despite the giants they share their canyon with.
This program showcases who they are, what they do and how they do it!

By The Name Of Boston

Can We Be Happy Now

Grant Kolton
USA, 2'23, 2015 (SL)

Tahnee Gehm
USA, 3'00, 2012 (NL)

William Boston (who’s never been
to Boston) lives in the desert
caring only for the finer things and
his friend Chester the scorpion.

Beneath the line all is grey, stifled
and vulnerable. Above lies a world
of colour and a life of possibilities.
How to tame that line?

Hyena

B Minor

Einar Baldvin
USA, 2'32, 2015 (NL)

Jeanette Bonds
USA, 6'08, 2015 (NL)

Clown, clown, gorilla, maniac,
zombie duck, ha ha ha, satanic
meltdown – repeat!

A wondrous maze of simple
complexity and subtle, selfpropelling change.

Cat Bird Coyote

Eager

Amy Raasch
USA, 2'45, 2015 (NL)

Allison Schulnik
USA, 8'30, 2014 (NL)

Freedom’s benefits are not always
black and white, even if they look
that way. Sometimes a cage
actually keeps the dangers out.

An atmospheric banshee-chique
epic that pushes the limits of what
can be achieved with plasticine
and perseverance.

Business Hours: Life And
Death Of A Bureaucrat

Out The Monster

Simon Wilches-Castro
USA, 6'60, 2015 (NL)
“The bureaucrat is eternal”.
Perhaps, but that doesn’t immunise
him from the messy grasp of the
social apocalypse.

Einar Baldvin
USA, 1'10, 2015 (SL)
Marauding amongst us is a monster
picking us off one by one as we
surrender our vulnerabilities to
those who are supposed to be
helping.

Rock Stories As Told
By Matt Pinfield: Red Hot
Chili Peppers

Insect Bite

Sean Buckelew
USA, 1'19, 2014 (SL)

It’s not that bugs don’t have free
will, it’s just they don’t really know
how to exercise it properly.

The boys drop by the house the
Red Hot Chilli Peppers rented
while they waited for their big
break. It had everything – except a
front door.

Heart-Ache
Sam Grinberg
USA, 4'50, 2014 (SL)
The big city, with all its shadows
and false sirens offers a desolate
inspiration for dreams.

Grace Nayoon Rhee
USA, 2'29, 2015 (NL)

The Seafarer And The
Moonlight
James Dastoli
USA, 3'00, 2015 (NL)
A classic tale of man vs behemoth,
the power of the ocean and watery
graves aplenty.

Lumerance
Miwa Matreyek
USA, 4'09, 2012 (Sung)

Katie Gately-Pivot
Louis Morton
USA, 2'45, 2014 (Sung)
“Day follows night”. “Rescue me”.
An eerie, drifting visualisation of
gliding further and further from
the sanctity of the safe and known.

Quick And Dirty
Maya Erdelyizi
USA, 3'12, 2014 (NL)
A fast and loose animated journey
of randomly accumulated imagery
deconceived by a small army of
animators at play.

A dream-like piece of animation-inflected multi-media art from one of
the rising stars of this hybrid form
of non-cinematic cinema.

Panic Attack!
Eileen O'Meara
USA, 3'05, 2016 (SL)
The internalised journey from
wondering if the coffee machine
was left on to sharing a cell with
the Manson girls can be a short
one indeed.

Nighthawk
Junyol Baik
USA, 7'57, 2015 (SL)
With a nod to a few of the classics,
one private eye hits the streets
looking for a killer who works
in the light and hides in the
shadows.
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Dirk de Bruyn –In Conversation
Australian Master
His films are as addictive
as they are bold and
uncompromising
examples of the genre.
He displays a remarkable
ability to learn the
lessons gifted us by
earlier greats and yet
produce a flowing,
beautifully realised river
of imagery that is
all his own.

Dirk de Bruyn is one of Australia’s most successful and
acclaimed abstract animators. It may be too soon to truly call
this program a ‘retrospective’ but de Bruyn’s career nonethe-less spans a significant portion of the history of abstract
and experimental animation in Australia.
His films are as addictive as they are bold and uncompromising examples of the genre. He
displays a remarkable ability to learn the lessons gifted us by earlier greats and yet produce a
flowing, beautifully realised river of imagery that is all his own. His films contain, in many instances, the spirit and ghost-narratives of his own life. MIAF is thrilled to be able to present this
program and the chance to have him discuss these works in
person will be one of the festival highlights.
It was Melbourne Cup Day last year, early November. It was hot
in the sun, chilly the minute you moved out of it. This was the
day we had decided upon to sit down and talk about his films,
swap ideas about how best to deal with the history of Australian
animation and find as many patches of common ground as we
could.
This record is not verbatim but it’s close(ish). He is not really a
narrative guy! At least not in a linear narrative sense. Much of
the pure transcription made little sense in written form – the
conversation just simply free-wheeled all over the place, the
similarities between us leaving many sentences unfinished
because, in conversation, there was no need for them to be so.
That, however, translates poorly to the written record and so
modest liberties have been taken to complete the sentences,
round out assumptive meanings of entire passages and maybe
just hold back on things that, on reflection, were said on the
record but could probably remain unpublished.
His films are what his films are but I am convinced that knowing
a little of de Bruyn’s life and beliefs brings an illuminating
dimension to them that cannot be gleamed in any other way.
This, then, is a small attempt to do exactly that. It seemed
worth a try!

Analogue Stress

MIAF - How did you become an animator? Are you an animator? What do you think of yourself as?
DIRK DE BRUYN Sometimes I am, sometimes I’m not. I made a couple of documentaries and
worked with experimental film. These terms kind of come and go, don’t they. How did I first
start? I saw some experimental films at a place called Spring Street, that had some kind of
screening and they had a lot of home movie type stuff that had been manipulated, and I got
properly interested in that. There was a time where I didn’t know where I was going really.

When was that?
In my 20s. So that would’ve been the early 1970s.
That would’ve been the old Treasury Cinema buried underground in Spring Street?
Yeah, that’s right. It was an independent kind of thing. Then I ended up going up to Sydney,
I was going to travel the world. I was going to Bali first and then I ended up buying a Bolex
camera and some guy came along with some film stock and I started shooting.
So I presume that you would’ve met filmmakers or budding filmmakers
Yeah, the names don’t come to the top of my head though. Michal Lee, Jonas Sadies, Lindsey
Martin, they were more the experimental people that I knew.
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Is that what you set out to do?

That would’ve been 1973 or 1974 I suppose.

Yeah, well it was more about making a documentary about remembering my childhood and stuff like that. But in terms of animation it was
kind of a documentary but also half of it was animated because half of it
was hand drawn. And the kinds of things that were in films like 223 –
which I hadn’t seen then – were kind of in that film too. My film Boedery,
which was a time lapse film, is a part of all of that.

So you would have known the Cantrills?
I wrote an article about them that got published internationally called
Out Of The Frying Pan And Into The Fire. It was kind of talking about my
relationship with the Cantrill’s “Film Notes” (a critical publication – a
sort of physical blog). They were the people who seemed to have the
money, Arthur had a job teaching and they were doing alternate kind of
stuff and you kind of gravitated towards them, but they were kind of
an older generation really.

I tried to get money for making it but I couldn’t. I ended up taking a
whole lot of stock and different types of things just to carry on.
We lived on a farm for nine months or so. It took me a long time to finish
the film - it took me years and years to finish it.

I take my hat off to them. I think what exists of the maintained record of
that period owes a great deal to the Cantrills.

How come?

Let’s start with the films. Running was your first complete film?
That was what … three or four years after you really started getting
interested and serious about things?

Well I had to work. There wasn’t really that much interest in it so I just
had to keep going as best I could. At the start of the films the kids were
very young. But they grew up before our very eyes. By the time the film
was finished they’d already left home.

Yeah, I did a couple of things with sepia toning and little short films
that I’d show here and there, but I never had showed them publicly.
Or I’d show them in open screenings or things like that. Running became
part of a trilogy where I did three 20 minute films. First was Running (1976),
Zoom Film (1976-1977) and then Fires (1987), I got some money to make
that film. They’re all about the same length. They’re sort of trance-like
and they all sort of flicker and they’re about 20-30 minutes long
Did you know they were going to be a trilogy or did one just follow
another?
One just followed another. When I did the first film I was listening to
Steve Reich kind of music and I started to think of those kinds of
patterns that were coming out of those… the visual way of doing that,
and I was just playing around with those and thought that kind of
works, I can do that with that. But it was always a matter of being a bit
like knitting. It wasn’t like, I said, I’m going to make a film and finish it in
1976 and it’ll be 20 mins long. I just kind of worked on it. That repetitive
kind of thing in my daily life was projected into these kinds of structures
in the film. So I didn’t know that it was going to be a trilogy.

What sort of audiences existed for those kinds of films in those days?
Well the AFI used to put them on. Because it was at the start of when
the Australian film industry was being constructed, which wasn’t really
interested in the things that I was doing. But I wasn’t that interested in
getting an audience, I used to get people who said, who’s going to
watch this? There’d be people in the audience asking questions like
that. Earlier on it was more about working with it.
So did you get an overseas audience for it?
Yeah, in the early 1980s I toured with these things and there seemed to
be venues around the place where you can go and show and meet that
community. Sometimes you’d get shows in museums and there wouldn’t
be that many people who’d come to it because the main public wasn’t
that interested in it.
I ended up getting a screening that was important for me at MOMA (NY)
in 1983. That was a one hour program. As part of that I put something
together for the collective living cinema and I toured that around. There
was a net for this kind of work.
So you did the trilogy…?
And then I did Experiments. That was a 2 screen 50 minute film. That
actually got screened at the Melbourne Film Festival, down at the Treasury Place.
OK, so let’s fast forward a little. You went to Holland for a while
around this time. What year did you come back from Holland?
We came back in 1981 or 1982, I’m very bad with these dates. But we
came back and I started working on this long film called Home-Coming.
It included a lot of time lapse footage and that kind of stuff that I’d shot
with my kid.
But then I would start to reanimate some of that stuff where I would
kind of draw pictures on the film itself and it turned into a documentary.
It was screened in MIFF in the late 1980s.

That was when I started to do social work too. Then in the 1990s we
decided to go and live in Canada.
What prompted that?
My partner was in speech therapy and she got a job there. So we lived
in Canada for three years. We lived in northern British Columbia and it
rejuvenated my filmmaking because I got involved with a lot more of the
experimental film people in Canada and the National Film Board. They
actually wound up giving me money to finish the film Rote Movie.
Also they had a really good co-op system there. You could basically join
a co-op for very little money. They had this amazing scheme called PAPS
where they used to have access to a film processing machine in Montreal. It wasn’t putting through enough film to keep it going so somebody came up with the idea to give all these artists free processing. So
everybody there was making these films and getting free processing.
Did you make any complete films while you were in Canada?
Well, I made Rote Movie there and I started Traum A Dream there. And
also this really long film called Across Canada which is a time lapse film
about going across Canada.
Being in Canada changed my filmmaking in the sense that I became
more interested in sound. In part, I think it was the fact that I had more
access to the relevant technology. Because I had access to these
Steenbecks there which made me think about the dialogue between
images and sound a lot more.
Is that when you became more interested in having your voice on a lot
of the work?
Yeah. I’ve always written a bit of poetry so I took it across to film there.
I felt that in terms of abstract cinema in Australia, a lot more of the
history is much more about the sound. So these words sort of come in
to it in that way.
So is this where it really all started coming together?
Well, it changed a lot. But in Canada I found it much easier to work as
an artist.
Before I left I was involved in setting up MIMA (Modern Image Makers
Association) which became Experimenta. It was a response to the fact
that there needed to be something in Australia to do with experimental
and innovative filmmaking.
I was one of the people who got on to the board at the very start.
Somebody from the AFC (Australian Film Commission) mentioned to
me that there wasn’t really anything much surfacing in the whole
experimental sector and perhaps we should try and set something up.
So a few of us got together and got it up and running.
I can’t remember the year but it was supported by the AFC and we had
festivals and it was showing work. At the time I was working as a social
worker and I thought about it – and because I’d been involved in various
fringe networks and things like that – so I thought about it very much as
an open screening thing… everyone comes along and just shows their
films. And in a sense that fits in with this attitude that I had about my
films themselves.
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When was that?

So I thought about this organisation as a kind of open screening
organisation where anybody could show anything, then you have
screenings every month or so where you’d curate something and then
you’d have a flagship event – which was Experimenta – once every
couple of years. I saw it as being an organisation in which someone
could walk in off the street, show something and eventually wind up
running it.
But as the funding increased and people were being employed to run it,
it became much more part of the curatorial network where the people
who were running it saw their next job as possibly working for the
commission or something like that. Therefore a whole network of bureaucrats developed and it was those flagship events like Experimenta
that the organisation funded. So it became less of an artist based thing.
There was also the shift into the digital and there was a critical moment
when one board got kicked out and another board came in which were
more about digital artists. So it became much more about installations
and things like that. The whole film thing kind of disappeared which is
what I went into as part of. But the new group which was into new
media really wanted to establish themselves – understandably – but in
doing so it wasn’t about this history so all of that was forgotten.
Then they changed the name of the organisation to Experimenta which
to me suggests the flagship event was the most important part of it to
them. And probably it was the only way to survive because of the way
the funding worked. These things do wind up becoming kind of
orchestrated around the ways the funding gets set up. They set up
certain outcomes and it shifted it away from the kind of things that I
was interested in.

animation and looked at my father’s family in Holland and did this kind
of talking about this history and used animation to tell that story.
At that stage that wasn’t happening all that much. So when I came back
my mother was upset that I’d talked about my father’s family because
they’d had a difficult relationship so I responded to that by making a
film about it when we came to Australia.
That film was only just finished and then we went to live in Canada.
So in a funny sort of way it was the migration of my parents coming to
Australia in the 1950s that was becoming part of my life as an adult – I
was re-enacting some of this by going to live in Canada for a better or
different life.
When I came back I thought oh great, now I know how to be an artist
and be a family man and do all of these things at the same time and
make a bit of money here. It worked in Canada but it didn’t work here. I
couldn’t get any work, couldn’t earn enough money and couldn’t work
on my films. I worked on films but I didn’t publish much. I did things like
the time lapse films of my back yard here over a period of 20 years.
But I think my work kind of re-emerged more in the 2000s.
Yeah, OK, so Traum A Dream was in 2002. Let’s restart there?
That was really the first one that I finished digitally.
Did you set out to work digitally?
It was the push of technology and it was the situation I found myself in. I
found that it was impossible to get funding anymore. They would pay you
money to go to a festival if your film got in but I couldn’t get any money to
make the film. So working digitally was a kind of resourcefulness.

But I’ve also come to understand, too, that the way a lot of people work
in this area here is like that mischievously Australian way – one of the
founding principles was to say “there’s nothing here”, you know, kind of
put the British flag up, there’s nothing here. So when a new technology
comes along, it starts to establish itself along the same lines… “there’s
nothing here”.

Pretty early days for digital filmmaking in a lot of ways wasn’t it?

The idea of history in an Australian context is almost like the way we
ignore it – it’s part of our cultural approach. So I felt, in the end looking
back on it now, that I was caught in that, that it was time for me to be
thrown away, disposed of and now a lot of clean players take our place
and we get recycled to wherever it is we are supposed to go.

I think the digital technologies have gotten to the point now where I feel
they can communicate some of the physical qualities of the bits and
pieces of films I was mucking around with in my shed in the 1970s.

Yeah, I had an Amiga and I’d do things on that and I’d film it on to my
animation camera right off the screen. And I incorporated that into the
performances that I was doing.

But I should be happy that I’ve survived in some form through all of
these experiences.

East Meets West I think of as a really good example of that. It looks
like film even when you’re watching it on a big screen.

Historically I suppose I’ve never been part of the wider animation mob, I
was always more part of the experimental film side. When I look at what
– say – the National Film Board of Canada does, it’s easy to say “this” is
animation. But the kind of work I make often falls between the cracks.
Ideally lots of different festivals should be picking it up. In fact,
sometimes it works the other way where no festival picks it up.

Yeah, well, I think that is where I’ve gotten to. And there is now a trace
of the aesthetics of the 16mm film that I started with in some of these
things. I’ve come to think of it over time as a kind of archaeology, the
layering of different strategies, of different techniques and different
aesthetics.

Falling between the cracks is kind of what my work is about in some
ways. These films contain a sense of homelessness or they are about
mobility, moving one place to another and a certain precariousness is
almost part of the aesthetic.
I worry about our continuing specialisation in things. As more and
more of these events come about they want to be – or need to be –
more and more focused on one particular thing. And works that don’t
conform exactly to that one narrow thing don’t get picked up and the
work sort of disappears. Or it forces artists to work within a box they
don’t necessarily want to be in.
Yeah, it’s funny how these things keep happening despite everyone’s
best intentions.
Anyway – back to the bigger story maybe? Why did you come back
from Canada?
It was a hard decision. I wondered whether it would be more stable
for the family as well as there being considerations about money.
Interestingly, three or four years later the marriage broke up anyway.
Not because of that but these things would have contributed to it – all
of this moving around was perhaps too much maybe.

Analogue Stress was the next film. That came out later but I was working
on that at the same time as things like Death Of Place and H2. With H2
I took 35mm film and used a splicer to cut it in half and put new sprocket
holes along one side. And using the sound track that was on the original
film but which gets really slowed down when it runs through a 16mm
system. I don’t think of those films as being that successful though.
They’re more about playing around with the technology rather than
communicating an idea.
Do you think people would see the story of your life in your films if
they looked closely enough?
Probably no although perhaps in Traum A Dream and Rote Movie some
of that is a bit clearer. I think the audience has to take it on as a visual
experience – sort of directly get lost in it. It’s a good question but I think
probably the way I’ve more tackled that question is through my writing.
Even when I did my PHD I made a point of doing a practice based one
because I wanted to protect my filmmaking practice but at the same
time I wanted to learn how to talk about film. I wanted to learn what I
considered to be the language of the oppressor – you know, this
academic kind of thing. But I wanted to keep it separate in a way so
there is something unresolved and very fragile about this practice that
keeps it important for me. It’s about working with it rather than telling a
fantastic story that everybody is going to get.

The other thing was that before we went to live in Canada I had also just
finished a film called Conversations With My Lover which was a kind of
documentary. It was shown at MIFF – didn’t have any animation in it.
In a sense that was a response to homecomings where I’d done a lot of
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I had to come to terms with that and think about it a lot more when
Steven and I made that documentary (The House That Eye Live In –
Steven McIntyre 2014) about me. It allowed me to think more about the
idea of migration, this idea of being an outsider and different sorts of
abuse, and living within this and other cultures and mobility and all of
those sorts of things.
I can see that these films are a kind of anchor point in that story for me.
And one thing that’s important for me is that I think what I’m doing is
essentially Australian too. There’s something very Australian about it in
that maybe if I was doing this kind of stuff in Europe it would be
considered more about abstractness. But here there is an importance
for me to it that it talks a bit about the kind of invisibility of art and this
kind of work in this culture.
Coming to Australia my parents were asked to become new Australians.
A part of becoming a new Australian is that they were being asked to
forget where they’d come from so it sets up this dynamic which I feel
like I have been playing out in my films.
Another layer of the onion for me is the idea of the denial of the arts in
Australia and this kind of marginal sort of fighting for putting something
together. I’m happy to be able to say that because it’s not just about
doing this abstract work, there is a political sort of relevance to it that’s
become clearer to me over time.
I definitely understand the political thread that runs through your
work and I think it would be a relatively easy point to explain to an
audience as they sat down. But the personal component is probably
the harder one and I still wonder if you think an audience would get to
know you through an hour of watching your films?
Yeah I don’t know. There’re all sorts of layers to what I’m doing in a
sense and that’s why it is so interesting putting this program together
because what story is this program supposed to tell? But these films are
like fragments I’m throwing out there. It’s part of my everyday life. And
sometimes when I throw them out there I might not be completely
happy with them and I might feel I need to do more but it’s about doing
and performing.
Fragments is a very good way of putting it and looking at it. The more I
learn about the history of Australian animation the less hope I have of
ever being able to really tell it. The best contribution I can make is to
grab these fragments and put them out there and maybe that’s enough
for somebody else to begin their attempt at seeing their version of the
history for themselves.
Yeah I know what you mean. It’s about being in the moment and about
constructing that. It’s about the physical problem that confronts you on
a daily level when you’re asking yourself what the fuck is all this.
And also it’s better to do something than to dream about doing
everything and winding up doing nothing.
And worrying about getting it all right – assuming that can be done.
But that’s kind of an old idea anyway – to get it all right!

Dirk de Bruyn Films
Boerdery
Dirk de Bruyn
Australia, 9'18, 1985 (NL)
A time-lapse document of a
farmhouse in the Netherlands
mapping the changing seasons,
the light and shadows.

Analog Stress
Dirk de Bruyn
Australia, 13'59, 2004 (NL)
Made entirely from scratched and
reanimated found industrial and
discarded personal footage with a
similarly ‘handmade’ soundtrack.

Rote Movie
Dirk de Bruyn
Australia, 10'58, 1994 (SL)
Channelling the life of an expatriot and a traveller, de Bruyn
narrates an abstracted moving
landscape of memories and
impressions.

Discs
Dirk de Bruyn
Australia, 2'32, 1982 (NL)
Shot in a single day using a
friend’s record collection, Discs
is a film that pushes the physiological limits of the illusion of
animation.

Traum A Dream
Dirk de Bruyn
Australia, 6'52, 2002 (NL)
Exploring the emergence of
memory and gathering mass
from within the confined,
traumatised space.

East Meets West
Dirk de Bruyn
Australia, 4’25, 2015 (NL)
When Abstract Cinema is
swallowed by the Academy, the
street is emptied. Technique
becomes subservient; a marker of
lost ideologies.

Dissociation
Dirk de Bruyn
Australia, 7’51, 2016 (Sub)
Captured voices - redolent of
transmission flotsam from a toolong road trip - compete with an
intense convoy of diverse abstract
imagery.
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How do you feel about it when you look back on what’s mounting up to
being a fairly decent sized body of work?
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